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Editor’s Note

The International Journal of Interactive Multimedia and Artificial Intelligence provides an interdisciplinary forum in which scientists and professionals can share their research results and report new advances on Artificial Intelligence and Interactive Multimedia techniques.

The research works presented in this issue are based on various topics of interest, among which are included: 3D Interface, Information Extraction, Artificial immune system, Security in Cloud Computing, Genetic Algorithm, Activity recognition, 3D Render Distribution, Software visualization, Event Perception, New Programming Language, Distributed computing, MOOC environments, etc.

Contreras, D. Et al. [1] talks about a novel framework to tightly integrate interactive recommendation systems in a 3D virtual environment. Specifically, we propose to integrate a Collaborative Conversational Recommender (CCR) in a 3D social virtual world. Our CCR Framework defines three layers: the user interaction layer (3D Collaborative Space Client), the communication layer (3D Collaborative Space Server), and the recommendation layer (Collaborative Conversational Recommender). Additionally, we evaluate the framework based on several usability criteria such as learnability, perceived efficiency and effectiveness. Results demonstrate that users positively valued the experience.

Ghoualam A. Et al. [2] presents a local grammar approach to extract medical named entities from French patient clinical reports. Experimental results show that the proposed approach achieved an F-Measure of 90.06%.

Baldominos, A. G. Et al. [3] writes about a design of an evolutionary algorithm for building classifiers specifically aimed towards performing classification and sentiment analysis over texts. Moreover, it has properties taken from Artificial Immune Systems, as it tries to resemble biological systems since they are able to discriminate harmful from innocuous bodies (in this case, the analogy could be established with negative and positive texts respectively). A framework, namely OpinAIS, is developed around the evolutionary algorithm, which makes it possible to distribute it as an open-source tool, which enables the scientific community both to extend it and improve it. The framework is evaluated with two different public datasets, the first involving voting records for the US Congress and the second consisting in a Twitter corpus with tweets about different technology brands, which can be polarized either towards positive or negative feelings; comparing the results with alternative machine learning techniques and concluding with encouraging results. Additionally, as the framework is publicly available for download, researchers can replicate the experiments from this paper or propose new ones.

Venkateshwaran K., D. Et al. [4] talk about that Agent can play a key role in bringing suitable cloud services to the customer based on their requirements. In agent based cloud computing, agent does negotiation, coordination, cooperation and collaboration on behalf of the customer to make the decisions in efficient manner. However the agent based cloud computing have some security issues like (a.) addition of malicious agent in the cloud environment which could demolish the process by attacking other agents, (b.) denial of service by creating flooding attacks on other involved agents. (c.) Some of the exceptions in the agent interaction protocol such as Not-Understood and Cancel_Meta protocol can be misused and may lead to terminating the connection of all the other agents participating in the negotiating services. Also, this paper proposes algorithms to solve these issues to ensure that there will be no intervention of any malicious activities during the agent interaction.

Zaldaña, H. Et al. [5] shows an alternative to this process is the UV disinfection of drinking water. Most of the devices in the market use UV bulbs or mercury lamps. The UV LED, which is cheaper and smaller, allows creating new smaller devices. The main contribution of this paper is the use of Genetic Algorithms to help design a drinking water device with UV LEDs.


Bolívar, H. D. Et al. [7] talk about a research that is based on the method ‘divide and rule’, that is, volumetric surfaces are subdivided using a tree-KD of sequence of scenes in a game, so reducing the surface into small sets of points. Reconstruction efficiency is improved, because the search of data is performed in local and small regions. Processes are modeled through a finite set of states that are built using Hidden Markov Models with domains configured by heuristics. Six test that control the states of each heuristic, including the number of intervals are carried out to validate the proposed model. This validation concludes that the proposed model optimizes response frames per second, in a sequence of interactions.

Almeida-Martínez, F. J. Et al. [8] shows a reviews software visualization focused on the educational environment. Software visualization is a very wide study field, so we have focused on two areas: recursion visualization and parsers’ visualization. The paper contains a retrospective about what has been made on it, what lacks we have found and the solution provided by the authors: SRec and VAST, two software tools trying to make a significant difference between them and the software made before.

Jain, S. Et al. [9] propose an extension of perception process in an existing emotion model, EMIA and suggest the formalization of event perception and appraisal processes to make it adaptable. This has been carried out using five parameters for event description along-with fuzzy logic which makes the process more effective yet simple.

González, C. Et al. [10] shows a comparative the new programming language of Apple, Swift, with the main
programming language of Apple before Swift, Objective-C. They are going to show the differences, characteristics and novelties to verify the words of Apple about Swift. With that they want to answer the next question: Is Swift a new programming language easier, more secure and quicker to develop than Objective-C?

Torres, E. Et al. [11] expose a report with a solution based on dynamic partial replication where the number of replicas for each file and its management is handled by an agent architecture. They compare their solution with full replication and with static partial replication both in terms of storage capacity consumption and service time. Their results show that their proposed solution provides equivalent performance with a better use of disk storage capacity.

Corbi, A. D. Et al. [12] shows a software framework that aims at assisting teachers in MOOCs during math-nature exercise correction tasks. This framework might fit for math, physics, or technical teachings. As a test experience, they apply it to 300+ physics homework bulletins from 80+ students. Test results show their solution might turn very useful when guiding assistant teachers during correction shifts.

Rios, S. Et al. [13] explains how wearable technologies are capable of measuring the heart beat and, further, using other sensors like Accelerometer and Gyroscope, embedded on a simple clock allow us to monitor the physical activity of the user. Their main goal is to use the pulsations measurements in conjunction with the physical activity for the detection of driver drowsiness/sleepiness in advance in order to prevent accidents derived from fatigue.

Dr. Carlos Montenegro
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Abstract — Nowadays e-commerce websites offer users such a huge amount of products, which far from facilitating the buying process, actually make it more difficult. Hence, recommenders, which learn from users’ preferences, are consolidating as valuable instruments to enhance the buying process in the 2D Web. Indeed, 3D virtual environments are an alternative interface for recommenders. They provide the user with an immersive 3D social experience, enabling a richer visualisation and increasing the interaction possibilities with other users and with the recommender. In this paper, we focus on a novel framework to tightly integrate interactive recommendation systems in a 3D virtual environment. Specifically, we propose to integrate a Collaborative Conversational Recommender (CCR) in a 3D social virtual world. Our CCR Framework defines three layers: the user interaction layer (3D Collaborative Space Client), the communication layer (3D Collaborative Space Server), and the recommendation layer (Collaborative Conversational Recommender). Additionally, we evaluate the framework based on several usability criteria such as learnability, perceived efficiency and effectiveness. Results demonstrate that users positively valued the experience.

Keywords — Collaborative Conversational Recommenders, Intelligent Collaborative 3D Interface, 3D Virtual Worlds.

1. INTRODUCTION

E-commerce customers are used to being guided by some type of e-assistant which helps them with information overload. Recommendation web-engines assist the user in a variety of e-commerce applications, such as those for buying music, books and mobile phones. Recommender systems typically endorse a list of suggestions close to the user preferences, through collaborative or content-based filtering. Collaborative filtering methods use a model from the past behavior of the user as well as selections made by other people before. Content-based filtering use a description of the product and a profile of the user’s interests. Conversational recommenders is a form of content-based filtering that is well suited to many product recommendations.

Critiquing-based recommender systems are a kind of interactive Conversational recommenders which help users to navigate through a product space, alternatively making product suggestions and eliciting user feedback in the form of critiques such as “I would like something cheaper” or “with faster processor speed” [1],[5]. Thus, a critique is a directional feature preference in relation to the current recommendation. Collaborative Conversational Recommenders (CCR) [6] exploit not only the critique-based feedback of the user, but also the on-line collaboration between users who have similar or different goals.

A typical session with a conversational recommender consists of a series of recommend-review-revise-update cycles [14]. First, in each cycle a new product is recommended to the user based on the current product query. Second, the user provides some form of feedback (review) regarding the suitability of the item. Third, the query is revised for the next cycle. Finally, the user model is updated by adding the last critique and pruning all the critiques that are inconsistent with it. The user finishes the process when she finds a suitable product or give the recommendation process up.

Recommendation engines are widespread in the (2D) web where they provide an interactive experience to users, and where users may collaborate using chat, messages and social networks. However, in general, the on-line collaboration among users in e-commerce (2D) web-based spaces is constrained to chat interaction, loosing some sensory information of other people, such as the physical behavior, gestures as well as voice-based and text-based chat. Nevertheless, 3D interfaces further facilitate the collaboration among users, who feel immersed and have better social interaction with each other [11]. Additionally, virtual agents can provide personalized services, and then increasing consumer trust in e-commerce [8].

Furthermore, although an initial goal of 3D business virtual worlds has been to generate brand awareness and increase traffic to 2D e-commerce web pages, virtual store customers generally want to stay inside the 3D virtual world and thereby complete the buying process within the same virtual

1 In this work the term “Conversational” is employed in the scope of the Recommender Systems, but it does not refer to a typical user action inside of a 3D virtual environment such as text or voice chats.
environment [12], where can share their experiences with others. However, little research has been done on the integration of recommender systems in 3D virtual environments. Recent works integrate collaborative filtering approaches in virtual worlds [17][18] but, as far as we know, no one exploits the benefits of a conversational recommender.

In this paper, we present a novel framework to integrate recommendation systems in 3D virtual environments. Specifically, we propose to integrate a Collaborative Conversational Recommender (CCR) in a 3D social virtual world to provide the users with an immersive and collaborative recommendation experience. Note that this is not a group recommender but a conversational recommender which allows the user to interact with it either in a individually or collaborative way. This framework is composed by three layers: the interface layer (3D virtual world), the communication layer and the recommender layer. Interactions between the user layer and the recommender layer flow as messages across the communication layer. Moreover, this framework deals with both individual and collaborative critiques. Finally, we evaluate the approach by means of different usability criteria such as learnability, satisfaction, effectiveness, and both perceived and real efficiency.

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents related work; Section 3 describes in depth the proposal; Section 4 evaluates the performance and the usability of our proposal with real-users; Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The majority of conversational recommenders that use critiquing as feedback mechanism assume web-based platforms, for example QuickShop [14] or Example Critiquing [13]. A different approach is used by CATS [10], which defines a group recommender that uses an interactive table-top device for allowing the interaction of multiple users through a touch screen. There are also proposals on mobile devices, such as MobyRek [15] and CritiqueShop [19].

Relatively little research have been focused on exploiting 3D interfaces for recommender systems. In this way, Second Life² has been used by some researchers as an interactive recommendation platform [2],[17]. EEG system [7] used OpenSimulator, an open-source 3D virtual world platform that follows Second Life protocols so that users connect using any Second Life viewer. Other works have used more specific tools to develop recommenders in 3D virtual environments, such as Java3D with VRML (Virtual Reality Markup Language) [18] and [9].

In relation to the application domain of previous works, most of them have been focused on implementing shopping assistants. For example, Xu and Yu [18] present a solution of virtual shopping mall on the Internet through a recommender based on data mining technologies. Other authors recommend virtual objects inside a virtual reality interface, using a classification method based on off-line historical data [9].

Others have focused on recommending locations (places inside the virtual world) made by other users [17]. Recently, [7] have proposed to evaluate pre-purchase ratings (in addition to traditional post-purchase ratings in recommendation process), which were based on electroencephalogram (EEG) signals obtaining the users’ positive emotions while interacting with virtual products before to purchase.

Regarding the recommendation method, the majority of previous studies have used a traditional Collaborative Filtering (CF) method [2], [7], [17], [18], [20] for generating users recommendations. CF [4] is based on historical data and does not necessarily imply a direct on-line interaction among users. There is also a hybrid approach that is based on both collaborative-filtering and content-based methods [9]. However, this hybrid approach does not allow on-line user collaboration.

Our proposal uses a 3D collaborative platform that provide users with meaningful visualizations, interaction mechanisms and a great sense of immersion. Specifically, we use OpenSimulator server platform, with a Second Life Viewer client, allowing a better separation between the different functionalities of the 3D virtual environment and the recommender system. Our CCR framework focuses on e-commerce applications, which perform massive products recommendation (e.g. smartphone, pc, travel). Moreover, we have enriched the traditional critiquing feedback mechanism allowing a collaborative on-line selection of products among users. The main advantage of the CCR framework with respect to previous studies is that none of them is conversational nor exploits the collaborative features of 3D virtual environments. In addition, we propose a novel framework that can be used to develop new solutions for integrating recommenders in 3D virtual environments.

III. PROPOSAL

This section presents our Collaborative Conversational Recommender (CCR) framework, which integrates a Conversational Recommender in a 3D interface to provide users with an immersive and collaborative recommendation experience.

Figure 1 shows the three layers in the CCR framework. In the top of the figure, the 3D Collaborative Space Client is an immersive 3D virtual space where users interact each other and with the recommender to acquire a desired product. In the bottom, the Collaborative Conversational Recommender layer hosts recommendation algorithms, case bases (CB) and users models needed for the recommendation process. In the middle, the 3D Collaborative Space Server is the communication layer responsible for the connection between previous –interface and recommender– layers, as well as for users and 3D content management.

As previously introduced, a typical session with a conversational (interactive) recommender consists of a series of recommend-review-revise-update cycles, where both the user and the recommender interact each other in several cycles. A recommendation cycle starts when the recommender (in the CCR layer) provides the user (in the 3D Collaborative

---

² It is a massively online 3D content-based virtual world that permits users to construct, interact, and inhabit their own 3D world.
Space Client layer) with an initial product. This is done by means of the communication layer which connects both layers. The product, for example price i.e. “I want a less expensive camera”. She performs the critique by interacting with the visual elements in the interface, see the 3D Collaborative Space Client. Next, the critique is sent as a message to the communication layer (3D Collaborative Space Server) that sends the critique to the Collaborative Conversational Recommender (CCR). In this layer, the CCR Algorithm selects the next product recommendation based on the full set of products in the case base, CB, and the preferences stored in the user model, then, the recommendation is sent through the communication module to the user interaction layer (3D Collaborative Space Client) and the cycle starts again. The process finishes when the user either finds (and buys) the desired product or abandon the recommendation process.

These successive cycles represent a conversational recommendation process, where a sole individual interacts with the recommender. Nevertheless, the CCR framework contemplates a new recommendation process, described in depth in section 3.3, which supports both individual and collaborative critiques. Hence, users perform collaborative actions (I like and I leave) to start collaborating or stop the collaboration respectively. These actions provoke the transition between individual and collaborative critiquing states. On the one hand, a user can walk around the 3D space and see products recommended to other users. If she likes the product that the recommender is currently suggesting to another user, the host user, the 3D Collaborative Space Client provides the former (guest user) with visual interactive elements to start the collaboration. Then, the guest user performs the so-called I like action in the host user recommender. After this action, both users change to collaborative critiquing state. In this state they talk each other...
and arrive to a consensus for continue together the critiquing process. Nevertheless, to avoid that other users corrupt host user current product, she is in charge of directly interact with the recommender. On the other hand, at any time the guest user is free to continue alone the recommending process. This can be due to different reasons, for example, they do not arrive a consensus and the guest user prefers either to continue alone or to collaborate with other users. To this end, the user performs the so-named action I leave (in the host user recommender) and back to individual critiquing state. Note that a host user can be collaborating with any number of guest users at the same time.

In the following we detail each layer in the proposed CCR framework.

A. Collaborative Space Client

The 3D Collaborative Space Client is an immersive 3D virtual space where users, represented as avatars, interact each other and with the recommender by means of a 3D Recommendation Object (RO). Therefore, this object facilitates user-recommender interaction.

The top of Figure 1 shows two users, each one situated in front of a 3D RO, which is a 3D panel consisting of several visual and interactive elements: a) corresponds to interactive elements for performing collaborative actions (I like and I leave) or for finishing (Buy it) the recommendation process when the user reaches the desired product, b) currently is an image of the recommended product, although it can be a 3D model visualization or a video of the current product, c) are visual affordances representing the features of the current recommended product, with the value of the feature on top of it, and d) displays one (<>), different than) or two (+, -) interactive icons the user touches for critiquing product features. For example, button <> is used to change nominal features like manufacturer and + and – buttons for critiquing numerical ones, i.e., “I want a different (<>) manufacturer”, “I want a cheaper (-) camera”, “I like a more expensive (+) camera”.

User interactions in this layer trigger three types of events which are sent to the Collaborative Space Server: the CritiqueEvent when the user performs a critique by touching the visual element annotated as d) on the 3D RO; the CollaborativeEvent when the user wants to collaborate with another user and to do so she performs the I like action or, in contrary, she performs the I leave action to finish the collaboration; and finally, the BuyEvent when the user has found a suitable product, she performs the Buy it action.

This layer also receives two events from the Collaborative Space Server: the DisplayRecommendationEvent which is in charge of displaying a new product recommendation on the 3D RO, and the PlayExplanatoryEvent which informs the user that a suitable product has been found, through text chat and sound reproduction.

B. Collaborative Space Server

This layer fulfills the standard functions of a 3D virtual world server, which support the execution of an online multi-user 3D environment (see dotted squared on the right part of middle layer in Figure 1). Additionally, it incorporates three modules which facilitate the collaborative conversational recommendation: communication, users, and 3D content management. Next, we introduce them.

The Communication Management Module maps user events to recommender actions and, in reverse, recommender actions to user events. To do so, it requires user information from the Users Management Module, which stores and manages users’ information such as user identification and state (individual or collaborative critiquing), and the 3D RO the user is interacting with.

In the following we present the three user events (introduced in section 3.1) which are mapped to recommender actions.

First, the CritiqueEvent maps to the CritiqueAction described in Equation 1. It contains: the user who performed the critique, userId, the recommender where was performed the critique, recommenderId, the current recommended product, productId, the critiqued feature, featureId (e.g. price), the type of critique, typeCritique (i.e., <>, +, or -), and the critique value, critiqueValue (i.e. the current value of the critiqued feature).

\[
\text{CritiqueAction}(\text{userId}, \text{recommenderId}, \text{productId}, \text{featureId}, \text{typeCritique}, \text{critiqueValue})
\] (1)

For example, critiqueAction(userId2, rec2, camera 300, price, +, 340) describes that user2 working on rec2 sends a critique about product300 for obtaining a recommendation product with a price higher than 340. Note that this critique is later stored in the user model, see Figure 1.

Second, the CollaborativeEvent maps to the CollaborationAction described in Equation 2, which contains the collaborative action, actionId (I like or I leave), the user who performed the collaborative action, userId, the 3D RO where was performed the action, recommenderId, and the current recommended product, productId.

\[
\text{CollaborationAction}(\text{actionId}, \text{userId}, \text{recommenderId}, \text{productId})
\] (2)

Third, the BuyEvent maps to the BuyAction described in Equation 3, which involves the user who performed the action, userId, the 3D RO where was performed the action, recommenderId, and the product bought by the user, productId.

\[
\text{BuyAction}(\text{userId}, \text{recommenderId}, \text{productId})
\] (3)

Now we depict the Recommendation action which maps to the DisplayRecommendationEvent previously introduced in section 3.1. It contains – as shown in Equation 4 – the user who performed the critique or selected a product from other user, userId, the new recommended product, productId, and a list of features (i.e. the value for each product features), featureValues. Later, the mapped event is sent to the 3D Content Management Module.
Recommendation(userId, productId, featureValues) (4)

The 3D Content Management Module is in charge of displaying, DisplayRecommendationEvent, a new product recommendation on the 3D RO, and playing, PlayExplanatoryEvent, the sound which informs the user that she has found a suitable product.

C. Collaborative Conversational Recommender

CCR layer contains the following elements: recommendation algorithm (CCR algorithm), case bases (CB) and users models needed for the recommendation process. CCR algorithm is based on Incremental Critiquing (IC) [14] algorithm. However, the CCR algorithm includes critiquing and selection of product candidates from a collaborating user (called a host user). Particularly, in the CCR the set of products or cases for recommendation is defined as a case base \( CB = \{ p_1, ..., p_n \} \) where \( p_i \) is the \( i \)th product. Additionally, in the CCR the user model \( U = \{ U_1, ..., U_k \} \) contains a set of critiques where each \( U_j \) is the \( j \)th critique.

Figure 2 shows the CCR process in a cycle that maintains four phases (i.e. recommend, review, revise and remodel) as IC but they differ in the internal process of these phases.

First phase is devoted to recommend a new product, \( p_r \), to the user from the case base. This recommendation comes from one of the following options: (1) the recommended product is a selection made using a CollaborationAction (I like) when initiating a collaboration with a host user, or (2) the recommendation is based on current query, \( p_q \), and previous critiques if there are any in the user model. In both options, this phase returns a product recommendation, \( p_r \).

Specifically, in the last option we have kept from IC the idea that instead of ordering the relevant products\(^1\) on the basis of their similarity to the product query (\( p_q \)) it is also helpful to compute a compatibility score, \( C_{p_i}(U) \). We have maintained the \( C_{p_i}(U) \) defined in IC but the CCR also includes compatibility scores based on reinforcement learning [16]. In particular, in this paper the compatibility score used is shown in the following equation:

\[
C_{p_i}(U) = \sum_{j=1}^{\|U\|} \delta(p_i, U_j) \cdot (1 - \beta) \cdot S(p_i, p_q)
\]

where \( p_i \) is the \( i \)th candidate product and \( U = \{ U_1, ..., U_k \} \) is a user model where each \( U_j \) is the \( j \)th critique and \( \|U\| \) is the number of critiques in \( U \). The satisfaction function \( \delta \) returns 1 if case, \( p_i \), satisfies critique \( U_j \) or 0 otherwise. Thus, the compatibility score is essentially the percentage of critiques in the user model that product \( p_i \) satisfies. Then, the compatibility score and the similarity of a candidate product, \( p_i \), to current product query, \( p_q \), are combined in order to obtain an overall quality score, \( Q \):

\[
Q(p_i, p_q, U) = \beta \cdot C_{p_i}(U) + (1 - \beta) \cdot S(p_i, p_q)
\]

where \( S \) is the similarity function based on an Euclidean distance, and \( \beta \) is set to 0.75 by default just as IC algorithm [14]. The quality score \( Q \) is used to rank the relevant products prior to next cycle, and the product with the highest quality is then chosen as the new recommendation, \( p_r \).

In the review phase, a Recommendation is sent to the 3D Collaborative Space Server (see Figure 1) which maps to an event showing the recommended product in the 3D Collaborative Space Client and the user reviews current recommendation, \( p_r \), by introducing some feedback. There are three feedback mechanisms available: the CollaborationAction, the CritiqueAction, and the BuyAction. The first feedback occurs with CollaborationAction, which generates a product selection for the user that starts a collaboration with another user, the host user. The second mechanism ensues when the CritiqueAction is performed through a critique element in the 3D interface (see 3D Collaborative Space Client in Figure 1). Anyone of them generates a new critique \( U_{cq} \) (i.e. a directional preference over a feature) to be considered in future recommendations. The last feedback is the BuyAction, which generates a product selection for the user and denotes that the CCR cycle will be finished as the user has found a suitable product. In addition to receiving feedback, this review phase is in charge of removing current product recommendation, \( p_r \), from the case base, \( CB \), for avoiding repetitions in subsequent recommendation cycles.

The third phase focuses on the revision of the current product query, \( p_q \). Concretely, it defines the current product recommendation, \( p_r \), as the new product query \( p_q \).

Finally, the CCR cycle finishes remodeling the user model \( (U) \) according to the user’s feedback provided in the review.

\(^1\) A relevant product is a product that satisfies the last critique made by the user.
phase. Maintaining a user model is not as simple as storing a list of previously selected critiques. Some critiques or the selected product may be inconsistent with earlier critiques. It is essential to remodel the user model by adding the latest critique \((U_{cq})\) if there is any only after pruning previous critiques so as to eliminate these inconsistencies. According to this need, this phase includes two steps.

The first step is devoted to remove those critiques that contradict current feedback. That is, it removes all existing critiques that are inconsistent with the new critique \(U_{cq}\) if there is any or removes those that are not satisfied by the selected product. For example, in a camera recommendation process, if the user model contains a critique \([\text{manufactuer},\neq, \text{Sony}]\) and the product selected from host user is a Sony camera, critique \([\text{manufactuer},\neq, \text{Sony}]\) is removed from the user model as it contradicts current product recommendation. The second step reforms those critiques for which the new critique or the product selection is a refinement. For example, a user model with the following critique \([\text{price},\leq,$1500]\) that receives a selection whose price is $1000, the critique will be refined to \([\text{price},\leq,$1000]\).

The CCR terminates the recommendation process either when the user retrieves a suitable product or when she explicitly finishes it with the \(\text{BuyAction}\).

### IV. USER EVALUATION

This section reports results of user tests performed to evaluate our proposal. Our main goal is to assess the usability of the CCR framework. To do so, we focus on different usability criteria such as learnability, effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. Note that we evaluate task effectiveness by means of the decision accuracy, which measures how well the recommender supports the user in the finding of the desired product.

Additionally, we want to get feedback about the usefulness of the approach and users’ willingness to use a 3D interface for collaborative recommendations in the future.

#### D. Methodology

The test followed the Summative evaluation method and mainly focused on gathering quantitative data [3]. We aimed to evaluate how the collaborative framework would facilitate the users’ task of finding a suitable product. Then, we recruited 20 participants who performed the test in pairs.

In particular, the test protocol consisted of four phases: (1) A \(\text{pre-test interview}\) where the users were welcomed and introduced to the test. They also were asked about their experience with 3D virtual worlds and conversational recommender systems; (2) A \(\text{training}\) phase where users carried out a task that involved the execution of several actions within the virtual world, such as searching for a product using one recommender and making a collaboration with another user. This training phase was fully guided by the moderator; (3) A \(\text{test}\) phase where the users performed test tasks (described next in section 4.2) without receiving any guidance. Finally, a (4) \(\text{post-test questionnaire}\) phase where the moderator gave the users a questionnaire. This questionnaire consisted of ten questions (see Table I) and a free-text space for comments. The users answered these questions using a seven-point likert scale where 1 corresponds to “strongly disagree” and 7 to “strongly agree”.

The evaluation was performed using a SMARTPHONE data set, which consists of 1722 SMARTPHONE products with 5 nominal and 9 numerical features (i.e. manufacturer, model, length, width, profundity, weight, size, multi-touch capability, storage capability, ram, resolution, operating system, cpu, and price).

#### E. User Tasks

Users were requested to perform the three following tasks:

**Task 1.** A collaborative recommendation task with similar target products. This task was defined in such a way that the targets (i.e. the product the user is searching for) were predefined for each user and these targets shared some similarities. However, users were unaware of that fact.

**Task 2.** A collaborative recommendation task with dissimilar target products. This task is equivalent to the previous task with the particularity that this time targets were unlike. Again, users were ignorant of that fact.

**Task 3.** A freely collaborative recommendation task, where a target product was not predefined and users could freely decide to buy a desired product. The goal of this task is to measure the decision accuracy of our proposal, which is related to the effectiveness usability criterion. Therefore, after the user has found and bought the desired product using CCR framework, she reviewed a full set of products and decided to select one of them, which could be the same product bought using the recommender or any other. In fact, we selected a subset (90 products) of the SMARTPHONE data set for facilitating the review to the user. As a result, decision
accuracy is the percentage of times that the user chooses to stick with the product bought using the recommender.

F. Results

First of all, we analyze post-test questionnaire results. Next, we report results on efficiency and decision accuracy of the proposal. Related to efficiency, we are interested in both user perceived efficiency and the actual efficiency, i.e. the number of cycles, or critiques from the user’s point of view, they need to reach the desired product. The same interest applies to decision accuracy.

Figure 3 depicts the results obtained from the post-test questionnaire (see Table I). Figure 3 is described as a stacked column chart that details for each question the number of responses received in a seven-point likert scale. Note that these results are related to the subjective perception of users but are quantitative data which give us valuable information about users’ perception of usefulness and usability of our CCR framework.

Overall, the quantitative results obtained from the questionnaire were very satisfactory. It is worth noting that 83% of the responses were ranked with 5 or more points, none of the participants replied questions with a minimal score (1 value).

Considering the learnability of the CCR environment (i.e., questions Q1-Q2), participants’ responses show that the users found the system easy to learn. Nearly all participants (19 over 20) ranked over 5 points Q1, which represents a 95% of the users. Moreover, in Q2 the evaluation is very satisfying too as 18 participants ranked over 5 points. Additionally, answers to questions Q7 and Q5 denote that users perceived that the recommender aided them in the searching of a product. Note that 16 participants ranked questions Q7 and Q5 with 5 or more points (75% of the participants).

In addition, user’s opinion about the ease of use of the recommender, results of Q9 show that 18 participants positively evaluated this aspect with more than 5 points. Furthermore, answers to questions Q7 and Q5 denote that users perceived that the recommender aided them in the searching of a product. Note that 16 participants ranked questions Q7 and Q5 with 5 or more points (75% of the participants).

In addition, user’s opinion about the functions and capabilities of the system for aiding them to buy a product is very satisfactory (Q8 shows that only 2 participants ranked it with a value lower than 4 points). Moreover, when they were asked about their intention to use this system for a similar task in the future (Q10), 16 participants ranked this question with more than 5 points, which means that users have a good perception about the usefulness of such an integration of a collaborative conversational recommender (CCR) within a 3D virtual world. Moreover, during the test, users were comfortable when collaborating with other users (Q3 with 13 participants over 5 points).

Related to users’ efficiency perception during the test, users felt they finished the recommendation process in less time when they collaborated with other users. Thus, the majority ranked with 5 o more points question Q4 (13 participants). These results corroborate those of task efficiency in terms of average session length (ASL or number of cycles), as described next.

Figure 4 shows efficiency data gathered in the three tasks previously introduced in section 4.2. Note that users started the recommendation process individually and then suggested to collaborate with the other user (if they wanted). Then, Figure 4 depicts both individual and collaborative cycles for each task.

A collaborative recommendation with similar preferences in the target (Task 1) obtains the lowest value in total number of cycles (16.74 cycles), whereas the task with dissimilar preferences (Task 2) in their targets enlarges the ASL until 21.05 cycles and the task without target (Task 3) reaches 19.45 cycles. For Task 1 and Task 2, this is expected as the collaboration (ASL Collaborative Cycles in red) is reduced from 11.70 cycles in Task 1 to 6.63 cycles for the Task 2, probably due to the users realised that targets were dissimilar and so preferred to continue more time interacting individually. The number of collaborative cycles and the number of individual cycles were more balanced in Task 3, likely users started individually with an idea more or less clear of their desired products but some time after realised this idea was not clear enough and then decided to collaborate.

User’s perceived accuracy is reported in question Q6 whose results denote that 15 of the 20 users rated it, within a range of greater than or equal to 5 points. However, there are 3 participants who rated it lower, which means that 15 users felt they were able to quickly and accurately find the product they desired.
between 6 and 7, i.e. their final product selected using the CCR framework is the best for them. Put it differently, 75% of users perceive that their final selection has been accurate enough. If we include those that consider this question with a 5 value in the scale, the satisfied users with their final selection increase until 95%.

Additionally, we have also measured the decision accuracy with Task 3, as it has been previously described in Section 4.2. Figure 5 shows a relative higher decision accuracy measure in the CCR algorithm, which achieved 70%. This measure means that 70% of users bought the same product using the recommender and later using the full set of products. The remaining 30% of users switched to a different, better choice when they had the opportunity to view all the products. These results show the effectiveness of our approach, which aids users in finding their desired products.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a new framework to integrate a Collaborative Conversational Recommender (CCR) in a 3D social virtual world. Additionally, we have described in depth the three layers of the CCR framework: the user interaction layer, the communication layer, and the recommendation layer. We carried out a user evaluation of our proposal with three different tasks. The results are positive attending to different usability criteria, such as learnability, efficiency, effectiveness perceived and satisfaction. In the post-test questionnaire 83% of the responses were ranked with 5 or more points and none of participants replied questions with a minimal score. Additionally, efficiency measures revealed that users benefited more from the collaborative interaction when they had targets with similar preferences. Effectiveness, or decision accuracy results showed that the CCR framework aids users in finding their desired products. To date our proposal is the first approach that integrates a content-based recommender algorithm within a 3D virtual environment.

As future work we plan to incorporate a new user-recommender interaction style based on natural language. We also aim to incorporate, when possible, data sets with 3D models of products.
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Abstract — Information Extraction (IE) is a natural language processing (NLP) task whose aim is to analyze texts written in natural language to extract structured and useful information such as named entities and semantic relations linking these entities. Information extraction is an important task for many applications such as bio-medical literature mining, customer care, community websites, and personal information management. The increasing information available in patient clinical reports is difficult to access. As it is often in an unstructured text form, doctors need tools to enable them access to this information and the ability to search it. Hence, a system for extracting this information in a structured form can benefit healthcare professionals. The work presented in this paper uses a local grammar approach to extract medical named entities from French patient clinical reports. Experimental results show that the proposed approach achieved an F-Measure of 90.06%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECOGNITION and classification of named entities in texts is recently considered as an important task in automatic natural language processing (NLP) as they play a significant role in various types of NLP applications, especially in Information Extraction, Information Retrieval, Machine Translation, Question-Answering and Parsing/Chunking.

The amount of information written in natural language and available in electronic forms is increasing, making the development of intelligent tools to process this information an urgent need for practitioners such as health care professionals. Information Extraction is gaining an increased attention by researchers, who seek to acquire knowledge from this huge amount of natural language content. Many approaches have been proposed to extract valuable information from texts in different fields, with the medical domain being one of them.

We note that the volume of medical information is constantly increasing. According to [1] it doubles every five years and this wealth of information is difficult to access because it is stored in unstructured formats. This is particularly true for the case of clinical reports (CRs) where information such as pathologies, medical history and diagnoses are recorded in a textual format, is ever increasing and becoming difficult to search and access. CRs can have a positive impact on the quality of care, patient safety and efficiencies in medical procedures. However, without accurate and appropriate content in a usable and accessible form, these benefits may not be achieved. Developing a system for extracting unstructured information can benefit healthcare professionals.

These kinds of systems have become very necessary tools; they will enable researchers to access accurate data and the required information, and reducing the time spent by doctors on making decisions about patients’ diseases. Hence, the main motivation of this work is to develop an automated system for extracting named entities from clinical reports.

Firstly, most of the elements in CRs are name entities (e.g., the names of patients, diseases, symptoms, and drugs) that can be used in various applications, such as seeking information to diagnose new patients, conducting epidemiological studies, statistical analysis, and data mining. However, these CR are difficult to analyze due to their unstructured nature and the large volume of records available. Secondly, most existing medical entities extraction systems are devoted to English. Research in the French language is still at its initial stages [2].

In this research, we propose to use an original approach based on local grammars to extract medical entities from French clinical reports. The local grammar based approach has recently been applied to extract proper nouns in English, Chinese, French, Korean, Portuguese, and Turkish news texts [3]. This approach was first used to discuss recursive phrases that are commonly found in specialist literature like biochemistry and then extended to extract date, time and address expressions from letters.

In this work, we study the application of local grammars for extracting medical entities from French clinical reports. We focus on the extraction of the following named entities; disease, symptom, treatment, drugs and clinical reviews. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the task of named entity extraction and work related to the medical field. In section 3 we describe information extraction and methods. Section 4 describes the proposed system and our contribution to extract medical entities. Section 5, presents evaluation results concerning proposed system performance.
Finally, this paper ends with conclusions and some ideas for future works.

II. RELATED WORKS

The Named Entity Extraction (NEE) task aims to recognize named entities and classify them into categories like organization names, person names, location names, date and time expressions, monetary amounts and documents' references [4]. Named Entity Extraction systems are based on two main approaches: the rule based and the machine learning approaches [5]. Hybrid systems combine these two approaches [6].

The Rule-Based approach is a manual technique based on a specific domain extraction rules written by an expert using morphological and syntactic information like trigger words, capitalization, and gazetteer. This approach gives very good results however requires great human efforts and a considerable time for data analysis and rule writing. It is time consuming during development and it lacks portability which limits its extension to other domains.

On the other hand, the machine learning approach, is a trainable technique that is capable to improve its ability to extract information from input automatically or under supervision, but it requires large annotated corpora for training, which are both expensive and time-consuming to train the models [7]. Many different models have been proposed over the years. The most prominent of these are Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [8], Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [9].

Several studies have used the NEE task, [5,7,10]. Most systems were mostly interested with named entity like organization names, place names, date expressions and numeric expressions [11] with different languages [12] and gave promising result. Recently, NEE has been applied to the medical field to extract entities such as protein names, gene names, disease names and treatments from medical documents [7]. Various systems have been developed, using rule-based approaches, including MedLEE [13], SymTex [14], MetaMap [15] and MedIX [16].

The MedIX system [16] was applied to patient CRs using natural language processing techniques. It performs some processes such as preprocessing the text, tokenizing, and tagging, recognizing special formatting and then it identifies entities and classifies them into categories that included patient name, disease name and symptom names. Others classify entities into problem, treatment, test classes [9] and drug properties [17].

Authors in [18] proposed an approach relying on linguistic pattern and canonical entities to extract five categories of medical entities from CRs namely, disease name, treatment name, drug name, and test and symptom names. Other systems extract useful entities from radiology and mammography reports to identify patients with lung cancer [19] or with tuberculosis [20].

Recent studies are mostly based on the machine learning approach; [1] and [21] employ support vector machines to attribute semantic categories to each word in discharge summaries. Markov models-based methods are also frequently used [8]. Others used unsupervised methods were based on seed term collection [22].

In the past couple of years, researchers have been exploring the use of machine learning algorithms in the clinical concept detection. To promote the research in this field many organizations such as ShARE/CLEF, SemEval have organized a few clinical NLP challenges. Both rule based [23,24,25] and machine learning based methods as well as hybrid methods [26,27,28,29] were developed. In this shared-task sequential labeling algorithms (i.e., CRF) [30,31,32,33,34,35], and machine learning methods (i.e., SVM) [36] have been demonstrated to achieve promising performance when provided with a large annotated corpus for training.

The system that was top-ranked in the SemEval 2014 Task 7 among all participating teams is given in [32]; authors developed three ensemble learning approaches for recognizing disorder entities consisting of an ensemble learning-based approach and a Vector Space Model based method for disorder entity encoding. Extracted features from clinical notes were used to train two machine learning algorithm-based entity recognition models, CRF and Structural Support Vector Machines (SSVMs). These two models were ensemble with MetaMap. Their approaches achieved top rank in both subtasks (disorder entities recognition and encoding), with the best F-measure of 81.3% for entity recognition and the best accuracy of 74.1% for encoding, indicating that their proposed approaches are promising.

Another work [37] presented a comparison of two approaches to automatically de-identify medical records written in French; rule based system and CRF based system. They achieved an F-measure of 84.3% and 88.3% for each system respectively in cardiology reports. They achieve an F-measure of 68.1% and 63.8% for each system respectively in fœtopathologie reports. They concluded that a rule based system allowed them to achieve good results on nominative and numerical data, and the machine learning approach performed best on more complex categories.

III. INFORMATION EXTRACTION AND METHODS

Information Extraction (IE) has been defined in the literature by many researchers [38, 39]. The most common definition is that IE is an automatic process for extracting structured information which can be relevant for a particular domain from unstructured documents like free text that are written in natural language (e.g. news article, clinical reports) or semi-structured documents that are pervasive on the Web, such as tables or itemized and enumerated lists. The obtained data are then arranged to be incorporated into machine readable databases and ontologies which, in turn, are used to improve applications such as Question Answering engines or Information Retrieval systems.

Five separate component tasks, which illustrate the main functional capabilities of current IE systems, were specified by recent MUC-7 evaluation [5]:
• Named Entity Recognition (NER), involves the recognition of named entities such as organizations, persons, locations, dates and monetary amounts. In the clinical domain, this might include entities such as disease and drug.

• Relation Extraction (RE) task; is the task of detecting and characterizing the semantic relations between entities in text. In the clinical field, it includes for example relation between disease and drug.

• Co-reference Analysis task, is a task which determine linguistic expressions that refer to the same real-world entity in natural language, has not yet been widely applied to clinical documents [40].

• Template Filling, the information to be extracted like entities, relationships and events in natural language texts is pre-specified in user defined structures called templates (or objects), each consisting of a number of slots (or attributes), which are to be instantiated by an IE system as it processes the text.

• Event Description, [41] defined a medical event as anything that is clinically important and that can also be mapped to a timeline. They created the i2b2 2012 challenge; a clinical temporal relation corpus that includes clinical events, temporal expressions, and temporal relations.

An information extraction system supports one of the two basic methods of extraction, namely, rule-based information extraction method, and statistical information extraction method.

• The Rule-Based IE methods: rule-based methods extract the information by rules, and these rules can be generated by human hand-coded, or by learning from examples. The most representative examples of this kind of systems are FASTUS [42], GE NLTOOLSET [43], PLUM [44] and PROTEUS [45]; these systems are well described in [46]. They can achieve good performance on the specific target domain. Human hand-coded rule-based system, in some sources also called knowledge engineering method, gives very good results. However, it involves a great human effort and a considerable time for data analysis and rule writing. It is time consuming during development [55].

• Statistical learning IE methods: statistical learning methods or Machine Learning (ML) methods; are trainable techniques able to improve their ability to extract information from input automatically or under supervision see the survey of [5]. Most recent studies use supervised machine learning starting from a collection of training examples; the idea of supervised learning is to study the features of positive and negative examples of information to be extracted (e.g. entities, relations, attributes) over a large collection of annotated documents and design rules that capture instances of a given type. Many different models have been proposed over the years. The most prominent of these are (HMM), Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMM), SVM or even a vector classification model for which the features are not terms, but graph metrics [47] and CRF. Other studies used unsupervised machine learning methods; a class of problems in which one seeks to determine how the data are organized such as clustering; a common technique for statistical data analysis used in many fields as used in [48].

• Wrapper induction: many approaches for data extraction from web pages have been developed to transform the web pages into program-friendly structures such as a relational database. Wrapper induction system considers web pages as a source data. It is a program that wraps an information source like a database server, or a web server [49]; it usually performs a pattern matching procedure like a form of finite-state machines which relies on a set of extraction rules.

• IE using Ontology: Ontology is a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization; it plays a crucial role in the process of IE. The relation between ontologies and IE is involved in two tasks: on the one hand, Ontology is used for information extraction; IE needs ontologies as part of the understanding process for extracting relevant information [50]; on the other hand, information extraction is used for populating and enhancing a domain ontology from the web as shown in [51]; they developed an ontology of a scene from the essential semantic components for the semantic structuring of the Web3D. The construction of ontology for the definition of tridimensional spaces will allow the Web3d to standardize the development of scenarios and the creation of manufacture agents that will make easier the modeling and texturing processes.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this study; we use and evaluate a rule based approach relying on local grammar the motivation and the description of this approach is presented in this section.

A. Benefits of the proposed system

Fig.1 show some benefits of such system for clinical staff. An UML use case diagram is used to describe the expected functionalities of the proposed system. Medical named entities recognition, as shown in Fig.1, is essential to built new systems to help doctor and clinical staff in their work. Doctors need quick and easy access to quality information resources to be able to make informed decisions regarding patient care; they also need systems to help them answer clinical questions.

i) Question-Answering systems:

i. Clinical staff asks to obtain medical response.

ii. A research in medical ontology must be done.

iii. The construction of medical ontology based on medical entity recognition and relation extraction between medical entities.
iv. The extraction of relation between medical entities task necessities that the medical entities must be chunked.

2) Decision support system:
   i. Clinical staff requests a decision.
   ii. A research in past problems is done to make decision.
   iii. Past problems input by doctors must be checked using medical entity recognition to facilitate research for similar cases.

B. Local grammar based approach

The Local Grammar (LG) approach was initiated by Harris [52] to discuss recursive phrases that are commonly found in specialist literature like biochemistry (immunology) [53]. Harris defines a local grammar as a way of describing syntactic restrictions of certain subsets of sentences which are closed under some or all of the operations in the language.

More specifically, LG is a way of recognizing the behavior of words that are used in a specific domain, finding how these words are used in sentences and inferring their usage patterns.

For example, Traboulsi [53] considered frozen expressions as a subset of sentences that have some syntactic restrictions.

Certain expressions such as ‘compound words’ (e.g. stock market) are strictly frozen and others are partially frozen and are included in expressions such as the director of a small company, the director of a doctoral thesis as illustrated in the following patterns:

(\text{financial} + \text{stock} + \text{E}) \text{ market}
\text{Director of (company + thesis)}
\text{The 20 March (next + 2006)}

Local grammar were extended by Gross [54] to extract date, time and address from letters. Gross defined LG as a finite state grammar and used it for finding words related by prefixation, suffixation, and sentences having similar syntax.

For certain expressions such as dates, times, and other types of proper names, it appears impossible to individually identify the set of all possible constructions and much more effective a representation in the form of automata. This representation is easy to be read of course if the graphs are well arranged. We give in Fig. 2 an example of a local grammar for French date expressions.

It can recognize expressions like: “\text{dimanche, le 02 septembre 2014}”.

Local grammars as finite state local automata have been used by [3] to recognize English person names in textual documents and then extended it to extract Arabic person names in [24].

C. Local Grammar based Approach for Extracting Named Medical Entities

In this work we study French CR to extract medical named entities using local grammar. In table 1, we gave the classes of entities and examples for each one.

We noticed that medical entities occur frequently at constructions having consistent structures in the proximity of Reporting Words (RWs) like “consulte pour” (consulting for), “présentant” (having) in the case of disease entities, “signe de” (sign of) in the case of symptom entities which are sufficiently frozen to be described in the form of local grammars. An example of these local grammars is shown in Fig. 3.
This graph is able to recognize constructions like:

- [Un malade nommé X présente une fistule de fémur droite]
  (A patient named X has a right femoral fistula)
- [Un malade Y consulte pour un traumatisme lombaire]
  (A patient named Y consults for lumbar trauma)

The boxes labeled <disease>, <organ>, <location>, <adjective> are the names of sub-graphs that recognize candidates of disease names, organ names (anatomy), location, and adjectives respectively. Local grammar graphs containing sub-graphs shows similarity to recursive transition networks.

To extract medical entities from French clinical reports written in a free and natural language, our contribution adopts the following approach:

- Construction of different Gazetteers;
- Construction of medical entities classification rules;
- Describing the rules in the form of local grammars.

**D. System Architecture**

Figure 4 shows the architecture of the system. Our system has two major components: the gazetteers and the Grammars.

**Pre-processing task:**

It is necessary to properly delimit the clinical report into meaningful units. Most natural language processing solutions expect their input to be segmented into sentences, and each sentence into tokens; so for that we used the Unitex\(^1\) open source for splitting CR into sentences and splitting sentences into tokens.

**Gazetteers:**

The gazetteer contains diseases names, symptoms names, clinical reviews, treatment and medications, medical adjectives, organs and so on. These Dictionaries are in electronic format; we have assembled them from different web site:

- A dictionary of adjectives\(^2\) containing 514 entries.
- A dictionary of organ (Atlas: human body)\(^3\) containing 384 entries.
- A dictionary of diseases\(^4,5\) containing 343 entries.
- A dictionary of treatments\(^6\).
- A dictionary of clinical reviews\(^6\) containing 28 entries
- A dictionnaire of symptoms\(^7\) containing 67 entries
- A dictionary of drugs\(^8,9\)
- A list of French medical reporting words or trigger words
- A dictionary of medical names.

**Grammars:**

The grammar performs recognition and extraction of medical entities from clinical reports based on combination of regular expression patterns in the form of local grammars. A deep contextual analysis of various French clinical reports was performed using the Unitex open source software to build local grammars based on keywords or trigger words forming a window around medical entities.

1. [http://www.igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex](http://www.igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex)
5. [http://www.vulgaris-medical.com](http://www.vulgaris-medical.com)
8. [http://www.eurekasante.fr/medicaments/alphabetique](http://www.eurekasante.fr/medicaments/alphabetique)
In this section we describe the data and metrics used to test our approach experimentally and discuss the different results.

A. Data set: clinical reports

We analyzed more than 50 French clinical reports to construct rules for medical named entities, and evaluated the system by using 30 new clinical reports from urology patients and general medicine at the hospital of CHLEF (Algeria). We have annotated the dataset with the help of a doctor. Five classes of medical entities were studied: Disease, Symptom, Treatment, Clinical review, Drug or medication. (so, 80 clinical reports have been collected in total: 50 for the development of rules and 30 for the evaluation of the system).

B. Metrics

Standard metrics for evaluating named-entity extraction are used to measure the accuracy of the proposed approach. We calculate precision, recall, and F-measure. They are defined as:

- Precision \(= \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \)
- Recall \(= \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \)
- F- Measure \(= \frac{2 \times (Precision \times Recall)}{Precision + Recall} \)

Where:
- TP: True Positives; number of medical entities that were identified correctly.
- FP: False Positives; number of medical entities that were detected by the system and were not present in the report.
- FN: False Negatives; number of medical entities that were present in the report but system failed to detect them.

Table III describes in more details those metrics.

### Table III: Evaluation Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>EXPERT (DOCTOR)</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Experimental Results

In this study, we experiment the approach we have described in section 3 to recognize medical entities from clinical reports. Five categories were studied and the results are discussed in this section.

Fig. 6 shows the precision, recall and F-measure for each class. Analysis of the experiments allowed us to observe that the overall performance of our system over the five categories is good. The results are shown in table IV below.

The insufficient coverage of the diversity of all medical entities in our small set of rules explains the low results in recall. The system failed to recognize entities due to the insufficient numbers of entries in dictionaries and insufficient

### Table IV: Detailed Evaluation on the clinical reports. Precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disease</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptom</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Review</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.867</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example rule:
The following rule recognizes a disease name composed of medical name followed by a medical adjective and human organ based on a proceeding disease indicator pattern which is the RW.

\[
\text{(name + ws + adjectives + French prepositions + ws + organ(s))}
\]

**Corresponding Local Grammar:**
The following local grammar corresponds to the above rule using the Unitex editor:

**Writing conventions:**
- ws: whitespace.
- Name: dictionary of medical names.
- ADJ: dictionary of medical adjectives.
- PRE: dictionary of French prepositions.
- Organ: dictionary of human organ.

**Example:**
The following disease name would be recognized by the above local grammar shown in Fig.5:

"Masse tumoral du colon."; [Tumor mass of the colon]

We created a set of rules using Unitex to classify different medical named entities into disease, symptoms, clinical review, drugs and treatment from French clinical reports. Some examples of rules for each class are given in the table II below:

### Table II: Medical Named Entities Rules Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>MEDICAL ENTITY EXAMPLE</th>
<th>RULE EXAMPLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symptom</td>
<td>Anorexie</td>
<td>(symptom name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Review</td>
<td>Scanner AP</td>
<td>(test name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>réhydratation 1 fl</td>
<td>(treatment name + ws + nbr + ws + unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>Cefacial 1g</td>
<td>(name drug+ws+nbr+unit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rules for identifying different entities especially, treatment and drugs entities.

![Fig.6. Performance system](image)

Generally, the system performs well achieving and it gives a macro precision of 97.84% and a macro-recall of 83.78% which are the average as it’s shown in Table V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EVALUATION</th>
<th>P %</th>
<th>R %</th>
<th>F %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVERAGE</td>
<td>97.84</td>
<td>83.78</td>
<td>90.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results are very interesting and need to be evaluated in a larger collection of clinical reports, and this is very important.

VI. CONCLUSION

The work done in this paper is an attempt to broaden the coverage for medical entity extraction by incorporating the French clinical reports.

We used a rule based approach relying to the local grammar to extract medical entities from French clinical reports. The experimentations show that the rule based approach allows obtaining a good precision, but having a disadvantage to require a great human efforts and a considerable time compared to the high variability and the complex structure of the clinical reports.

One of the most important obstacles in identifying medical entities is the high terminological variation in the medical domain. In other hand the evolution of entity naming such as new abbreviations, names for new diseases or drugs constitute obstacles which can limit the scalability of the local grammar approach. Also the main limitation of the approach is their lack portability which limits their extension to other medical domains.

We plan to extract medical entities by machine learning, starting from a collection of training examples; the idea is to study the features of positive and negative examples of medical entities to be extracted over a collection of annotated documents with the need of doctor and design rules that capture instances of a given type. Therefore the hybridization will be a performance evaluation for future work.
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Abstract — This paper proposes the design of an evolutionary algorithm for building classifiers specifically aimed toward performing classification and sentiment analysis over texts. Moreover, it has properties taken from Artificial Immune Systems, as it tries to resemble biological systems since they are able to discriminate harmful from innocuous bodies (in this case, the analogy could be established with negative and positive texts respectively). A framework, namely OpinAIS, is developed around the evolutionary algorithm, which makes it possible to distribute it as an open-source tool, which enables the scientific community both to extend it and improve it. The framework is evaluated with two different public datasets, the first involving voting records for the US Congress and the second consisting in a Twitter corpus with tweets about different technology brands, which can be polarized either towards positive or negative feelings; comparing the results with alternative machine learning techniques and concluding with encouraging results. Additionally, as the framework is publicly available for download, researchers can replicate the experiments from this paper or propose new ones.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS (also referred as opinion mining) [27] is a field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) which aims at extracting emotional or subjective information from a source, which may be a document, a website, a publication in a social network, etc.

A specific task within sentiment analysis is retrieving the polarity of the document, i.e., whether it expresses a positive or negative feeling (sometimes, the case when the document does not express any feeling at all is also observed). This is definitely not a simple task, as natural language semantics are very complex, and there are many ways, sometimes too rhetorical, to express a positive or negative feeling. In fact, sentiment analysis involves so many challenges that many works over the last decade have discussed them [28, 22, 24, 38] and most if not all of those difficulties remain invariant and are widely discussed today [3], as social networks start to set up enormous corpus which are increasingly interesting for this task [26, 19].

From the computational side, a Machine Learning (ML) approach perfectly fits this task. The problem of guessing the polarity of a document is analogous to a binary classification problem. Yet some decisions, such as how the features for classification are retrieved from the document, or which particular ML algorithm will be used must be taken before some results could be obtained.

This work aims at applying an Artificial Immune System (AIS) approach, which is a biologically-inspired ML technique based on the immune system of vertebrates, to solve this problem. Actually, the algorithm can be easily extended to support multiclass classification and prediction problems. To provide additional value, this work also have the purpose of developing a framework which can be extended to new algorithms and applications, so that it can be reused by the scientific community.

A brief introduction of AIS, as well as some related work is provided in section 2. Sections 3 and 4 discuss how features can be extracted from text, and how the immune-based algorithm is applied for the sentiment analysis task. Meanwhile, section 5 focuses on the design and the development of OpinAIS, the AIS-based framework for solving sentiment analysis problems.

Finally, section 6 shows some results obtained from using OpinAIS with two public datasets involving voting records for the US Congress and a Twitter corpus. Section 7 provides some conclusive remarks on this work, and appendices are included which detail how to run and extend the framework.

II. RELATED WORK

The purpose of this section is to briefly discuss the problem of sentiment analysis, analysing previous works where ML techniques were used to face this problem, and finally describing how AIS work and some state of the art applications where AIS are applied for the task of sentiment analysis.

As it was stated in the previous section, sentiment analysis (or opinion mining) is a problem that involves many of the challenges brought by NLP. Techniques located within the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) are well suited for facing this problem [5]. In particular, detecting the polarity of a text (whether it contains positive or negative feelings) can be in most cases reduced to a problem of binary classification by using bag of words (where binary attributes indicate whether a particular word appear or not in the document). By doing so, many classical ML techniques can be applied [18], including...
variations of the Naive Bayes classifier [40], Support Vector Machines [37], Kernel Trees [1] or semi-supervised approaches [7, 21]. Some works compare several of these techniques for detecting emotions and personality in platforms such as Whatsapp or SMS [33]. Other works do not use bag of words but rather different approaches such as graph-based techniques for tweet classification [6], while in this case the work do not focus on opinion mining but rather topic detection. In the recent years, several surveys summarizing the most relevant techniques and contributions have been published [23, 25, 42, 16].

Biologically inspired AI techniques have also proved to be relevant for solving this problem, as many works in the last couple of years use these approaches for opinion mining, such as it is the case of genetic algorithms [14], particle swarm and ant colony optimization [39], neural networks [2] or a combination of several of them [17].

Regarding biologically-inspired artificial intelligence, relevant techniques include AIS which appeared in the mid-90s, when efforts for understanding the immune system [12] significantly increased. The idea beyond these systems is to imitate the biological adaptive immune system and its ability to recognize external harmful individuals, which can be generalized to approach and solve a variety of problems.

The present work is based on a previous research on applying AIS to document classification [41], which was already based on an earlier work that applied AIS-based techniques for concept learning [30]. In these approaches, which will be described in further detail in section 4, a population of antibodies is evolved with a co-evolutionary technique. Eventually, a set of antibodies conform a classifier, which can be used to infer the class a certain item. As long as a document classification problem can be represented as a binary string, the system can learn a classifier from a set of training instances. Additionally, there are more recent works which study the convenience of using AIS for opinion mining [34], and use this kind of techniques for selecting features for opinion mining [35] or analysing sentiments in newspapers [31].

The use of an evolutionary algorithm somehow recalls from other AIS techniques such as clonal selection, as the evolutionary operators resemble the operators in algorithms such as CLONALG [8]. Additionally, the process of affinity maturation is achieved by the evolutionary algorithm, which tries to increase the fitness of the antibodies, i.e., their ability to correctly detect antigens.

Finally, prior work proposed a theoretical framework for AIS [8], and other ML frameworks such as Weka [15] also incorporates AIS-based techniques for general-purpose classification as well as specific text mining algorithms which would enable performing document classification or opinion mining [32]. However, the framework proposed in this work is more specifically aimed towards document classification (and opinion mining in particular) and therefore is simpler to be used and to be extended, whereas others are more complete and supports other problems beyond classification itself but fail to provide such specific parameterization for opinion mining.

III. DATA WRANGLING

For applying ML to documents expressed in natural language, a preliminary phase of data wrangling is often required so that these can be converted to a format accepted by the algorithm. For this work, the input is converted into a binary string (a list of boolean features).

The current section details the process followed to obtain a set of binary individuals from a set of documents expressed in natural language.

A. Preprocessing

When dealing with natural language, some processing of the input may lead to better results, as raw data is typically too noisy. An approach to this processing involves implementing a series of filters running in a pipeline [11], each of those performing some processing over data, which is then inputted to the next filter. The ultimate goal of these phases is to increase the ratio of meaningful words by reducing the total number of different words, while trying to keep semantics.

This section describes the preprocessing phase applied in this work, and how it could help to improve the results.

1) Removing Non-Alphanumerical Symbols: usually, non-alphanumerical symbols in a text lack from any semantic meaning thus can be ignored. However, other words formed only by symbols (e.g. emoticons such as :-) or xD) not only do have semantic meaning, but also store a strong emotional load [20].

2) Converting to Lower Case: in many cases, words keep semantics regardless whether they are written uppercase or lowercase. For this reason, it is useful to turn all symbols to the same case, to represent the same word always with the same characters.
3) **Removing Stop Words**: in natural languages, there are many words that are completely meaningless, and only have syntactical value, such as determiners, prepositions, etc. These words usually appear with very high frequencies, and so may lead the algorithm to think that they are relevant. While there are works involving the automatic identification of stop words [44], the approach followed in this work uses a stop words dictionary for the English language.

4) **Stemming Words**: stemming is the process to reduce a word to its stem (e.g. “work”, “working” and “worked” are all reduced to “work”). This way, the space of words is considerably reduced, while the original meanings persist, increasing the ratio of semantics versus the number of different tokens. This work uses the Porter Stemming Algorithm [29], as it is widely used and considered the de facto standard for stemming English words.

**B. Extracting the Features**

After the preprocessing phase, the input is still a set of documents, each of these reduced to a set of tokens (stems) resulting from applying the filters to the original words. The purpose of the second step is to decide which of the tokens are more relevant when deciding the class of each document. To do so, a metric known as expected information gain may be used, which estimates the information provided by a token based on the entropy of the set of documents containing and not containing that token.

In particular, the expected information gain for a word \( w \) and a set of documents \( S \) is calculated as follows:

\[
E(w, S) = I(S) - (P(w)I(D_w)) + (P(\neg w)I(D_{\neg w}))
\]

where:

- \( P(w) \) is the probability that \( w \) appears in a document, i.e., the percentage of documents containing \( w \).
- \( P(\neg w) \) is the probability that \( w \) does not appear in a document, i.e., the percentage of documents not containing \( w \).
- \( D(w) \) is the subset of documents containing \( w \).
- \( D(\neg w) \) is the subset of documents not containing \( w \).
- \( I(S), S = \{D, D_w, D_{\neg w}\} \) is the entropy of the set \( S \) for each of the classes, which is defined as follows:

\[
I(S) = \sum_{c \in \{+, -\}} -P(S_c) \log_2(P(S_c))
\]
A binary schema of the same length that the number of features of an individual. While this schema is binary, besides 0s and 1s it can also contain wildcard (#) positions.

A real threshold in the interval [0,1].

After a representation for the antibodies is chosen, it is important to decide the process by which an antibody detects an individual as being from its type. The steps for this process are detailed next:

1) Each bit in the schema is compared to each bit of the individual in the same position. Bits in wildcards positions, marked as #, are ignored.

2) The matching ratio is computed as the number of bits matching in the same position divided by the total number of comparisons performed (i.e., the number of non-wildcard positions in the antibody’s schema).

3) If the matching ratio exceeds the threshold, then the antibody detects the individual as being of its same type. Otherwise, it does not detect it.

An example of individuals matching is provided in Figure 1. In this particular example, there are 3 matches from a total of 6 comparisons, so the matching ratio is $3/6 = 0.5$, which is greater than the threshold ($0.5 > 0.4$), and thus the individual is recognized as self.

B. Evolving the Classifier

A classifier is a set of antibodies, one for each possible type. When an individual is inputted to the classifier, each antibody tries to detect it. The type of the individual is obtained as the type of the antibody who detects the individual and maximizes the matching ratio. It is important to notice that, in the case that no antibody detects the individual, then it remains unclassified.

An evolutionary approach is chosen to obtain the classifier. Before the details of the algorithm are described, it is important to decide the way the antibody is represented in order to be treated by the evolutionary algorithm, i.e., its genotype. Antibodies are encoded as follows:

- The type does not need to be encoded, as the evolutionary operators do not affect it.
- The threshold is encoded as an 8-bit number in Gray code, as small changes in this binary representation lead to small changes in the number it represents. Because an 8-bit string represents an unsigned integer in the interval [0, 255], the resulting value is normalized in the range [0, 1], thus dividing it by 255.
- The schema is represented by two different binary strings, named pattern and mask, both with the same length that the schema. Given a pattern and a mask, the schema can be determined as follows:
  1. If the $i$-bit in the mask is 1, then the corresponding bit in the schema will be a wildcard (#).
  2. If the $i$-bit in the mask is 0, then the corresponding bit in the schema will correspond to the $i$-bit from the pattern.

It must be noticed that with this encoding, many different genotypes may translate into the same phenotype. Actually, this is common in natural immune systems, as different chains of amino acids may fold into antibodies recognizing the same pattern [30].

An example of a translation between the genotype and the phenotype is shown in Figure 2. Once the binary representation for the antibodies is depicted, the details of the evolutionary algorithm can be discussed. This algorithm follows the next steps:

1) Initialization: to begin with, the algorithm generates an initial population of antibodies, of a fixed (yet configurable) size. While this initialization is performed randomly, it attends to some parameters:
   - The type bias represents the probability that the new antibody detects self individuals. For instance, if the type bias has a value of 0.6, then it means that in average, 60% of the antibodies in the population will detect self individuals.
The generality bias represents the probability that a bit in the schema is a wildcard (#). For instance, if the generality bias has a value of 0.3, then it means that in average, 30% of the bits in an antibody schema will be wildcards.

2) **Fitness calculation**: once the initial population is generated, the algorithm calculates the fitness of each antibody. This fitness is calculated as the number of correctly classified individual minus the number of false positives. Unclassified individuals are considered as correctly classified if they are not of the same type that the antibody. To prevent negative values for the fitness, it is normalized in the range [0, 1].

3) **Selection**: two antibodies from the same type are chosen, in a random yet fitness-proportional manner. To do so, a technique known as roulette selection is performed, by which antibodies with higher fitness have more chances to be selected.

4) **Reproduction**: the two selected antibodies serve as parents for a new one. This reproduction is performed using standard crossover, by which the genome of the child antibody is filled by selecting, for each bit, one random bit in the same position from either of their parents. A parameter, known as the crossover rate, establishes the probability that crossover takes place. In the cases where crossover is not performed, the child results as an exact copy of one of their parents.

5) **Mutation**: the child is mutated, by performing bit flipping for each individual bit. In this case, a parameter known as mutation rate controls the probability that a single bit is flipped.

6) **Generational replacement**: steps 3-5 are performed until the new population has as many antibodies of the same type as the previous one. When such a thing occurs, the original population is replaced with the new one. During this phase, elitism can be introduced through a parameter, known as elitism rate, which controls the percentage of best antibodies that are kept between generations. By introducing elitism, the best detectors are maintained.

7) **Stop condition**: if the maximum number of generations is not achieved, the algorithm restarts from step 2. Otherwise, the algorithm stops and a classifier is built by choosing the best antibody from each type. Each bit in the schema is compared to each bit of the individual in the same position. Bits in wildcards positions, marked as #, are ignored.

An improved version of this algorithm, which includes a cooperative approach, has been also developed. This algorithm, which is known as co-evolutionary algorithm, inserts a new phase after the fitness calculation. Indeed, it performs a second fitness calculation, which computes a cooperative fitness rather than an individual one.

Particularly, the cooperative fitness for a certain antibody is the result of classifying all the individuals with that antibody combined with the best antibodies of the remaining types. The fitness sums up all the hits and subtracts the misses (i.e., individuals wrongly classified). It remains as a user-configurable parameter to decide whether unclassified individuals are considered as wrongly classified or are ignored (some applications may benefit from ignoring unclassified instances, such as those where unclassified instances are preferred over misclassified ones). Finally, the fitness is normalized in the range [0, 1].

The cooperative fitness evaluates a potential classifier rather than each antibody itself. For this reason, results are usually better, but computing time can also be significantly higher.

**V. THE OPINAIS FRAMEWORK**

OpinAIS is an extensible framework that enables the application of AIS to a variety of classification problems, as long as instances can be represented as binary strings.

The power of OpinAIS remains in its extensibility. While the algorithms described in the prior section are already implemented, it is relatively simple to develop new ones. This principle not only applies to algorithms, but also to input readers, information retrieval processors, etc.

Figure 3 shows the package structure of the framework. The heading of the figure refers to the path where the OpinAIS framework is placed in the package. The purpose of this section is to describe the responsibility of each one, so that it can serve as a quick developer guide. The ir package (1) stores the logic required to retrieve a set of individuals (which are computable by the algorithm) from an input source, such as a text file containing one individual in each line. This package is divided in several subpackages, with clearly defined responsibilities:

- **Package items** (2) contains items, which a generic type of individuals, i.e., something which can be potentially converted to an individual, but so far is not, such as a tweet or an HTML document are some kinds of items.
- **Package readers** (3) will store readers, whose responsibility is to generate a set of items from an input source. For instance, there may be a folder containing HTML documents, and a reader that returns a set of objects representing those.
- **Package preprocessors** (4) stores classes responsible for performing some preprocessing tasks over text items which may significantly increase the performance of the classifier, as it was shown in section 3.
- **Package extractors** (5) contains classes whose purpose is to extract features from a set of items in those cases when specific logic for this task is required (e.g. implementation details on the extractor for text items was provided in section 3).
- **Package vectorizers** (6) contains the logic for converting items into individuals encoded as a set of bits. The behaviour of vectorizers for text items was explained in section 3.

On the other hand, the core package (7) stores the logic required for obtaining a classifier from a set of input individuals. Most details on this process were already given in section 4, so this section will limit to explain how this
functionality is broken into different packages:

- Package types (8) contains an enumerated type, Type with the set of all possible classes for individuals. For the sake of flexibility, this enumerated type is empty and it is filled dynamically when classes are known.
- Package detectors (9) contains the Detector class, representing the definition of an antibody, as it was described in section 4. Moreover, the DetectorFactory class implements some logic for initializing the first population of antibodies.
- Package selectors (10) contains classes which implement some logic for choosing an antibody from a population. So far, the evolutionary algorithm developed uses a roulette selector, yet many others could be implemented by the user (e.g. a tournament selection).
- Package operators (11) stores auxiliary logic containing operators used by the algorithms. An example of such operators is the standard crossover and mutation, which were already described in section 4, and which are implemented in the classes CrossoverOperator and MutationOperator respectively.
- Package algorithms (12) stores the algorithms, whose responsibility is to receive a set of training individuals and build a classifier from them.

Finally, the experimenter package (13) contains additional logic for assisting the experimental tasks, such as:

- dividing a set of individuals into training and test sets, where the size of these tests can be set by the user.
- given a classifier and a set of individuals, computing the confusion matrix, i.e., a table showing up the number of correctly classified instances, as well as false positives, true negatives and unclassified individuals.
- computing the performance of a classifier measured as its accuracy, given the corresponding confusion matrix.

The OpinAIS framework is publicly available for download from a GitHub repository, and more information and developers documentation can be found in the project website, including instructions on how to run and extend it.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Once the OpinAIS framework is developed, experiments over two different datasets are performed using the implemented AIS-based algorithm in order to validate the system, and a comparative evaluation with classic ML techniques is also carried out. Additionally, further evaluation for the algorithms underlying this proposal has already been published in previous works [30, 41].

A. US Congressional Voting Records Dataset

The first experiment in this section will execute over the US Congressional Voting Records Data Set from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [36], which is composed of 117 (34.21%) instances of republican votes and 225 (65.79%) instances of democrat votes. As instances are fairly unbalanced, two experiments are executed: the first one will deal with all input instances, while the second will balance them, thus taking 117 instances of republican congressmen and the same number of democrats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Republican</th>
<th>Democrat</th>
<th>N/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>86/22</td>
<td>5/3</td>
<td>1/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrat</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>179/41</td>
<td>1/0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results for an average execution are shown in Table I and Table II, which contains the confusion matrix for the experiment with unbalanced and with balanced data respectively. Cells in the confusion matrix contain two values, the first one referring to the training set and the second to the test set. The last column refers to non-classified instances.

As it can be seen, the results are pretty good. For the original dataset, the accuracy is 96.72% (92.65%), while for the balanced subset the value is 95.74% (97.83% for the test set). From these numbers, two conclusions can be drawn: in the first place, the AIS-based evolutionary algorithm provides good classification accuracy, which validates that the system is working properly. Secondly, the algorithm shows a good generalization ability, as long as it does not fall into overfitting the individuals from the training set, achieving very similar results for both the training and the test sets.

B. Twitter Sentimental Corpus

The second battery of experiments is performed over a set of actual tweets, which are short publications in Twitter. This dataset is provided by Sanders Analytics, consists in 5,513 tweets about technological companies and it is especially interesting as it provides two different classifications. The first one has to do with the polarity of the tweet, which can either be positive, negative, neutral or irrelevant. In most cases, tweets are classified as irrelevant if they are written in languages other than English or have nothing to do with the topic (i.e., they are spam). Also, tweets are classified as neutral when they are neither positive nor negative in a clear way, they are simple factual statements or they express questions with no strong emotions. The second classification criterion has to do with the technological enterprise related to the content of the tweet.

An example of a tweet for each polarity and enterprise is

1 http://github.com/alexbaldo/opinais
2 http://baldo.uc3m.es/opinais/
3 http://www.sananalytics.com/lab/twitter-sentiment
shown in Table III. As it can be seen, the classification task may find some difficulties. In the first place, a tweet with negative polarity contains a high load of positive words such as “greatly impressed”. Secondly, as irrelevant tweets can be in any language, they add a huge number of possible words that may harden the features extraction task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Polarity</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>@apple @siri is efffing amazing!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Creating #Pareto charts using #Microsoft #Excel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Not greatly impressed with #Google and #Samsung presentation skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td>#twitter sos un victiooo0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For both experiments, a population of 200 individuals each one recognizing 250 features is evolved during 1000 generations. The dataset is divided into a training set containing 70% of the original instances and a test set with the remaining 30%.

First, a classifier is trained to infer the enterprise related with the tweet, either Apple (A), Google (G), Microsoft (M) or Twitter (T). The number of instances for each enterprise is approximately the same, i.e., the dataset is balanced. The confusion matrix for this problem is shown in Table IV. As it can be seen the results are good, providing a great improvement over random guess with an accuracy of 92.41% (90.41% over the test set, which also shows a good generalization).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>233/90</td>
<td>107/66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50/37</td>
<td>336/18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the algorithm is executed with the objective of inferring the polarity of a tweet. For this experiment, only positive and negative tweets are considered. This is due to a couple of reasons, the first one being that neutral and irrelevant tweets take the most part of the corpus (almost 80%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>143/61</td>
<td>197/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40/12</td>
<td>346/143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>198/79</td>
<td>142/77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26/13</td>
<td>360/142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>181/81</td>
<td>159/75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78/37</td>
<td>308/118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>145/65</td>
<td>195/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44/15</td>
<td>342/140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>113/55</td>
<td>227/101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36/11</td>
<td>350/144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While this handicap could be solved by balancing the classes, a second problem appears: words from the irrelevant tweets will take a considerable part of the features array, if not the whole. This happens given that irrelevant tweets contains many words in different languages, which only appear in tweets from that class and which turn out to be very good discriminators. For this reason, the classifier would specialize in neutral and irrelevant tweets rather than on positive or negative ones, which was the original problem.

The number of positive and negative tweets is balanced (47.83% vs. 52.17% respectively). The confusion matrix for this problem is shown in Table V, and Table VI shows different metrics for evaluating the prediction quality [13] for both the train as test sets, including the accuracy (ACC), the positive predictive value (PPV, also known as precision), the negative predictive value (NPV), the true positive rate (TPR, also known as recall), the true negative rate (TNR, also known as specify) and the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC). Unclassified instances are treated as if they were misclassified. It can be seen that the results are fairly good and the generalization power is acceptable as well, as the performance over the test set is pretty similar to that over the training set.

Finally, a comparative evaluation is performed to check how the results obtained using OpinAIS for the task of sentiment analysis compare to those achievable using classic ML techniques. For this task, the Weka framework is used [15]. An ARFF file is generated directly from the OpinAIS framework, after the preprocessing and vectorization phases. Thus, the resulting ARFF is a file where instances have 200 binary attributes (one per each selected word) and a class, either positive or negative.

For the comparative evaluation, classic ML techniques have been used (Naive Bayes, C4.5 decision trees and random forest), as well as Kernel-based techniques (support vector machines (SVM), Table XI for multilayer perceptron (MLP), Table XII for CLONALG, Table XIII for AIRS and Table XIV for Immunos-81).

All these results are synthesized in Table XV where the metrics for evaluating the prediction quality described above are computed for the results obtained in the test set for each technique. Results show that for class-independent metrics (accuracy and Matthew’s correlation coefficient), OpinAIS performs better than most of the other classifiers, with the only exception of random forests. In a per-class basis, OpinAIS provides the best results for the true positive rate (TPR), i.e., is able to classify most positive tweets correctly, outperforming the other techniques. On the other hand, the results are worse for the true negative rate (TNR), meaning that many negative tweets are either misclassified or not classified at all. Also, the negative predictive value (NPV) compares quite well to the alternative techniques, only surpassed by random forest, meaning that most of the tweets predicted as negative are really negative. From all the techniques compared, OpinAIS is the second with highest generalization power (measured as the absolute difference between the accuracy of the training and the test set), outperforming all its competitors except for Immunos-81.

### VII. Conclusions and Future Work

As a result of the present work, a framework for applying IS to a variety of classification problems, including those involving sentiment analysis or some natural language processing, has been developed. While this framework is initially built as an implementation of an evolutionary algorithm, it has been refactored to keep extensibility as the main priority. This way, scientists can easily adapt the framework to their needs, either adding new algorithms or information retrieval processes or supporting new input data.

The first framework prototype has been evaluated by using two different public datasets. Results are encouraging, as binary classification metrics for the evaluated datasets are always greater than 50% and in some cases close to 100% and MCC is significantly higher than zero, and the built classifiers proved to generalize fairly well the concepts they learnt. When these results are compared to other machine learning techniques, OpinAIS outperforms them in terms of accuracy, with the only exception of the random forest classifier, and in any case behaves significantly better in a class-independent basis than its immune-based competitors.

### Table XV

| Classification Metrics Compared for Different Machine Learning Techniques. Bold Cells Indicate the Best Value for Each Metric |
|-----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                | ACC            | PPV            | NPV            | TPR            | TNR            |
| OpinAIS        | 73.31%         | 69.52%         | 79.03%         | **83.33%**     | 63.23%         | 47.54%         |
| Naive Bayes    | 70.42%         | 83.33%         | 64.65%         | 51.28%         | 89.68%         | 44.33%         |
| C4.5           | 66.88%         | 70.87%         | 64.13%         | 57.69%         | 76.13%         | 34.40%         |
| Random Forest  | **79.42%**     | 78.75%         | **80.13%**     | 80.77%         | **78.08%**     | **58.86%**     |
| SVM            | 65.59%         | 83.56%         | 60.08%         | 39.10%         | **92.26%**     | 36.99%         |
| MLP            | 71.06%         | **85.87%**     | 64.84%         | 50.64%         | 91.61%         | 46.29%         |
| CLONALG        | 63.99%         | 68.64%         | 61.14%         | 51.92%         | 76.13%         | 28.91%         |
| AIRS           | 65.92%         | 81.25%         | 60.61%         | 41.66%         | 90.32%         | 36.59%         |
| Immunos-81     | 63.99%         | 83.33%         | 58.78%         | 35.26%         | **92.90%**     | 34.44%         |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OpinAIS</td>
<td><strong>47.54%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>44.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4.5</td>
<td>34.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td><strong>58.86%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>36.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>46.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLONALG</td>
<td>28.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRS</td>
<td>36.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunos-81</td>
<td><strong>34.44%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Added to WEKA as a plugin available at: http://wekaclasalgos.sourceforge.net*
As the framework remains in a phase of active development, many improvements can be proposed as future work. For instance, many new algorithms, parameters and information retrieval features can still be added, and n-grams rather than words could be used for vectorization.

A. Running the Framework

The OpinAIS class, which is placed in the root package (es.uc3m.baldo.opinais), contains the entry point for the application. This class only requires an argument, which is the path for a properties file (a special type of file in Java, very similar to .ini files), containing a bunch of parameters.

```java
A SAMPLE PROPERTIES FILE
#
#
# Set of possible types (classes).
types=apple, google, microsoft, twitter
#
# Reader which will retrieve the items from the input source.
reader=TweetReader
#
# Factory which will process and convert the items to individuals.
factory=TextIndividualsFactory
#
# Source file with input.
inputFile=data/SandersAnalytics/tweets_brand.txt
#
# Maximum number of individuals. 0 means all.
individualsSize=0
#
# Must the number of individuals for each type be balanced?
isBalanced=false
#
# Size of the population of detectors.
speciesSize=200
#
# Length of the features vector.
featuresLength=1000
#
# Preprocessors to be applied, in order.
preprocessors=LowerCaser, StopWordsRemover, Stemmer
#
# Percentage of the individuals to be used in the test set.
testPct=0.1
#
# Name of the algorithm to be used.
algorithm=EvolutionaryAlgorithm
#
# Types of the arguments required by the constructor
algorithmTypes=Integer, Double, Double, Double, Double, Double
```

A fragment of a sample properties file is shown in Code I. Besides, the distributed source code contains also properties files for some applications, which the user may want to take a look at to get a better understanding of all the parameters that can be customized.

B. Extending the Framework

The purpose of this section is to provide a brief overview to developers on how they can extend the framework to support new inputs.

For this example, the US Congressional Voting Records Data Set [36] described before has been chosen. This dataset contains a set of instances representing a certain congressman, which can be either republican or democrat. Each of these stores the particular vote of the congressman for 16 different votations, where this vote can be a yes, a no, or an abstention.

The steps for supporting classification over this dataset are the next ones:

1) In the first place, the developer must create a class in the `ir.items` package, which represents a vote record and may be called VotingRecord. This class must extend from Item and will store the vote for each votation.

2) Secondly, a class converting input lines into instances of the VotingRecords class will be implemented, and stored in the `ir.readers.factories` package, while implementing the Factory interface. This class may be called VotingRecordFactory.

3) Later, a reader in the `ir.readers` class will be developed, which must implement the Reader interface. This reader will eventually return a set of voting records given an input file.

4) A vectorizer must be developed to encode voting records as a binary string. To do so, the approach of [41] can be observed, where yes is represented as 01, no is represented as 10 and abstention is represented as 00 (notice that this encoding is not arbitrary, and it has been chosen so that opposite values differs in its genomic representation as much as possible). This class can be called VotingRecordVectorizer and must be placed in the `ir.vectorizers` package.

5) Finally, the individuals factory implementing the interface `IndividualsFactory` must be developed, which essentially coordinates the flow between the classes above to generate a set of individuals.
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Abstract — Agent can play a key role in bringing suitable cloud services to the customer based on their requirements. In agent based cloud computing, agent does negotiation, coordination, cooperation and collaboration on behalf of the customer to make the decisions in efficient manner. However the agent based cloud computing have some security issues like (a.) addition of malicious agent in the cloud environment which could demolish the process by attacking other agents, (b.) denial of service by creating flooding attacks on other involved agents. (c.) Some of the exceptions in the agent interaction protocol such as Not-Understood and Cancel_Meta protocol can be misused and may lead to terminating the connection of all the other agents participating in the negotiating services. Also, this paper proposes algorithms to solve these issues to ensure that there will be no intervention of any malicious activities during the agent interaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CLOUD computing is a fast developing technology which provides scalable data storage to large and various services without the hassle of installation and maintenance. Since there is an increase in number of users for the cloud services, there is a demand on cloud service providers. Hence there is a need for dynamic and automated cloud service composition [1, 2].

With the emergence of large number of service providers, users are not able to choose the best cloud service based on their technical and financial requirements.

To address this problem agents are introduced in the cloud environment. These agents make the decision making process easier for consumers by choosing and providing the best fit service for them, based on their requirements. According to Kwang Sim’s model of agent based cloud composition [1], there are four agents involved in the cloud commerce such as Consumer Agent (CA), Broker Agent (BA), Service Provider Agent (SPA) and Resource Agent (RA).

Every agent will maintain a SCT (Service Capability Table), the attributes of SCTs are: (i) agents’ addresses (ii) the requirements that agents can resolve, and (iii) the last known status of the service [1]. The SCT gets updated with agent’s status after each and every agent-agent interaction.

All the agents interact with each other to deliver the best cloud service to the user. The whole process of agent interaction is controlled by the semi recursive contract net protocol (SR-CNP). This protocol is used to do the negotiation process between the task managers and the contractors. Here, the agent who initiates the process and requires a task to be done is referred as task manager and the agent who is able to execute the task is known as contractor.

There are various interaction protocols that can be followed for the agent-agent interaction. The model of agent based cloud computing requires recursive call for, proposal and acceptance at various stages. So the contract net protocol in a semi recursive manner suits well into the model.

There are two roles in the contract net protocol: (i) Initiator (ii) Participant [6].

A consumer adopting the initiator role broadcasts a call-for-proposals to achieve a task (e.g., service composition) to n participants (contractors). The participants may reply with: (i) a proposal (quotation) to carry out the task, or (ii) a refuse message.

From the received m proposals, the initiator will select the best (cheapest) proposal, and sends: (i) an accept-proposal message to the best participant, and (ii) reject-proposal messages to the remaining (m – 1) contractors [1].

After carrying out the task, the selected participant sends either: (i) an inform-result message or (ii) a failure message in case of unsuccessful results.

This paper briefs about the mechanism of agent based cloud computing in section II, explains the security issues with agent based cloud computing in section III, and proposes solutions to overcome the issues in section IV and conclusion in Section V.

II. MECHANISM OF AGENT BASED CLOUD COMPUTING

A. Consumer Agent

Consumer agents receive requirements from the consumers. Each consumer agent maintains an SCT, which contains list of several broker agents known to it. Whenever a user requests for a cloud service, consumer agents receive these requests and sends a call for proposal to all the broker agents with a certain timeout, say 30 seconds, to respond.

Broker agent responds with either accept or reject based on its ability to resolve the request. Consumer agent only accepts those responses which come within the timeout period, other responses are discarded.

Among all the responses received, CA selects the most suitable BA, sends the accept-proposal to the selected BA and
refuse-proposal to all other BAs.

**B. Broker Agent**

Broker agents provide a single virtual cloud service to the consumers by contacting and selecting set of Service Provider Agents (SPA). BAs act as an intermediate between the CAs and SPAs.

Every BA has two SCTs:

a) List of SPAs

b) List of other BAs (to be used in case of sub contracts required).

BAs also handle the update requests from the consumer agent. BA selected by the consumer agent selects the SPAs from its list, makes a contract with SPA and delivers service to the consumer agent.

![Fig 1. Mechanism of Agent-Based Cloud Computing](image)

**C. Service Provider Agent**

On the agreement of transactions, SPA allocates and deallocates the cloud resources from the resource agents. Every SPA has two SCTs.

a) List of Resource agents (RA)

b) List of other SPAs for the subcontracts.

SPAs keep track of the available resources and synchronize with the RAs for concurrent or parallel executions. Selected SPA approaches the available RAs and makes the contract for the consumer requirements.

**D. Resource Agent**

Resource agents are the major control agents for accessing cloud resources. RAs are associated with SCT table consisting of SPAs. Whenever there is a request from SPA, RA sends resource or status to SPA based on the availability of resources.

As depicted in Figure 1, Once RA sends resource to SPA, resources are delivered to BA, BA delivers the cloud service to CA and consumer gets its service from CA.

Agents use predefined built-in functions [1] for sending messages to other agents.

The process is bounded by the timeouts. It involves two timeouts, timeout1 and timeout2. Timeout1 refers to the deadline of proposal submission and timeout2 refers to the deadline to deliver the virtual service.

This mechanism, delivers the cloud service to the consumer by making use of agents.

**III. SECURITY ISSUES IN AGENT BASED CLOUD COMPUTING**

Agent based cloud computing is developed in an ideal environment. Agents have been introduced to mainly focus on the process of negotiation for choosing the best cloud resource for the consumer. Since agents are the third parties, there are lots of security issues involved. This paper identifies several security issues which can block the agents from choosing suitable resources.

1. **Addition of Malicious agent**

Unlike the acquaintance network which updates the agent list only during the addition of new agent, SCTs update the agent list whenever a transaction happens between the agents. Though this feature of SCTs improves the performance of message exchange and always keeps the updated information about agent in the table, there is a security threat in addition of new agents.

According to Kwang’s model [1], SCTs can add a new agent into the list when there has been a previous encounter with the agent or by mere presence of an agent in the same cloud.

In this scenario, any malicious agent can add itself into an SCT and can receive all the consumer requirements associated with it.

Following are the possible impacts when a malicious agent gets added into an SCT.

a) Getting involved in all consumer requirement negotiations thus misguiding the process by providing unrealistically cheap prices and blocking other legitimate cloud resources from providing services to the consumer.

b) Capturing the responses of other agents and sending spoofed messages to the initiator and other participant agents.

2. **Flooding Attack**

To keep the records updated, SCTs get updated with agent’s status whenever a transaction between agents occurs. For example consider, a broker agent sends a call for proposal request to all the SPAs given in the SCT. Suppose the broker agent’s SCT contains a malicious agent then during the broadcast of call for proposal for a consumer requirement, malicious agent gets a message. Now, the malicious agent can flood the response to the initiator agent (i.e. Broker agent) with its response as accept the proposal and status of the agent as available.

Until the timeout, initiator agent will receive all the responses from SPAs and update its SCT. When a malicious agent creates flooding response, SCT will be involved in updating the information of the malicious agent only.
3. Exceptions to Protocol flow

FIPA has mandated few exceptions in the agent interaction which should be present in every multi-agent system to control the flow of the process. Some of such exceptions like Cancel_Meta protocol and Not-Understood problem can be misused by the intruder agents.

These exceptions can be used for attacks as explained below:

(i) Forced termination of agent interaction

As per FIPA interaction protocol flow [6], any interaction between agents is identified using a globally unique and non-null conversation-id parameter. In a multi-agent environment having no security measure, a malicious agent can get involved in some other agent-agent interaction.

A broker agent sends a call for proposal to all the SPAs in its SCT. Agents reply with accept/reject messages. Any malicious agent can send a spoofed message with conversation-id and agent's address stating that context of the message is not-understood.

Not-Understood is a communicative act in the FIPA so that an agent should be able to handle errors when the semantics followed by different agents are different. When any agent does not understand the context of message sent by the sender, then the receiver can send a Not-Understood message, in this case sender will handle the error and terminate the connection with receiver. This can be exploited by malicious agent because on receiving the Not-Understood message, Broker agent terminates the connection with the SPA.

Further, response of the legitimate SPA will be discarded by the broker agent. Hence, there will be a forced termination of the connection between agents.

(ii) Artificial timeout creation

When an agent sends any request to other agent, it receives the response within the timeout period. As per FIPA exception of protocol flow, there is a provision that a sender can cancel the previously sent request by sending a Cancel_Meta protocol message to the receiver. On receiving Cancel_Meta protocol message, receiver thinks that sender no longer requires response for the request sent.

In cloud environment, any malicious agent with conversation-id and agent address can send a Cancel_Meta protocol. On receiving the message, receiver ignores the request sent from the sender while sender is still waiting for the response from receiver until the timeout period. Hence the artificial timeout created by malicious agent stops the receiver agent from sending the response to sender agent.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Proposed framework consists of various modules includes Security Agent, serving as front end authenticator and trust analyzer of a cloud. Other sections depict solution for various identified security issues.

Security Agent

Among the four agents (CA, BA, SPA, RA) involved in cloud computing, SPA and RA are created by the respective clouds and are called as cloud agents. Remaining CA and BA are referred as outsider agents. These outsider agents especially BAs interact with SPAs to get a cloud's service.

Hence, entry of malicious agent may occurs when BA come to interact with an SPA to request and negotiate for a requirement. So, a new entity known as Security Agent (SA) is introduced for every cloud environment (Fig. 2) to handle the outsider agents.

SA provides two services:

i. Verification

ii. Trust Degree Analysis

To interact with SPA and RA of a cloud environment, an outsider agent should be authenticated by the Security Agent every time (Fig.1).

(i) Verification

When an agent comes to interact with any cloud environment, SA should verify the agent with Agent Trust Table. If the agent record is not available in ATT, it is considered as New Agent to the cloud environment. The agent details will be added to ATT after verification process from Third Party. If the agent record is available in ATT, agent is already registered by SA and considered as Registered Agent.

For Registered Agent, SA should check for agent's authentication on its proxy server with the credentials. If the authentication process fails the agent is discarded with no more further processing. If the authentication is successful, the agent is allowed to interact with the cloud agent and then the trust degree of the replying agent will be analyzed and updated in ATT.

Thus a secure environment for agent interaction can be created and this can resolve the addition of malicious agents into the cloud environment (Fig. 2).

(ii) Trust Degree Analysis

To maintain trust in agent interaction, a trust model can be used. When a trusted communication happens, the trust degree of the agent gets increase.
Similarly, when a non-trusted communication happens, the trust degree of the agent gets decrease. The probability of executing a request for any trusted agent is higher than the non-trusted or innocent agent. Suppose, there are n number of agents in a cloud with their Agent ID’s = {AID1, AID2…AIDn}. If at any instance ith reply is analyzed for addition of its details in SCT table of New Agent (NA), then i ∈ {1, 2... n}. The Agent may be trusted, non-trusted or innocent.

Agent Trust Table (ATT)

A trusted agent’s Trust Degree increases and decreases on completion of a process either successfully or unsuccessfully depending on its performance or set policies. Probability function is used to determine the trust degree of an agent replying with its SCT table. Based on the TD, agents will be marked as trusted, non-trusted or innocent. Actions for any task can be positive or negative.

There is a difference among the negative actions. It can be a wrong action or a malicious action. Positive actions are the right actions done by the trusted agent. Wrong actions are the bad actions that do not cause any damage or may cause damages done by the innocent agent and malicious actions are harmful actions such as attacks done by the non-trusted agent.

The Trust Degree can be calculated by the equation: [4]

\[
TD = (1 - \frac{N_a}{T_a})A_w(s) \quad \text{Where} \quad 0 \leq TD \leq 1
\]

\(N_a\) = No. of negative actions
\(T_a\) = Total no of actions
\(A_w\) = weight of an action
\(s = \text{security level, } s \geq 1\)

Initially TD = 1; s = 1
Threshold value = 0.1

As the trust degree is calculated by exponential times of security level, if the positive action is happen with number of times (security level s =1,2,...n), the term \(A_w(s)\) and should maintain the trust degree value. Hence, for positive actions, \(A_w\) is set to 1 and for negative actions, \(A_w\) is set to 0.9 to decrease the trust degree.

For example, suppose for a particular agent, Na is 50, Ta is 100 and the last updated behavior is positive and the s is 10th.
Then the Trust Degree from the above equation comes as TD = 0.5, which is greater than the threshold value i.e. the action is positive. Hence, its details will be added in the SCT.

Security Agent creates and maintains an Agent Trust Table (ATT) that include Agent’s ID (AID), number of negative actions (Na), total number of actions (Ta), Agents Behavior, security level (s) and action value or Trust Degree (TD) (Fig. 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent's ID (AID)</th>
<th>Number of negative actions (Na)</th>
<th>Total number of actions (Ta)</th>
<th>Agents Behavior</th>
<th>Security level (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 4. Agent Trust Table.

It is used to check trustworthiness of either a newly created or previously registered agent through this calculated Trust Degree. The Agent Behavior of ATT is used to account the action weight of that agent depending upon its behavior either positive or negative. This ATT is updated every time after completion of a transaction.

On every completion of a transaction, this Trust Degree is calculated and ATT is updated with latest Agent Behavior by the Security Agent.

**Addition of New Agent**

Security Agent (SA) authenticates new agent arriving in cloud and handles Trust Degree for updating Service Capability Table (SCT) of that new agent.

When a New_Agent (NA) arrives in cloud environment, it goes to Security Agent (SA) which authenticates this NA by checking its Agent_id (AID) in trusted third part, if present, SA will assign a unique password. Here after authenticated by the cloud’s proxy server created by Security Agent and SCT table of NA is created, otherwise this NA is discarded.

The NA now sends a broadcast message to all the other agents in the cloud environment to enter details into its SCT table. Since the issue was to avoid addition of malicious agent details, so the trustworthiness of the agent is measured for every ith reply coming with its SCT details. The NA requests SA to check the Trust Degree (TD) of ith agent, if it’s greater than or equal to defined threshold value, the SCT detail of ith agent is updated in NA’s SCT. If number of negative behavior identified by SA is greater than the threshold value, the reply is discarded.

This involves two processes:

**Algorithm for Addition of New Agent:**

**Input:** New Agent

**Output:** Addition or Discarding of New Agent

1. New_Agent (NA) arrives in cloud environment
2. NA goes to Security Agent (SA)
3. if SA (AID (NA) present in index of AMS)
4. Assign password for AID
5. Check Authentication on proxy server created by SA
6. if (AID (NA) && pwd == Correct)
7. Create SCT table
8. Broadcast SCT_details (AID)
9. if SCT_details (AID,reply (AID_i))
10. Send Request (AID_i,TD) to SA
11. SA ➔ if (TD (AID_i) > threshold_val ?)
12. Update (ATT)
13. Update New_Agent (AID_i,SCT)
14. Check for more Agent’s reply Goto Step 9
15. else decrease (TD(AID_i))
16. Report AID_i action as negative to SA
17. if (no. of negative behaviour >= x)
18. Report AID_i as malicious to SA and Discard AID_i
19. else Goto Step 9
20. else Goto Step 8
21. else Discard NA
(i) **Authentication and**

(ii) **Trust Examining.**

i. **Authentication**

Addition of new agent to the cloud environment: According to various research papers addition of agent can be based on

1. Trust: Where Certificate Authority (CA) serves as the root of trust.
   CA issues these certificates only to those Principals who are trusted by the CA based on their harmless intentions and actions (Principal is a person who signs on behalf of the Agent code and is responsible for the behaviour of agent. Principal should be well aware of the workflow, behaviour and operational consequences of the agent).

2. Validation: When the owner registers the agent to the agent platform, this platform should validate the owner and log the request's source address.

   Thus an agent arriving newly in a cloud environment must be signed for trust or be registered with a Third party who can guarantor for the Agent’s behavior. This generates a unique identifier for each agent named as Agent Identifier (AID).

   When a new agent (NA) wants to enter into a cloud, it reaches to Security Agent of that cloud which checks for its registration with Third Party by looking for its AID into their index, its Access permissions and its previous transaction or registration details with other clouds, to verify whether the coming agent is a legitimate agent or not. After verification if NA is found legitimate, SA assigns a password to it. The agent is now every time authenticated on cloud environment by its proxy server with this AID and password. Any discrimination from above checks leads to discarding of agent from interacting with cloud agents. The agent record is added in the Agent Trust Table (ATT) with default values. All the trusted agents of the cloud are added in the agent SCT broadcast list.

### Algorithm for Solution of Forced Termination of Connection and Artificial Timeout:

**Input:** Reply from Participant_Agent  
**Output:** Accept or Discard the Reply

1. Initiator_Agent sends Call_for_Proposal
2. if Reply (Participant_Agent, Call_for_Proposal) == Accept
3.   Connection (i) Initialisation
4.    if Reply_i ( ) == Cancel_Meta || Not_Understood
5.      query_if (Reply_i, Reciever_Agent→Sender_Agent)
6.        if query_if (Ack_i) == True
7.          Process Reply ( Cancel_Meta or Not_Understood)
8.    else
9.      Ignore (Reply_i)
10. else
11. Ignore (Reply ()

ii. **Trust Examining**

When a reply is received from an agent with its current SCT details, a request is sent to Security Agent (SA) with Agent_ID (AID) where current or updated Trust Degree (TD), present in Agent Trust Table (ATT) is checked or calculated and compared with Threshold Value. If the Agent’s TD on an instance i is greater than the set Threshold Value, the ATT is updated and NA’s SCT is updated with SCT details of replying agent (AIDI).

If current or updated TD is less than the threshold value, the action is said to be a negative action. TD of that agent (AIDI) is decreased as per the set policies and action is reported as negative or wrong to SA. If negative action occurs greater than or equal to x times, the action is reported as malicious and hence this replying participant agent (AIDI) is discarded from further processing.

The advantage is that the New_Agent (NA) remains unaffected when an identified participant agent does any malicious actions in the cloud environment. The Trust Degree of participant agent decreases accordingly with the malicious activities and the updating policies.

**Handling flooding attack**

To handle flooding attack issue, two flag attributes: Request_Flag and Response_Flag (Fig. 5), are introduced into the SCT along with the Agent’s Address, Requirement provides and the Last Known Status. Since these are flags, so there values are either 0 or 1. Initially, both Request_Flag and
Response_Flag are 0. The values of these flags changes when a request is sent or a response is received for any agent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Capability Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent’s Address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Service Capability Table

When an agent sends a message to other agent, represented as Request initiation, the Request_Flag in SCT sets to 1 and starts waiting for the response. As soon as the reply is received, it checks for the current status of flags i.e. if any response is received until now for that agent or not. If Request_Flag is equal to 1 and and Response_Flag is 0, the SCT of the Initiator_Agent is updated with Response_Flag as 1. Otherwise the response is discarded, showing that the reply from the agent for that request is already received. As soon as timeout occurs, the flag values are again set to 0.

Handling exceptions to Protocol flow

To avoid attacks on exceptions to Protocol flow the use of query_if function [5,10] is proposed. When Initiator_Agent broadcasts a Call_for_Proposal to all the other agents in the cloud, all the other agents reply either with accept or reject message depending on their willingness to communicate. The Initiator_Agent initializes the connection with all the agents replying as Accept, with unique Conversation_ID and Reject reply is ignored. If during the communication a Not_Understood or Cancel_Meta message is encountered, query_if function is initiated. The Receiver_Agent of these message sends a query_if message to the Sender_Agent and waits for the acknowledgment. If acknowledgment comes as true, the connection is terminated follow the message and act accordingly. Otherwise reply is ignored and the communication is continued.

Limitations and Implications

Though, we have mentioned that SA should refer to the trusted third party to verify the genuineness of an agent, it depends upon the cloud service providers to decide which trusted third party they want to believe. SA has to process each and every agent interaction occurs in a cloud. SA must be developed with the capability to handle maximum number of agents’ queries at same time.

There may be possibility of discarding of an agent request, if the SA is not developed to handle multiple requests. However, this framework can be extended to determine the quality of the service offered by an agent. When the quality of the service can be compared, the user will get the most suitable service than the negotiation based on cost and time.

Algorithm for Flooding Attack

| Input: Status Update Request from Participant_Agent |
| Output: Updating SCT or Discard the Update Request |
| SCT (Agent’s Address, Requirement provides, Last Known Status, Request_Flag, Response_Flag) |

Initially,
Request_Flag = 0;
Response_Flag = 0;
1 Initiator_Agent initiates Request ();
   Set Request_Flag = 1
2 receive Reply (Initiator_Agent, Participant_Agent)
3 if (Request_Flag == 1 && Response_Flag == 0) ==True
4   Update SCT ( , ,1,1)
5 else
6   Discard Reply (Initiator_Agent, Participant_Agent)
6 if (Timeout)
7   Reset Request_Flag=0
8   & Response_Flag=0
8 else
   Goto Step 2

V. CONCLUSION

Cloud computing is one of the futuristic technologies on which technology giants are counting. In future, number of users using the cloud computing is expected to increase gradually as there is a demand for cloud service exists. In such a scenario, there will no doubt that agents will play key role in selecting suitable services to users.

Since, it will be in the hands of agents to deliver a service to end user, agents should be free from attacks and bias. In this paper we have identified several security issues during the agent interaction. We have proposed solutions to handle those security issues. End User who uses the cloud services doesn’t have any idea about how the agents are interacting and the service delivered is best among others or not. There is a possibility that malicious agent can involve in the process and
deliver wrong or malicious service to the user. So, we have used the trust degree analysis to decide whether the agent involved in the negotiation process is trusted or not. Analysis of this will help the proposed framework of security agent to allow only the trusted agents to deliver the service to end-user. However, several issues may arise when the agents plays dominant role such as determining the quality of the cloud service. With the proper security measures implemented in the cloud environment, agent based cloud computing will play as a platform for the consumers to use the perfect service.
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Abstract — In order to have drinking water, some countries have to use chlorine. It is use cause is effective and it’s cheap. An alternative to this process is the UV disinfection of drinking water. Most of the devices in the market use UV bulbs or mercury lamps. The UV LED, which is cheaper and smaller, allows creating new smaller devices. The main contribution of this paper is the use of Genetic Algorithms to help design a drinking water device with UV LEDs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, we can find many devices that use the Ultra Violet disinfection technologies. It has been used in many different devices: Systems for the control of airborne pathogens and allergens in indoor environments [1], pond pumps and soap for phones or even Reptile Bulbs for taking care reptile pets. There is also portable UV water purifier like the SteriPEN Sidewinder, or even the wastewater system from trojanUV. Some uses mercury lamps, UV bulbs, and some started to use UV LEDs. One of the reasons of the use of LEDs is because nowadays are cheaper and last longer.

But just because LEDs are cheap, does not mean that we should put a lot of LEDs inside a box to disinfect water. We can optimize how many LEDs use, searching for the minimum LEDs to purify water. The genetics Algorithms are good for optimization problem solving. We can use them find how many LEDs are the minimal to disinfect water in a given space.

Genetic algorithms have boomed in recent decades. Its basic principles were proposed by Holland [2], and are well described in several books, as Goldberg [3], Poli, Langdon, McPhee [4], Michelle [5] or Davis [6]. They had been used for Traffic Signal Timings Optimization [7], for transport management in docks [8], to improve the Production of Biochemical Pathway [9], for recognizing the position of Ezaf construction in Persian Texts [10], or even for GPGPU Implementation of a Genetic Algorithm for Stereo Refinement [11]. Just to name a few. On this paper we will use them to design a disinfection box of drinking water with them.

The goal of the genetic algorithm is to find a set of parameters that minimizes the output of a function. [12]. GA differs from most optimization methods, because they have the following characteristics [3].

1) They work with a coding of parameters, not the parameters themselves.
2) They search from many points instead of a single point
3) They don’t use derivatives
4) They use random transition rules, not deterministic rules.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II is a brief overview of the UV Light water disinfection. Also, a brief overview of LED’s. Section III explains the implementation of a Genetic Algorithm to design a water purifying device using UV LED light. In section IV some results are presented and in section V some conclusions are drawn.

II. ULTRAVIOLET DISINFECTION

a. Brief history of Ultraviolet disinfection

The ability of sunlight to destroy microbial life has been known since 1877, with Downes and Blunt who reported that bacteria were inactivated by sunlight, and found that the violet-blue spectrum was the most effective [13]. This is caused by the invisible ultraviolet (UV) rays. With the development of the mercury – vapor lamp in 1901, the UV radiation technology was established. The low cost of chlorine for disinfesting of water slowed the development of UV-radiation technology, until 1950. In that year, the use of this technology began to increase in Europe. [14]

b. Disinfection Theory

Ultraviolet germicidal irradiation (UVGI) is defined as electromagnetic radiation in the range of about 200 to 320 nm that is used to destroy microorganisms. UVGI systems for water and surface disinfection have demonstrated reliability and effectiveness for the past century [1].

The term “germicidal” implies that these UV systems destroy, kill, or inactivate microorganisms. Microorganisms such as fungi, bacteria and viruses. The germicidal effectiveness peaks at about 260-265 nm. This peak corresponds to the peak of UV absorption by bacterial DNA [13]. The next table summarizes the definitions of the primary bands of UV radiation.
Dr. Kowalski writes that the definitions of the UV bands UVA, UVBA and UVC given in the table, have not yet been fully incorporated into every relevant guideline or adopted by every agency, but likely to be adopted eventually and universally. [13] In fact, you can buy UVC germicidal light bulbs or LED’s asking UV-C or UV-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Type and classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VUV</td>
<td>100-200</td>
<td>Vacuum ultraviolet, Actinic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVA</td>
<td>320-400</td>
<td>Non germicidal. Near-UV, Black light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The design of UV systems for water disinfection differs from surface and air disinfecting systems. The reason is that the attenuation of UV irradiance in water occurs within about 15ms and this necessitates both closely packed arrays of UV lamps and higher UV power levels. That is the reason that water disinfection required ten times higher doses that air disinfection applications.

c. Advantages of ultraviolet radiation over other systems

1) Secure destruction of all microorganisms.
2) Do not alter or modify the chemical composition of water, or its smell or taste.
3) There is no possibility of formation of harmful secondary compounds.
4) No corrosive action on the system.
5) No corrosive action on the system. Simple, clean and safe handling without risks or discomforts for maintenance.
6) Easy installation. [15].

d. Exposure time

Like all the disinfectants, the exposure time is vital to ensure good performance. This depends on the type of flow; as well as the characteristics of the system. However, the period must be related to the dosage required. Normal exposures are of the order of 10-20 seconds [16].

e. Brief introduction to how LED’s work

LED stands for Light Emitting Diode. The first commercial LED was offered by the Texas Instruments Corporation in the early 1960s. The LED emitted infrared radiation near 870 nm. The manufacturing quantities of the product were low. Probably caused by the high price for one single LED, which reportedly was 130 US$ [17]. Today, you can buy a single LED for 0.01 to 0.50 US$ in www.alibaba.com or www.amazon.com

LEDs are semiconductors devices which gives off light when powered. The color is determined by the properties of the semiconductor material. The semiconductor material is in the form of a small chip. This sits in a small reflector which together with the case shape, determines the overall shape of the emerging beam.

f. Types of LED

There are many different sizes and shapes of LED’s. They can be grouped based on their surface: planar, hemispherical and parabolic (fig 2). The most common are show in the fig 3. There are also High power LED’s.

Fig. 1. Inside a LED, where we can see the reflecting cup [17]

Fig. 2. Light emitting diodes with planar (a), hemispherical (b) and (c) Parabolic surfaces [16].

Fig. 3. (a) Common LED’s on the market. (b) High Power LED’s [17]

As we said, the overall shape of the emerging beam is determined by the small reflector together with the case shape. The Far-filed patterns of the different type of LEDs are show
in the fig 4. We won’t talk about here about the lambertian emission pattern, just show that an angle of \( \varphi = 60^\circ \), the lambertian emission pattern decreases to 50% of its maximum value occurring at \( \varphi = 0^\circ \). The three emission patterns are normalized to unity intensity at \( \varphi = 0^\circ \), as shown in fig 4.

![Fig 4. The Far-filed patterns of the different type of LEDs [16].](image)

### III. DESIGN OF DEVICES USING GENETICS ALGORITHMS

#### a. Antennas and GA

One of the most famous cases of the use of genetic algorithms, is the creation and patenting of an antenna, which was designed using a Genetic Algorithm [4]. Genetic algorithms have been successfully applied to the design of a variety of antennas. [19]. We can name the design of thinned array in 1994 by Randy Haupt [12], wire antennas by Derek Linden in 1997, and Derek Linden with Altshuler in 1998 and 1999 [20], patch antennas by M. Johnson and Rahmat-Samii in 1999, linear and planar array by D. Marcano and F. Duran in 1999 [21]. The NASA also work in Evolutionary Algorithms to design Evolutionary Antenna [22].

![Fig. 5. (a) Evolutionary Antennas by NASA [21] [4].](image)


#### b. Disinfection of drinking water and GA

The same way that genetic algorithms are used for the antenna design, the principles of a genetic algorithm are going to be applied to help design a water purifier using UV LEDs. This is for academic purposes, for further construction and validation of the prototype.

The algorithm will seek to optimize the use of LED light in the device, in order to minimize the LEDs to be used. This will reduce consumption. To do this, we define that water will be deposited in a cube of 15 cm\(^3\), inside the device that will purify the water. We establish that water comes without solid pieces that can protect viruses and bacteria from the germicidal effect of UV light. We do this with a filter placed at the inlet of water.

#### c. Chromosomes

We established that the cube is 15 cm per side, as the binary representation of 15 is "1111". Then, for each point with 3 coordinates (X, Y, Z) requires 12 genes. These coordinates indicate where the LED is located. Also we add a gene for LED orientation. “0” if the LED is down pointing up. “1” if it is up pointing down. Therefore, our minimum chromosome set as follows:

\[
\text{DXXXYYYYYZZZZ} = > 01010001101111
\]

This example will translate into up direction (0), with XYZ = 10, 3, 7 (1010 is 10, 0011 is 3, 0111 is 7). If we need to add another LED in the chromosome, 13 more genes will be added. With this we establish a proper representation of the chromosome.

#### d. Fitness

First, for this genetic algorithm, we will establish that the light is emitted from a Flat Top Led UV, and which forms a sphere of light from the LED, fig 6.

![Fig. 6. (a) Flat Top Led Light Lamp LED UV](image)

To define which chromosome is more fit than another, we will check how many points are left uncovered. This can be calculated by establishing that each centimeter of each axis (X, Y, Z), we have a small cube of 1 x 1 x 1 cm\(^3\), which it will have a value of 1. We have 16 possible positions for each axis (0 to 15), obtaining a total of 4,096 positions to be illuminated by the LEDs inside the cube.

Additionally, we know that the attenuation of the UV light in water occurs about 15 cm [13]. Therefore, we establish that for this AG the diameter of the sphere of light is 15 cm, and its radius is 7.5 cm. The genetic algorithm will seek how many LEDs and where they should be placed so that the cube is fully illuminated by the spheres.
We count the number of genes that has the chromosome that is being evaluated. Then divided by the number of genes representing the coordinate of an LED (13). This way we get how many LEDs are on that chromosome.

For each LED, the position and orientation is obtained by the genes. We create a sphere from this point, and will travel up or down, depending on their orientation. Each point within the sphere is changed to 0. This can be done walking the Z axis, from 0 to 15. A chromosome that leave a space of 50 unlit cells is better than other one that leaves chromosome 75.

To define the points of the sphere that will be reached by the UV light, we start from the spherical coordinates, and switched to the Cartesian coordinates. Spherical coordinates are represented by the radius \( r \), and \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) angles. These elements relate to the Cartesian coordinates using the same origin, as shown in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 7. Spherical coordinates and Cartesian coordinates.](image)

The coordinates \((X, Y, Z)\) of the point \((r, \varphi \text{ and } \theta)\) are obtained based on trigonometric functions.

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= r \sin \theta \cos \varphi \\
y &= r \sin \theta \sin \varphi \\
z &= r \cos \varphi
\end{align*}
\]

\((2)\)

Now, we put the value of \( \varphi = 0 \, ^\circ \). Therefore \( \cos 0 \, ^\circ = 1 \). \( \sin 0 \, ^\circ = 0 \). Thus, \( X \) is 0, \( Y \) is simplified, and \( Z \) does not change.

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= r \cos \theta \\
y &= r \sin \theta \\
z &= r
\end{align*}
\]

\((3)\)

By having the angle \( \varphi \) at \( 0 \, ^\circ \) and \( X = 0 \), we have two dimensions, as shown in Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8. 3D change to 2D](image)

If we see the sphere from above, we can see several circles of different circumferences. \( r' \) is the radius of the circle resulting from the sphere see it from above for that level of \( Z \). As we know the value of \( z' \), which is the axis that the AG will walk along, and \( r \) is the radius of the sphere. If we keep \( z' \) and \( r \) constant, the angle \( \theta \) is kept constant. We know the value of \( r \) and \( Z \). Now, we can calculate the value of \( r' \) with the Pythagorean theorem, where we know the hypotenuse, because is the radius of the sphere, and \( Z' \):

\[
r^2 = Z'^2 + r'^2 \\
r' = \sqrt{r^2 - Z'^2}
\]

\((4)\)

Setting the value of \( r \) as constant, we have a cylinder. Using cylindrical coordinates we obtain \( X \) and \( Y \) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= r' \cos \varphi \\
y &= r' \sin \varphi \\
z &= h, \text{ where } h = z'
\end{align*}
\]

Then, changing first \( Z \) (-7 to 7, steps 1), and then changing the angle \( \varphi \) 1-360 \, ^\circ \), we can have the points in the sphere, moving the origins to add the coordinates of the LED. Then, in the process, to explore the angle of 1 \, ^\circ \text{ to } 360 \, ^\circ \), we get the value of \( X \) and \( Y \). Then, we keep the value of \( X \) as a constant, and \( Y \) axis is traversed, from "-Y" to "Y" to place a value of 0 at that coordinate. For these calculations, discard decimals, approaching to the lower integer. Also, the radius we will use will not be 7.5, will approach the lower integer, so we'll use 7.

The AG must stop when the sum of all cells in the cube is 0. In other words, all the cells are illuminated.
e. Mutation

We use the standard mutation, with a little change. If the GA not obtain a solution after n generations, for the mutation, we added 14 more genes. That is, add another LED.

IV. RESULTS

With the GA completed, we have results:

- It took on average 85.7 generations.
- 10 runs,
- Maximum of 132 generations and a minimum of 46 generations
- Maximum size of chromosome solution of 169 and a minimum size of 117 chromosome solution

Chromosome:
11011101010010011110101100110011010010110111011110100101101100001101101000101100110110101011010

This means 9 LEDs (13 gens * 9 = 117).

The coordinates of the LEDs can be read in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an implementation of a genetic algorithm has been proposed to help design a disinfection device of drinking water using UV Light LED.

Thanks to the Genetic Algorithm, we can simplify the behavior of the UV light in water. Using the attenuation of UV light in water and using a planar LED. We can adjust the GA with other LEDs and knowing the shape of the emerging beam. We can change the space we are going to use it: Could be a big pipe in a Wastewater Treatment Facility.

For future research, it is the construction of the device, and add features that were not taken into account with the genetic algorithm to the water purifier. The genetic algorithm was useful to establish what is the minimum number of LEDs to disinfect water, in a given space.

Additions features are power supply of the LEDs, and resistance are not taken into account in the algorithm. The power supply could come from solar cells, or a dynamo, to use it when needed, even if there is no light.

Additionally, the design may include UV light sensors, and place them in the coordinate where the sphere ends. Thus an alert if needed would replace an LED.

For the work presented, we can conclude that it is feasible to apply genetic algorithms for water purification.
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I. INTRODUCTION

INERTIAL sensors are devices that measure movement, and therefore, when they are attached to a human body, they can be used to measure human movements. In the doctoral thesis “Recognizing Human Activities Based on Wearable Inertial Measurements - Methods and Applications” by Pekka Siirtola, data from these sensors are studied to recognize human activities user-independently. This is possible if the following two hypotheses are valid: firstly, as human movements are dissimilar between activities, also inertial sensor data between activities is so different that this data can be used to recognize activities. Secondly, while movements and inertial data are dissimilar between activities, they are so similar when different persons are performing the same activity that they can be recognized as the same activity. In the thesis, pattern recognition–based solutions are applied to inertial data to find these dissimilarities and similarities, and therefore, to build models to recognize activities user-independently.

The thesis is a compilation of six original publications ([2] – [7]) and it studies activity recognition in two contexts: daily activity recognition using mobile phones, and activity recognition in industrial context. Both of these contexts have special requirements and these are considered in the presented solutions. Mobile phones are optimal devices to measure daily activity: they include a wide range of useful sensors to detect activities, and people carry them with them most of the time. On the other hand, the usage of mobile phones in activity recognition includes several challenges; for instance, a person can carry a phone in any orientation, and there are hundreds of smartphone models, and each of them has specific hardware and software. In addition, in order to achieve highest possible recognition rates, all sensors need to be calibrated before they are used no matter if the used sensor is an inertial sensor or a camera [8]. Activity recognition using the inertial sensors of mobile phones are studied in original publications [2] and [3]. Moreover, as battery life is always an issue with smartphones, techniques to lighten the classification process are proposed (studied in original publications [4] and [5]). Industrial context is different from daily activity context: when daily activities are recognized, occasional misclassifications may disturb the user, but they do not cause any other type of harm. This is not the case when activities are recognized in industrial context and the purpose is to recognize if the assembly line worker has performed tasks correctly. In this case, false classifications may be much more harmful. Solutions to these challenges are presented in the thesis (studied in original publications [6] and [7]).

The solutions introduced in the thesis are applied to activity recognition data sets. However, as the basic idea of the activity recognition problem is the same as in many other pattern recognition procedures, most of the solutions can be applied to any pattern recognition problem, especially to ones where time series data is studied.
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Abstract — Nowadays, video games such as Massively Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG) have become cultural mediators. Mobile games contribute to a large number of downloads and potential benefits in the applications market. Although processing power of mobile devices increases the bandwidth transmission, a poor network connectivity may bottleneck Gaming as a Service (GaaS). In order to enhance performance in digital ecosystem, processing tasks are distributed among thin client devices and robust servers. This research is based on the method ‘divide and rule’, that is, volumetric surfaces are subdivided using a tree-KD of sequence of scenes in a game, so reducing the surface into small sets of points. Reconstruction efficiency is improved, because the search of data is performed in local and small regions. Processes are modeled through a finite set of states that are built using Hidden Markov Models with domains configured by heuristics. Six test service (GaaS) for mobile devices are performed in local and small regions. Processes are modeled through a finite set of states that are built using Hidden Markov Models with domains configured by heuristics. Six test service (GaaS) for mobile devices are processed on the client to validate the proposed model. This validation concludes that the proposed model optimizes response frames per second, in a sequence of interactions.

Keywords — Distribution render; Mobile devices; Hidden Markov models; Gaming as a service.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, a vast network of recognized media, such as television, internet, game consoles, smartphones, tablets and desktop devices create new ways to play, to express oneself, learn, explore ideas and generate culture. Computers are used as mediators in the learning process through play and social interaction. An example is the Massively Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG). In some scenarios, these games are considered an educational platform, because they allow players to learn together through personal interaction in a cooperative process. Recent studies reveal that, with the continued use of this type of games [1, 2, 3, 4], several learning processes are achieved (when creating a virtual identity, for instance).

Recent trends in mobile computing have truly commoditized a large number of components required for immersive virtual reality [3, 5]. Current thin client devices, such as smartphones and tablets, represent a renaissance in mobile computing. With gaming as a driver for the adoption of mobile graphics chipsets, these devices package unprecedented graphics dealing with position/orientation sensing, wireless networking, and high resolution displays. Such systems provide unique opportunities for constructing low-cost and mobile virtual reality systems [6].

Mobile games contribute to a huge number of downloads and, consequently, to potential profits in the application market. However, although the processing power of mobile devices, as well as the transmission bandwidth is increasing, the unstable network connectivity may bottleneck the providing of Gaming as a Service (GaaS) for mobile devices. The hardware constraints of mobile devices, such as computational power, storage and battery, limit the representation of games [7]. Therefore, there is a need to reduce content and processing requirements, as well as to maintain control of storage and communication between users. For the mobile clients, one of the most problematic tasks is the presentation of the 3D Virtual Reality data. According to the 3D Virtual Reality data, the client has to calculate the position of objects, the lightning and shadows. This is a difficult task to perform with weak processors and a low main memory. In complex scenes, a high processing power is needed to process all data in nearly real time. A solution for this problem is the consumption of the processing task not on the client [8].

Render has significant features since there are a variety of methods to perform these virtual 3D graphics. In terms of software highlights there are four main algorithms: scanline rendering and rasterization, ray casting, ray tracing, and radiosity. Each of these algorithms is focused as a fundamental part in representing complex images, either by means of the light beam, or grouping pixels to reduce computer processing, or calculating the passage of light, etc. [9]. It must be taken into account that these processes also depend on the geometry applied in each algorithm.

Aside from the request processing with 3D content, it is also important to control the storage of data generated by applications and their communication in order to achieve decent interactivity between geographically dispersed users. Data are not centralized on a single server; therefore control is needed over scalability and fault tolerance to provide a
response to user requests [10]. Moreover, having a distributed system is an advantage for processing and user control.

A Platform as a Service (PaaS) allows virtualized computing resources via internet or advanced networks, allowing transparent use of resources. Along with offering storage services and computer processing, PaaS is built with Internet standards and protocols such as HTTP. A PaaS combines quality of service and broadcast functions distributed with capabilities in parallel processing. Together, these features create a platform for development software, designed specifically for network applications that produce and consume massive amounts of digital media. Thus, it is necessary to identify the technological architecture for gaming.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: section II summarizes the related work in industry and academy, and section III studies the process of subdivision surfaces to be held inside a mobile device. Section IV presents a model, including its architecture for distributed rendering based on hidden Markov model. The proposed model is assessed using performance tests according to frames per second. Section V presents the results of assessing the model, and section VI concludes our work, including future work to be developed from this research.

II. RELATED WORKS

Render 3D is used today to display molecular orbitals in the analysis of results of simulations of quantum chemistry [11], for dynamic medical evaluations, analysis of complex information models associated with medical training, management of geographically referenced information, and in the searching of extraterrestrial intelligence, among many other uses. [12]. In recent years, the performance and capacity of graphics processing units have improved dramatically, thanks to the parallelization of computational tasks [13], but an efficient operation of large capacities of parallelism, allowing a linear acceleration along with multiple compute nodes are still required [14], for they would optimize the graphics processing level data volume with polynomial complexity.

The display group NERSC and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) have developed the Visapult tool to attack these problems. Visapult is an application of parallel distributed processing that leverages the resources of computer networks and the processing power of supercomputers. Renders for volume ray tracing and traditional series can take many minutes or hours. Visapult supports interactive volume rendering to rates by employing distributed network components and a high degree of parallelism. Image Based Volume Rendering Algorithm when used with this program. Visapult can exchange additional information with reduced bandwidth [15].

For improving traditional visualization of render, Corcoran et al. [16] propose a model that employs two phases, which depend firstly on rendering volume direct (RVD), and on a number of other rendering non photorealistic processing techniques (RNF). By separating the visualization on two levels, allowing a higher level of detail than that normally observed with the traditional process, it is noteworthy its level software architecture. The interactivity drawback is due to the lack of specific limits and sometimes it is possible to get occlusion by overlapping images. Because being interactive, they require minimum time response.

The model poses strategies to solve these problems, emphasizing the perception of images.

Bounding volume hierarchies (BVHS) hold great promise for dynamic scenes. However, each proposed technique changes for handling animations has limitations, such as a reduced performance in a prolonged time and some difficulty in the processing of deformed objects. It avoids synchronization problems but in the other hand limits the speed at which BVH can build frames [17].

Madhavan et al., [18] show a model that seeks an implementation of a distributed rendering environment which is easily accessible according to the system requirements. The model generates the deployment work, with monitoring render, data sending, error corrections and reducing waiting times. Furthermore, Taura [19] proposes an architecture based on real time monitoring system called VGXP, based on a technology called GXP. For the system, it is important to monitor and control the performance of a distributed process, as well as the performance, scalability, fault tolerance, and also data sent to the client without overloading and security. The system generates a 3D graphics response in java.

In the system proposed with Kamoshida [20], the server collects the monitoring data required and sends it to the client through a hierarchical architecture. An agent process runs on each node, which monitors the control data produced by each process and event. To accomplish this communication, the agents form a tree structure for TCP connections. The root of the tree is the server process.

Madhavan et al. [21] propose a software architecture based on Java for real-time visualization and generating interactive graphics. This architecture minimizes the amount of required synchronization between PCs, resulting in excellent scalability.

The modular architecture provides a framework that can accommodate a variety of algorithms and data formats representation, provided that rendering algorithms are used to generate individual pixels and data duplication in each computer. As an object-oriented design, it implements the basic functionality required for distributed rendering.

Due to the complexity of volumetric rendering, the problem can be divided [22, 23, 24]. They propose using the Octree algorithm, which is responsible for dividing the volumetric scene in scenes less complex, according to the user's request. Another advantage is the weight of the scene at the time of transport on the network, since it does not require the entire bandwidth needed initially. The problem that arises with volumetric rendering is the volume size. Therefore, the image must submit to procedures outside the nucleus to avoid charges in memory.

Another algorithm commonly used for rendering is Ray-
tracing [15,16, 17, 25, 26, 27, 28]. This is based on the illumination of the image, capturing the beam size and its reflection on the object. This involves various drawbacks (shading, texture object, etc) when there are complex objects.

In order to optimize performance, an intersection is found, the beam is transferred to the point of intersection and its address is modified according to the type of beam, shadow or reflection, using various characteristics of objects to be displayed and geometric data. The iterations stop when the reflected ray does not hit any objects or the maximum predetermined level of reflection is reached. Ray-tracing is a dynamic algorithm with a high cost in displaying images.

Castanie et al [29] propose a model based on an original application of DSM (Distributed Shared Memory), as it is a type of implementation to level hardware and software system. Each node in a cluster has access to a large shared memory that is added to the limited unshared memory of each node. However, this implementation is reconstructed, generating four additional access levels that are included in this system, such as the graphics memory, the local memory in the node, the memory of the other nodes through the network and the disk. This new implementation is called Distributed Hierarchical Cache System (DHCS).

III. SUBDIVISION SURFACE METHOD ON MOBILE DEVICE

The visualization process is composed of four parts: data collection, image processing, building surface and display of image. As regards techniques, there are two types of volume rendering methods: direct and indirect. Direct methods use a type of 3D volumetric images generated without explicitly extracting geometric surfaces from the data. Indirect method consists of marching cubes algorithm, from which the cells belonging to a surface threshold, and a threshold value provide as a result a cubic grid containing a classification of the object data, which is modeled through an octal tree.

Nowadays, the graphic processing is performed by the z-buffer algorithm which handles the display of images. It is useful because it processes millions of images interactively using triangles. It takes image texture and illuminates to a low computational cost. According to Shirley et al. [25], it has the following disadvantages:

- Applications with data sets significantly large, generates processing times of order NP.
- Applications with non-polygonal data are not easily converted into triangles for processing as image.
- Applications that demand high quality shadows, with reflection, refraction and particle effects are difficult to process.

An option is to perform the rendering process using ray-tracing techniques. However, a high computational cost is generated by the large number of ray tracing for each scene. This problem can be minimized by using special data structures able to organize or group scene objects spatially. The number of intersection tests involved in searching is greatly reduced.

So instead of following a comprehensive search to identify the correct scene for the nearest intersection, only nearby objects are approved and the remaining are discarded, as recommended by Siu-Lung et al. [26].

To develop volumetric render, tree octants Local Grade Smooth algorithm is used (OOLSD). It is submitted by Xing et al. [30]. First the image is divided into some small sets of points according to the octree construction, then a local triangular mesh through the region is built by fusing the triangulations recursively and applying the principle of “divide and rule”.

By reducing the surface into small sets of points, reconstruction efficiency is improved because the search region is small and local. In the recursive fusion process, the optimization operation is performed between boundary triangles. Therefore, the number of the mesh boundary triangulation does not increase, so the complexity of the algorithm is stable.

Fig. 1 Octree subdivision surface

Fig. 1 shows the subdivision surface from octants optimized algorithm, also known as Local Grade Smooth. The involved process of this algorithm reduces the level of memory which is stored in the mobile device by eliminating non-relevant images [22, 23].

For subdivision surfaces, it is necessary in the first place to identify those that are visible to users, through the hidden surface removal algorithm through JPCT 3D engine. Through CubMotion class structure renders is performed, based on the World Reference, FrameBuffer, Light, Object name, RGBColor Matrix, xPosition, YPosition, ObjectRenderOpenGL and URL ConstructionXML. Given the description of the object in an XML file, the implementation is performed in the OpenGLRender class, which is responsible for the subdivision. By each tree node an event at BuildXML class is being created. BuildXML class is responsible for building tree-KD through spatial subdivision based on heuristics and surface areas. Taking into account the recommendation of Wald and Havran [31], Fig. 2 shows the
sequence diagram associated with the interaction surface subdivision process.

After the construction of the tree-KD, a session through the JSCH library is created, which is an implementation of the SSH2 protocol that provides support for secure remote access and data compression. In the SSH communication the following key issues are discussed:

- To access the server, it is necessary to provide credentials,
- Sockets are used to establish a communication between client and server. Thus, data transmission through objects is serialized,
- JSCH library provides an encrypted communication channel, protecting data that are travelling between client and server.

![Sequence Diagram](image)

Fig. 2 Sequence diagram of surface subdivision

Once communication channel is created and a session is defined, the manner of handling events is throughout an implemented interface. ActivitySPC component is used to close sessions. Fig. 3 shows the deployment diagram associated with the process of subdivision surface on the mobile device and the creation of the communication channel.

Regarding the hardware environment used for testing, it encompassed a server and several mobile devices. The Server responsible for storing WMA has the following description: a blade server PowerEdge M620, Intel Xeon E5-2600 processor, Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) 7.2 GT / s, 2.5 MB cache per core with 4 cores, 16GB RAM, 3TB HDD master was utilized and 3 TB hard drive slave, this server has a Matrox G200 video card integrated. This server has installed an operating system: Red Hat Enterprise Linux. Moreover, all test devices had the Android operating system, due to the need for the installation and configuration of JPCT 3D engine.

**IV. ARCHITECTURE PROPOSAL FOR DISTRIBUTION OF RENDER**

According to the tree-KD, metadata is generated for each node which is recorded in real time from a web service and relational database management system (RDBMS). This process consists of defining a structure with associated data that should map to an XML template in order to generate the BuildXML class. Fig. 4 shows the interaction diagram for each node.

For each mobile registered in the information system, a Workload Management Agent (WMA), similar to proposed in [20] is created. This agent is responsible for managing all render and sending requests to a scheduler that is in charge of being a matchmaker for compatible resources in a distributed system. Regarding the execution domain, it is based on Platform as a Service (PaaS). Inside this platform, there is a task called “Job Submission Service” responsible for sending tasks to the “Local Resource Manager”. Then tasks are processed and a local scheduling is assigned to available resources schematized as worker nodes, which return the load to the WMA, which sends information mobile device.
Clearly, there is a dependence on bandwidth which is given by network congestion, the intensity of the received signal and the mobile device. Additionally, it should be considered that the following restrictions exist: network 2.5G technology and General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) transmitting 56 kbps. The aforementioned restriction inhibit data transmission to WMA since the standard for real-time animation is 24 frames per second (fps) with a limit of 292 Bytes for each XML document. Additionally, range between 1KB and 15KB acts as another restriction for data test.

Therefore, a minimum of 2880 kbps connection is required, which is only available in 4G networks.

One solution is to compress data using redundant coding bytes, through a grammar based on X3D standard. Then, decompression is performed in the WMA.

In the compression process, files are reduced to 500 B and 2.5 KB respectively, due to the redundancy of coordinates and XML tags.

Considering that the minimum value to establish a connection using compressed data is 480 kbps, it is still possible to perform tasks throughout 3G network. Regarding 2G networks with a top speed of 232 kbps, the rendering process requires applying a stroboscopic effect, reducing a third of the number of frames processed remotely.

To maintain the visual quality of animation in a game, mobile device should process two frames while the last frame is sent remotely. However, this simple model is not feasible due to ignorance of network traffic and the instability of the connection.

To identify the number of nodes created by each scene, we propose using Hidden Markov Models (HMM) that create a finite number of states, from an initial test of connection between the mobile device and WMA.

To model the full process, a known and finite set of states $S$ Hidden Markov, one for each domain, is built. A domain is set from the combination of different heuristics such as:

- Connection speed.
- Latency time.
- Size of the scene.
- Number of nodes to construct feasible by scene.
- Probability of failure on the connection.

Given that each of the established heuristics may vary in different real or integer values, prioritizing intervals according to initial conditions are established. One descendent prioritization is done according to the ideal conditions and the worst-case scenario and then it is assigned to each interval heuristic relevance considering the Hurwitz criterion. To calculate the weight of each interval heuristic $W[h(n)]$, in the
development of research, it was used:

\[
W[h(n)] = \frac{W[h(1)] + W[h(2)] + ... + W[h(n)]}{n} \quad (1)
\]

\[
W[h(n-1)] = W[h(n)] + \frac{W[h(1)] + W[h(2)] + ... + W[h(n)]}{n-1} \quad (2)
\]

In equation (1) weight or heuristic value is determined by assigning a weight to the last interval equal to the sum of the weights of the intervals over the number of intervals. Initial weight is 1 for each element. For the next element, previous element weight is taken and added to the result of the equation (2).

To calculate the relevance of each heuristic \( R[h(i)] \), the value is set to 1 or 0 if the connection is in any of the established ranges and the importance, \( I[h(i)] \), is indicated. The value obtained in (2) is multiplied by the value of the relevance of each heuristic, then added and this allows us to identify the importance of each heuristic. Equation (3), presents a formal method to identify the relevance of each heuristic.

\[
R[h(n)] = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W[h(i)] \ast I[h(i)] \quad (3)
\]

\( R[h(n)] \) Sets the probability of heuristics associated, according to the connection status for each domain. A transition matrix between states is then generated.

In order to model the probability of the states, several vector observation, \( V(i) \), have been established before the training phase models.

Formally, the probability to move from one state to another is represented by directed edges. Usually the nodes are numbered from 1 to N, according to the number of nodes and edges are labeled with probability values between 0 and 1. Each possible state \( V(i) \), is represented by a labeled box and the probability that a job stay with some priority according to the policy node is expressed as a directed edge from that state to the observed symbol, as shown in Fig. 5.

Having defined the structure of the overall model and each of the HMM training proceeds of the S models to calculate the optimal values of all parameters that have been mentioned. For that, the k observation sequences in each state have been used.

For the proposed model the vector of initial probabilities \( A_i^s \) each HMM is initialized with probability value equal to 1 / N, as follows:

\[
A_i^s = \frac{1}{N}, 1 \leq j \leq S \text{ and } 1 \leq i \leq N \quad (4)
\]

\( B = (b_j(k))_N \) is a vector of observation symbol probability, one for each estate, in which \( b_j = (b_{j1}, b_{j2}, ..., b_{jM}) \) defines observation symbol probability \( ot = vk \) of the alphabet in the state \( j \).

The learning model is to adjust the parameters to maximize \( P(V(\lambda)|\lambda) \), including several algorithms for training the HMM Baum-Welch, Expectation Maximization (EM), Generalized Expectation Maximization (GEM), and different forms of gradient descent [30].

The procedure of training with EM for restoration of HMM parameters uses the variable \( W[h(t(i,j))] \), that is the probability of being in state \( i \) at time \( t \), and state \( j \) at time \( t + 1 \), for a given model \( \lambda \) and a observation sequence \( V(i) \), i.e.

\[
W[h(t(i,j))] = P[q_t = i, q_{t+1} = j | V(i)/\lambda] \quad (5)
\]

\[
W[h(t(i,j))] = \frac{P[q_t = i, q_{t+1} = j | V(i)/\lambda]}{P(V(i)/\lambda)} \quad (6)
\]

The sum of (5) on \( t \) can be interpreted as the expected number of transitions from state \( i \) to state \( j \) in \( V(i) \). For optimal state sequence, the probability of the observation sequence \( V(i) \), \( P(V(i)|\lambda) \), is calculated efficiently.

The evaluation of the probability of the sequence consists of calculating the probability of the observation sequence \( P(V(i)|\lambda) \). The way to solve the problem is to apply a forward algorithm. In this algorithm, it is assumed that \( at(i) = P(o_1 o_2 ... o_t, q_t = i | \lambda) \). Then the probability of observing the partial sequence \( P(V(i)|\lambda) \) in state \( i \) to time \( t \) can be calculated as follows,

\[
\alpha_t(i) = A_i b_i(V(i)), 1 \leq i \leq N \quad (7)
\]
\[ \alpha_{t+1}(i) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_t(i) a_{ij} h_t(V(t+1)), 1 \leq t \leq T - 1 \quad (8) \]

\[ P(V(i)|\lambda) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_T(i) \quad (9) \]

The observation probabilities are given by the state of the connection according to the values given by heuristic calculations taken into account (3).

WMA is responsible for maintaining a probability table for device and continuously monitors the connection status, acting as a brokered services under an implementation Gamming as a Service (GaaS) [4,5,7].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The render becomes a multi objective problem, since there is a problem of processing capacity on the mobile device.

The number of heuristics is increased, considering other factors such as device processing power, load balancing, cumulative yield, missed deadlines, equity, preference of users, total weighted completion time, delays weighted number of tardy jobs, and many others [33].

An animation render sequence was performed, starting at the scene shown in Fig. 6 and ending at the scene shown in Fig. 7. The animation corresponds to a 30 second walk of the main character (Fig. 7).

![Fig. 6 Opening scene](image)

The number of polygons of each scene varies between 7000 and 19000, with an average variation of 10% between frames.

In this research only the volume rendering process is taken into account, regardless of color, texture and lighting of the scene. For this reason buildings are in gray.

In order to validate the proposed model, six domains where considered and a controlled manner to establish the states of each heuristic and the importance, \(I[h(i)]\), associated with the number of intervals.

Table 1 shows the values of ranges for the best case, worst case and number of intervals associated to test domains according to heuristic set.

![Fig. 7 End scene](image)

Table 2 shows the domains where controlled tests were performed, which yielded the number of frames per second.

**Table 1. Values of test domains using heuristic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>speed (Kbps)</th>
<th>latency (ms)</th>
<th>Polygons (int)</th>
<th>Node-KD (int)</th>
<th>frames per second (int)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best case</td>
<td>10240</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst case</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>19000</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of intervals</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Presents a variation of frames in mobile devices according to processor and memory. The conclusion is that the proposed model is valid for a set of significant number of polygons or a low-speed connection.

According to Table 3 and Fig. 8, there is not a significant variation between tests with domains 2 to 5, while in domain 1 there is a significant variation since it was considered the worst case in heuristics in Table 2.

Regarding the aforementioned, there is an inverse correlation between processor and memory capacity of the device, network speed and the number of frames per second if rendering process with JPCT 3D engine is performed. However, the correlation is reduced by 40% implementing the proposed model.

The rendering process is performed constructing a reference environment, commonly referred as world.
Although reliability is tied to redundancy, this approach encompasses metrics of fault tolerance and system consistency. In that way, the expected reliability is covered, and the information system would cover the property of fault tolerance in its implementation. The proposed model was implemented and, during the phase of handling tasks, the rendering process was executed without interrupting the service.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

To implement a Gaming as a Service (GaaS), an infrastructure that allows seamless experience for the user interaction is required. The number of frames per second that a mobile device processes according to a scene, facilitates interaction experience. However, the more complex a scene, a greater processing power is needed to process all data in real time. One solution to this problem is to take this responsibility to the mobile device, but the unstable network connectivity is the bottleneck.

To optimize the rendering process to a good rate according to the processing capability and network speed, it is necessary to perform a multi objective analysis. By validating different characteristics simultaneously, an efficient distribution of work is done. In the first instance, subdivision of surface is required using the octree algorithm, in order to divide the problem into less complex problems.

To model the entire process, a known and finite set of Hidden Markov Models, one for each node of a domain, must be built. Each domain consists of a set of heuristics with unknown cardinality, each one of which could have different states, associated to the local responsibility.

This research had only covered the volume rendering process, regardless of color, texture and lighting of the scene. However, these factors can be as crucial as the volume of the object in the interaction with the user.

In future researches, it becomes necessary to involve the algorithms associated with the shadows, textures and lighting to optimize a platform of Gaming as a Service.
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Abstract — This paper reviews software visualization focused on the educational environment. Software visualization is a very wide study field, so we have focused on two areas: recursion visualization and parsers’ visualization. The paper contains a retrospective about what has been made on it, what lacks we have found and the solution provided by the authors: SRec and VAST, two software tools trying to make a significant difference between them and the software made before.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software visualizations tools are used in different contexts in order to improve and make easier the students learning process. Many different kinds of tools can be used to improve student learning process and motivation. For example, social networks have a large impact in student motivation and communication [45]. However, the results obtained are not always positive, so there exist different variables, which can reduce the educational impact. Nowadays, introducing multimedia techniques can improve the learning process [48].

In this work we present two different software visualization tools to display different aspects as can be recursion and parser analyzed process. However, the development and evaluation methodology used in both cases is similar: student centered. This means that all functionalities have been included, improved or removed according the evaluations results.

The rest of the paper is structured as follow. In section II we describe the most important related work in software visualization for recursion and parser generation. In section 3 we describe SRec system. VAST is described in section 4. In section 5 the evaluation process for SRec and VAST is described. Finally in section 6 we set the conclusions and future works.

II. RELATED WORKS

This section contains an introduction to software visualization and a review about how recursion and parsers are visualized by several already-made software tools, finding out lacks and shortages, and proposing a new software tool for those cases, SRec and VAST.

A. Software visualization

Software visualization is a technical tool for representing in an electronic, animated and interactive way. Most part of these representations tries to make easier the software comprehension.

The educational environment focused on computer science is one of the contexts where more software representations are used, but currently is not massive. Teachers are reluctant to adopt software and new ways to teach; they feel losing the control of the class when they use new software. Lack of evidences about visualization effectiveness is an important factor to explain why software visualization is not used in most classes.

In order to fix it, software for visualizations is created, taking usability recommendations and exhaustive analyses about what both teachers and students need.

B. Recursion visualization

Recursion visualization comprises the process of representing graphically the recursion, providing animation and interaction features. Recursion is a process or software function that requires its own service once or several times to find a solution. Every time the function is called by itself, the size of the problem is smaller, letting it to reach the base case, when the problem can be solved in an easy and direct way.

Recursion is a hard concept to be learned, help students to learn it through recursion visualization has been the main goal of a lot of software. These software applications usually use animations for describing step by step how recursion achieves to solve a problem. Student interaction is very important to make easier learning tasks [22] like algorithm analysis or debugging.

Recursion can be taught using different conceptual models. A conceptual model provides a singular representation for a concept, system or event, and must be complete, coherent and precise. For recursion, there are some conceptual models widely accepted and used for teaching recursion [19][42]. The most abstract one is the inductive model, defined as a mathematical formula where the base case is directly identified. Metaphors are very used because they make easy the identification of concepts with daily life (Russian dolls [14] or mirrors [41]).

Going deeper in computer science education, there are several conceptual models used at the classrooms. Trace is one
of them; every recursive call and its results are textually represented in a properly indented way. For multiple recursions the tree model is recommended, since it shows in a very clear way the nodes dependence. The animation runs over the tree in deep mode. We can find two kinds of trees: recursion tree (every node contains input parameters) or activation tree (every node contains input parameters and output result).

The third model shows a control stack where student can see a node for every unfinished call and the chronological order of callings. Copy-model broadens the control stack model, adding the source code into the visualization and/or the local variables in different windows or panels, properly stacked.

C. Software for recursion visualization

Within the functional paradigm, we can find applications like Kiel [11], RainbowScheme [21] and WinHIPE [29]. Kiel shows the execution of first-order logic programs through a syntax-structure tree, providing several functionalities for controlling the execution.

RainbowScheme allows students to see semantic content representations of programs coded using Scheme language. Students can see recursion tree and the stack status. The code is colored in order to identify the parts of the code shown in those visual representations. The program can be executed step by step.

WinHIPE is an IDE where user can see an expression evaluation as a process of rewriting. Expressions are displayed in a visual format through lists and trees. WinHIPE provides a set of configuration options for making a more understandable format. The steps sequence can be played entirely or partially, in automatic or manual ways.

Within the imperative paradigm, there are applications like ETV [34] and Jeliot [10], oriented to computer science, and other software like EROSI [18], Function Visualizer [15], Recursion Animator [40] and SimRecur [43], focused on recursion teaching.

ETV shows a copy of the code by every recursive sentence is executed. In every copy the current line is marked, that helps to follow the execution sentence by sentence. Jeliot provides a recursion tree and a copy-model view, similar to ETV, for Java-coded programs. It allows students to see which recursive calls are unfinished.

EROSI uses the copy model to show recursion. User can see the passive flow and the active flow, how data are transmitted and the output of the calls. The programs list is prefixed.

Function Visualizer works with Java-coded programs, showing step by step how the program is executed and opening a new window for every function call, so it is very easy for students to know which calls have not finished yet.

Recursion Animator requires recursive Pascal code to work. It uses the copy model, opening a new window for every called function. User can navigate forwards and backwards for repeating some parts of the execution.

SimRecur window contains several views like recursion tree, copy-model representation, stack and information about input parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual Models Used to Display Recursion</th>
<th>Copy (var.)</th>
<th>Copy (code)</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Recurs. tree</th>
<th>Act. tree</th>
<th>Control stack</th>
<th>Colored code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EROSI</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETV</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function Visualizer</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeliot 3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RainbowScheme</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recursion Animator</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimRecur</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most used conceptual models are copy-model and recursion tree as is shown in Table . Both of them are capable of showing how recursive programs are executed step by step and show the whole story of the execution. However, most programs chose only one or two models, so they offer a limited vision of recursion.

The previous programs work with animations, it is essential to make a representation for recursion. User can see step by step or in an automatic way how data are transmitted or calculated. However, just a few programs allow users to go backwards in order to repeat parts of the visualization.

Besides, interaction possibilities were not widely exploited by them. Sometimes ask for more information, move the animation to a determined point, or mark nodes may be interesting actions impossible to do with this programs. As we said, interaction makes easier learning tasks [22], so this is a gap that must be filled in order to improve how recursion can be shown and taught in educative environments.

D. Parsers visualization

Parser visualization is another example of software visualization. There exists some new methodologies as for example ART [33], TML [25] and HAS [39] used to teach language processors/compilers courses. Besides, these alternatives consider the use of visualizations/animations tools with the aim of improving students learning [20]. These visualizations tools can be classified in two different groups. On one hand we have those with a theatrical aim, so their functionalities and characteristics indicate that they can be only used in a studying environment. On the other hand, we have other tools with a practical aim, so the visualizations/animations generated are oriented to improve parser development. One of the most representative tools in the theatrical group could be JFLAP [32] because it allows visualize/animate FDAs used in lexical analysis within compilation process. Other tools in this group could be THOTH [17] or BURGRAM [16]. In the second group we have those tools, which main characteristics are that they allow visualizing parsers generation and generating analyzers for a specific language. However, within this group we have distinguished three subgroups of tools, so although they have a practical motivation, visualizations generated are oriented for
different types of users. The first subgroup contains those tools which do not generate parsers but have a strict relationship with a specific language being able to display its behavior. Some examples could be: ICOMP [24], VisiClang [30], APA [33] and Tree Viewer [35]. In the second subgroup it could be those tools, which can generate parsers but their visualizations/animations are oriented for advance users. One example of these tools could be VCOCO [31]. Finally, in the third subgroup it could be those tools, which are able to generate both animations and parsers but any user can use their visualizations. Some examples of these tools could be LISA [27], VisualYacc [F128], ANTLRWorks[12], Jaccie [23] and GYacc [25]. 

In Table I is shown a summary of these tools analyzing their main characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Parser Type</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICOMP</td>
<td>LL(1)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VisiClang</td>
<td>LL(1)</td>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APA</td>
<td>SLR/ LL(1)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree Viewer</td>
<td>LL(1)</td>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td>CocoR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCOCO</td>
<td>LALR(1)</td>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Own</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnaGram</td>
<td>LALR(1)</td>
<td>Grammar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUPV</td>
<td>LALR(1)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Cup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISA</td>
<td>SLR(1)/ LL(1)/ LL(1)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Own</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Yacc</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yacc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTLRWorks</td>
<td>LL(k)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>ANTLR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaccie</td>
<td>LL(1)/ SLR(1)/ LALR(1)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Own</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GYacc</td>
<td>LALR(1)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yacc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing Table I we can see that all those tools, which can generate a parser, depends on an own notation or sometimes use a specific generation tool. This way of work makes difficult to use any of these tools with an educational aim because the visualizations are dependent of a generation tool.

As there do not exist any system, which implement all fundamental characteristics (algorithm, syntax tree, etc) for parser visualization, if we want to display a new dimension, it would be necessary to change both generation and visualization tools. From the students point of view it means to learn how to use two different tools with different characteristics: syntax, parser’s build process, understanding output messages (for example LR shift-reduce conflict). From the teacher point of view it means to get familiar with the new environment. As we can guess, this way of working may prevent teacher to use these tools in their lessons [28].

There exist other two aspects to take into account according to the described tools: educational evaluation and availability. Referring to the educational use of these tools, there do not exist empirical data, which analyze the impact on the students learning process. Another aspect is the availability, so it is often difficult to get one on these tools.

### III. SRec: Visualizing Recursion?

SRec [36][37][38] is a software application developed in order to provide animated and interactive visualizations about recursive Java-coded programs. SRec is aimed to help both students and teachers in algorithms courses. This software provides the visualizations generated in an automatic way, it means that users only provide the class and the method they want to run and the input parameters they want to use. SRec compiles the class, runs the program, saves the needed internal data and creates the visual representation of the views in a few seconds. After that, users can go step by step through the recursive execution (SRec does not advance sentence by sentence but opening or closing recursive calls at a time). Users can go forwards or backwards in an automatic or manual mode. Users can step by step or skip all the steps until closing the current active node (the active node is the last opened recursive call so far).

SRec offers through its window, shown in Fig. 4, four different views at the same time. One of them (at the left) shows the source code of the Java class loaded by the users, where they can modify it, save it and recompile it again in order to add, delete, change or correct one or several sentences. The second view (located under the code view) is the compiler view, where users can see if the changes they wrote are right or generate some compilations errors.

When users create a visualization, two views are opened. These views show two different representations of the program at the same time and these representations can be changed through the tabs they contain. Every tab let see a different representation or conceptual model.

SRec offers three conceptual models for recursive programs. Users can access to the recursion tree through the "Tree" tab, where input parameters are shown in nodes, and activation tree (see Fig. 5), where every node contains input parameters and result values.

- Fig. 4. Main window of SRec

This tree view contains a thumbnail representation of the whole tree, very useful for handling very big trees. The stack
view shows the unfinished calls and the dependence between them, it just contains a subset of the tree view nodes. The trace view contains a text line for every step the visualization has advanced so far. They are indented according to the depth level and the color is different for openings and closings operations.

SRec provides two additional conceptual models for divide-and-conquer algorithms. These algorithms usually act on a data structure, dividing it in order to make a directly solvable problem. SRec supports arrays and matrices, so it can represent them in an "extended" tree, where a small representation of the data structure is added to every node. Besides, two additional tabs are activated for showing a chronological view and a structure view.

The chronological view (see Fig. 6) shows all the statuses of the structure along the execution in a chronological order. At the left, input values are shown; at the right, returned values are displayed. User can see how the algorithm is working step by step on the different zones of the structure. The structure view (see Figure 7) always shows the current status of the structure, adding lines for arrays or boxes for matrices below the structure for marking the affected areas by every unfinished call of the program. These views darken the areas affected by finished recursive calls and the areas not affected by any already open call.

![Fig. 5. Activation tree generated by SRec for Fibonacci algorithm (input: 5)](image)

![Fig. 6. Chronological view (not complete) generated by SRec for divide-and-conquer algorithm (transposing a matrix).](image)

Figure 7: Structure view generated by SRec for binary search (searching for number 46)

The format of visualization is configurable. Colors for input parameters and output values in nodes, how source code is colored, location and separation of nodes in views, edges shape... can be configured by the user. This feature is important in order to adequately the visualization to different environments (monitor, projector, big or small screens, strong or weak illumination...).

SRec allows save on disk the current visualization. SRec can open it in another work session in a very fast way, just choosing the saved file. The visualization will be restored at the same point, with the same data, and the same format. This is a very useful functionality for teachers; they can load in a few seconds a lot of previously saved examples created by themselves.

### IV. General Visualization Model and VAST

Once we have analyzed the general limitations of the parser’s visualization generation tools, we plan to create a system with the following objectives:

1) **Independence from the parser generation tool.** Building an independent visualization tool would make easier to use it in educational context.

2) **Display all fundamental structures.** It should be possible to display fundamental structures. New views should be added without effort.

3) **Review of the educational impact.** The generated animations should improve or make easier the students learning process.

4) **Availability.** This tool should be easy to download.

5) **Syntax error recovery.** Generated animations should display how the parser recovers from a syntax error.

6) Building generic syntax analysis visualizations.

Once analyzed the visualizations built by the generation tools of the compilation process, we present the design of a generic model to visualize/animate the compilation process. The main objective of this model is to set the base to develop a generic tool in order to solve the limitations found. The generic model can be divided in different independent submodels with certain functionalities. In Fig. 8 we show a general scheme of this model. As we can see there exist four submodels: submodel of language processing, submodel of visualization, submodel of animation and submodel of interaction. The generalization process, usually needs a module to interpret the intermeddle actions. For example a generalization process for cartography visualization needs a module to interpret the information [46].
**Submodel of language processing.** The objective of this submodel is to achieve the independence between the generation tools and the visualization tools. In this situation it is necessary to analyze the actions performed by the parsers during the execution in order to generate an intermeddle representation. Due to this intermeddle representation; it is necessary to insert extra information in the user's specifications. As result, this model should perform two different tasks:

1) Annotation process: modifications to get information during the parser's execution. This is usually performed in educational visualizations. The software platform does not determine if the annotation process is necessary or not. For example, to use the augmented reality it is needed to include new information in the real time image [47].

2) Generate a intermeddle representation.

As we have said in previous sections, as there exist different generation tools and different types of parsers, it is necessary to consider two different levels of independence. The first level has to be with working with different generation tools. The second level means that the model should be able to interpret the actions performed by the parsers.

**Submodel of visualization.** Using an annotated parser, its execution allows to obtain an intermeddle representation containing the visual representation. The task of this submodel is to interpret this representation and build its visual representation. In the compilation process we can highlight some internals structures as the syntax tree, parser stack, etc. Due to this, the syntax tree is the main visualization built by this submodel. Besides, other structures as the input stream, the stack, grammar and the actions performed are displayed. All these views should be synchronized. One important characteristic of this model is the expandability, so it should be easy to add the visualization of a new structure.

**Submodel of animation.** Its main task is to animate the static visualizations generated by the submodel of visualization. As one of the most important structures is the syntax tree, the main task of this submodel is to animate its building process keeping the synchronization between all views. The animation process should distinguish between LR and LL parser because the syntax tree and the stack have different behaviors. For a LR parser when it detects a terminal node it is added into the stack. If it detects a non terminal node, it performs a reduction deleting nodes from the stack. When working with a LL parser, if a terminal node is detected, it is removed from the stack. For a non terminal node, a derivation is performed, which means that the rule's consequent is inserted into the stack.

**Submodel of interaction.** This submodel is responsible of the interaction with the user. In order to this, we can distinguish two functionalities: make easier the animations creation and allow working with the generated visualizations.

**VAST. Visualizer of the Syntax Tree**

VAST is the result of implementing the generic model of visualization and each submodel. In Fig. 9 we can see VAST's main window. The syntax tree is the main visualization. On the right we have the input stream and the parser grammar. In the bottom we have the parser's stack; the log for action performed (only used during the animation process) and a global view to navigate throw the syntax tree.

## V. Usability-Educational Evaluations

SRec and VAST have been subjected to several evaluations about usability and educational effectiveness. Next we summarize the processes and the obtained results.

### A. Usability evaluation process for SRec

SRec has been evaluated five times about usability. The main principles used to develop SRec were: easy installation, easy learning to use it, and efficiency approach when user is working.

![VAST main user interface](image)

The basic schema of each evaluation session was:

- Teacher demonstration: the teacher shows to students how to create visualization from a source code for a few minutes.
- Familiarization tasks: students do some light tasks in order to get a first contact with SRec.
- Didactical exercise: one exercise must be done for the course using SRec. These exercises asked for analyzes, debugging, design or creation of an algorithm.
- Questionnaire: a questionnaire was provided to students
in order they to fill it with their opinion about SRec.

The fourth session was made using two days (taking data from both of them) and the last session took three classes (we took data only from the last day). ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. contains the marks for several general questions about SRec (the minimum value was 1 and the maximum value was 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table III</th>
<th>SRec Scores from Usability Evaluations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Session 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRec is easy to use</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General quality of SRec to analyze</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recursion</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like SRec</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of opinions</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia., marks were growing up while the same functionality was improved (working in a more stable way and with a better interface), so marks were growing up from session 1 to session 2.

After that, new functionalities and possibilities were added, making harder how to learn to use SRec, and the asked tasks were more difficult too, so marks were lightly going down.

Table ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. contains the marks (fifth evaluation) for several important SRec features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table IV</th>
<th>Other SRec Scores from Usability Sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animation controls</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation tree view</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization generation process</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronological view</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure view</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menu structure</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window elements interaction (panels, scrolling…)</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The questionnaires gave some additional data through open questions. The suggestions made by students were changing in the different evaluation sessions, due to SRec was adding some previous suggestions and adding new functionalities. Some of them partially changed the way how SRec must be used and it could provoke some new issues and the lowering of the marks.

In the fifth evaluation, 30% of students did not provide any functional suggestion for SRec and only a third part of students would delete some functionality of SRec. When the questionnaire asked for the hardest parts to be learnt, 18.4% answered saying that SRec was easy to use (positive answers), and 49% did not answer the question; just 32.7% talked about dark aspects of SRec. 20.4% of students spontaneously used SRec to study or to make activities for the course, as they say in the questionnaire.

B. VAST evaluation process

In case of VAST, once analysed different visualization tools we realized that none of them was evaluated in an educational way. As there do not exist empirical results, maybe those tools are used without adapting to students’ needs. From the educational point of view, they could have a negative impact in students’ learning process.

According to VAST, we divided the implementation process in different stages. Once finishing one stage we planned different evaluations of the generic model. Due to this, the evaluation process has been iterative, allowing adapting the functionalities to students needs. Two different types of evaluations have been executed: interactive-usability [3][4][5][9][6] and educational [2][7][8][3].

The interactive-usability evaluations had a double intention: evaluator observation and students opinion. The evaluator’s observation evaluations allowed to study and annotate how students used the tool and detect the main problems. The opinion evaluations were focus on asking students about the experience when using the tools. Educational evaluations have allowed observing the impact on student’s learning process when using these tools. Due to this, we designed pre and post knowledge tests according to Bloom’s taxonomy. The methodology used is similar in all evaluations.

Although we have distinguished three different types of evaluations, they have been performed at the same time. This means that one educational evaluation consists of observations, usability tests and knowledge tests. For the usability and educational impact evaluations, students have been divided in different groups (control and treatment) [13] randomly. Groups were balanced using a knowledge pretest.

The first evaluation of VAST was focus on observing how students worked with the tool and the problems they had. In the second evaluation we compared VAST and ANTLRworks, obtaining results in favour ANTLRworks according to usability. In this case we got significant statistical differences in educational impact (synthesis level in Bloom’s taxonomy) in favour VAST. From these results we planned a global integration in VAST in order to improve its usability. Once finished the development we performed another usability evaluation. This process continued during all the development process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper contains a review about software visualization aimed to students. They are not massively used in the classrooms and some causes were explained. Software visualization can be divided in several areas, and two of them were exposed in detail here: recursive programs and parsers.

For recursive programs, the most used conceptual models were commented and the most relevant software for recursion visualizations was briefly reviewed. The lack of strong interaction features was one of the main conclusions joined to the limited vision of recursion given by most of the existing
software. There, SRec marks a difference with its interaction features and its wide range of visualizations for recursion. SRec is totally functional; it allows improve teachers’ job, and students mostly like it. However, some ways to improve it have been discovered. The main future works are:
- Educational effectiveness evaluations for testing whether SRec really helps students to learn how recursion works.
- Interface simplification for making a more agile SRec.
- Predictive mode for SRec, allowing students to fill empty nodes with their expected values to check if they understood the algorithm they are visualizing.
- Enlarging the supported algorithm-design techniques in order to show specific views for them (dynamic programming, for example).
- Study several data taken from the fifth evaluation session about students’ usage in order to figure out how students work with SRec. This may make possible to create students profiles and adapt SRec to them.

About parsers’ visualization, this paper reviews some new methodologies focused on processors and compilers teaching. There are several software tools, catalogued into two main categories: tools with a theatrical aim for educational context and other software oriented to parsers development.

This second group contains three categories. The first one is for software aimed only to visualize how a parser behaves, not to generate it. The second one contains software that can generate parsers and their visualizations are oriented to advanced users. The last category is for software able to generate both animations and parsers to a wide target of users.

The main drawback for these software tools is that they depend on a generation tool, so it is difficult to use them in an educational environment, so students have to use two different tools to understand the whole process and teachers may be reluctant to use these tools for their classes. Here is where VAST changes the paradigm.

The development process with VAST has not finished. We plan to finish the integration of syntax error recovery visualization. As described in bibliography, the syntax error recovery is usually known as a “black art” [1]. From the students’ point of view, it is one of the most difficult parts to understand in parser construction. So, if a system can display this process, maybe students can learn it easily.
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Abstract — Integration of emotion in a virtual agent is a topic of research to depict human-like behavior in a simulated environment. For the last few decades, many researchers are working in the field of incorporating emotions in a virtual agent. In the emotion model, the behavior of an agent depends upon how the event is perceived by the agent with respect to the goal. Hence, perception of the event while considering the past experience, importance of event towards achieving goal, agent's own capabilities and resources is an important process which directly influences the decision making and action selection. The proposed models, till date, are either too complex to adapt or are using a very few parameters to describe the event. So, in this paper, we propose an extension of perception process in an existing emotion model, EMIA and suggest the formalization of event perception and appraisal processes to make it adaptable. This has been carried out using five parameters for event description along-with fuzzy logic which makes the process more effective yet simple.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The world presented to human being is dynamic and continuously changing which persists momentarily and gets change. A state of world at a particular moment of time is perceived by human as a discrete event. There can be multiple angles to look at the happened event. But a person (an agent) perceives the event only from the angle which is more agreeable to his vibes. And hence, different person perceives the same event differently. Also, same person can perceive the same event differently, if occurred at two different moments of time. Moreover, perception is also influenced by a person’s current emotion state. In an experiment conducted by OCC [1], they divided the participants in two groups. For the first group they played some “happy” song and for the second group, they played a “sad” song. Then, they asked all participants to guess the steepness of a hill. The participants from group two estimated it as more steeper than estimated by group one. This shows that person with negative emotions percept the environment negatively and hence concludes that emotions influence our perception as well. Nevertheless, our emotions, which are stored as past experience in our long term memory, also influences our perception of an event. The way we perceive the event, changes our emotion state and hence our action. For example, suppose a 4 yrs old kid is playing with a toy and broke it. Now, he may percept the event as good or bad, depending upon his past experience in similar event. If, in the past, his mother has bought a new toy to replace this broken one, then he will percept the event as a good event in the hope that he will get a new toy and will express his happiness. On the other hand, if, in past, his mother has scolded him for breaking the toy, then he will percept the same event as bad event in the fear that he will be scolded by his mother and will express sadness. Moreover, one’s capability, resources available and importance of event towards achieving the goal also play an important role in visualizing an event occurred in external environment.

On occurrence of an event in the external environment, it is sensed, perceived and is recorded in the perceptual memory which successively elicits the emotion and then decides upon an action. In the percept process, instead of recording the happened event as it is, event is perceived on inquiring the following queries:

1. How much important the event is, towards achieving the goal?
2. From past experience, what belief (good or bad) does agent has for the object involved in the event?
3. Are sufficient resources available with the agent to handle the situation?
4. How much capable the agent is to deal with the event?

In conclusion, the perception of an event depends on various factors: the sensed information, goal importance, the past experience about the object involved in the event, agent’s capabilities and the resource available.

Classically, an emotional intelligent agent follows the percept-appraise-elicit-act cycle. Since, the entire cycle is depending upon the information extracted from perception process; it is a crucial process that needs to be addressed carefully. Incorrect information at perception process may lead to inconsistent action. So, in this paper, we mainly focus on the perception process. For that, we propose an extension of perception process in an existing emotion model, EMIA. Furthermore, we are suggesting the formalization of event perception and appraisal processes to make the model adaptable. As human cognitive processes are ambiguous in nature and can be defined using soft boundaries only, the use of linguistic variables and fuzzy sets allow us to model the human processes in the way, they are actually formed,
organized and handled. Moreover, the constraints with soft boundaries can be obtained by using fuzzy rules.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, related work is discussed in brief. Section 3 describes the emotion model, EMIA. Section 4 explains our proposed work, in detail. In section 5, scenario based illustration is demonstrated. Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion.

II. RELATED WORK

For the past few decades, many researchers started believing that emotions are important for every human cognitive process and the research in emotion has shown a rapid growth. Emotion research involves emotion capturing from different modalities using feature extraction [3][8][12][14-18][21], emotion modeling [2,4-5,7,10-11,19-20,22] and emotion expression.

El-Nasr et al [11] proposed a computational and adaptive model of emotions based on event appraisal called FLAME. But this model uses only two parameters: the impact of an event on a goal and the importance of this goal for the agent to decide the desirability of the event. Eva Hudlicka [4] proposed a symbolic affective cognitive architecture MAMID (Methodology for Analysis and Modeling of Individual Differences) that models a number of representative constructs and processes to implement many traits (temperament, personality, emotional style) and states (emotion, affective states, moods) based behavioral phenomena. The theory of Emotion and Adaptation of Smith and Lazarus was formalized by Gratch and Marsella [7] into EMA, a model to create agents that demonstrate and cope with (negative) affect. It describes perception as person’s interpretation of their relationship with the environment and called is as causal interpretation.

Some of the models are very complex and hence non-adaptable while others use a very few parameters to describe the event. In conclusion, we are proposing a simple yet more effective perception process. For that, we are using the concept of fuzzy logic to maintain the ambiguous and flexible nature of the human processes. Furthermore, five parameters: goalImp, expectedEventResult, resource, sudden and belief (described in detail in section 4) are used to describe an event and to make all subsequent processes domain independent.

III. EMIA: EMOTION MODEL

EMIA[20] is a fuzzy rules based computational model for emotional intelligent agent situated in a virtual environment. It is a generic model, loosely based upon three cognitive theories of emotions: OCC [1], Scherer [9] and Roseman et al. [6]. It uses five appraisal variables <desirable, expectedness, outcomeProbability, causeHarm, and suddenness> to evaluate an event and elicit the primary emotions <happy, sad, anger, fear, and surprise> (as defined by Ekman [13]. The highlighted features of the model are the event appraisal; emotion elicitation; learning; emotion transition; emotion regulation and decay process. Furthermore, the mental state of an agent is represented in terms of belief, goal and action.

It follows three-layer architecture, as shown in Figure 1. The first layer is where the agent interacts with the external environment. Here, the events occur and the behavioral action takes place. The second layer is to convert the domain-specific knowledge into domain-independent information for further processing and vice versa. The third layer is basically responsible for emotion elicitation, transition and regulation. Firstly, an event is perceived from external environment and is recorded in the perceptual memory. Then, the event is appraised using five appraisal variables: Desirability, Expectedness, OutcomeProbability, Suddenness and CauseHarm. These appraisal variables are the linguistic variables defined using fuzzy sets as below:

\[ D = \{ UD, N, LowD, MediumD, HighD \} \]
\[ E = \{ UE, N, LowE, MediumE, HighE \} \]
\[ S = \{ low, medium, high \} \]
\[ OP = \{ VUP, UP, N, P, VP \} \]
\[ CH = \{ noHarm, causeHarmL, causeHarmH, willcauseHarmL, willcauseHarmH \} \]

Similarly, the emotions (happy, sad, fear, anger, surprise) are treated a linguistic variables defined using fuzzy set as

\[ Happy = \{ VHighH, HighH, MediumH, LowH, Neutral \} \]
\[ Sad = \{ VHighS, HighS, MediumS, LowS, Neutral \} \]
\[ Anger = \{ VHighA, HighA, MediumA, LowA, Neutral \} \]
\[ Fear = \{ VHighF, HighF, MediumF, LowF, Neutral \} \]
\[ Surprise(-)=\{VHighSr(-), HighSr-, MediumSr-, LowSr-, Neutral \} \]
\[ Surprise(+) = \{ VHighSr(+), HighSr+, MediumSr+, LowSr+, Neutral \} \]

![Fig. 1. Architecture of EMIA [20]](image-url)

Once the event is appraised and mapped over the appraisal variables, then, the emotions are elicited based using the following rules:

\[ \text{if } \text{Desirability}(EV\_ID,TS) \text{ is } A1 \text{ and} \]
Expectedness(EV_ID,TS) is A2
and
Suddenness(EV_ID,TS) is A3
and
OutcomeProbability(EV_ID,TS) is A4
and
CauseHarm(EV_ID,TS) is A5
then
Curr_Emo1 is E1 and .... andCurr_EmoN is EN

Here A1..A5 takes the values from the respective fuzzy sets. Curr_Emo1..N is the list of multiple emotions generated simultaneously and E1 to EN are their intensities. Once the emotion is elicited, it is checked for emotion regulation. If there is next event in sequence to occur, then next emotion is elicited while considering the current emotion (emotion transition) and if no event occurs, and then the current emotion starts decaying. This cycle keeps on repeating throughout the life time of the agent.

IV. EVENT PERCEPTION AND EVENT APPRAISAL PROCESS AND ITS FORMALIZATION

Whenever an event occurs, it is sensed by an intended agent to create its own view of the external world. The agent evaluates the event in terms of various parameters, for example, liking/disliking, expectedness/unexpectedness, resources available, its own capability and the goal to be achieved. Depending upon how the agent looks at the event, emotions are triggered with some intensity. For the same event, two agents can generate different emotions depending upon how they look at the event, how they evaluate it. Hence, the emotion elicitation and action selection depends upon how an agent percepts and appraises the event. Formally, event perception and appraisal results in emotion elicitation (as shown in equation 1):

\[
E_i(Aid, Evid) = \text{Per}(Aid, Evid, t) \land \text{A}(Evid, t, \psi(\psi, \beta, \varsigma))
\]

(1)

Here \(E_i(Aid, Evid)\) is the emotion elicited by agent \(Aid\) with respect to event \(Evid\) at time \(t\). Emotion is elicited as a result of perception \(\text{Per}(Aid, Evid, t)\) and appraisal \(\text{A}(Evid, t, \psi(\psi, \beta, \varsigma))\) of the event.

In the proposed model, an agent is situated in a close environment. It has some beliefs about objects, external environment, its own capabilities and available resources. All these information is stored in the memory as belief-set. Every agent has its own belief-set. The belief-set gets updated each time an event is completed. This way it stores or updates the past experience related to a certain object. It also maintains a tag (good or bad) with every object. This tagging helps the agent to appraise the event on the basis of the past experience about the object. The goal-set keeps the set of goals need to be achieved. The goals are stored in order of priority.

Perception means receiving the event from the external environment and recording it. Same event can be viewed differently from different angles and hence can be perceived differently by different agents. For an event, multiple views can be created by different agents depending upon their beliefs. So, whenever an event occurs, it is received by the perception module in textual form. This module creates its own view of the event while considering the agent’s belief-set. It assigns the event a unique event-id Evid and tags it with a time stamp. It recognizes the object/agent responsible for the event. Then it stores the complete information in the memory as <Evid, EV_NAME, OBJ, TS> and generates a message containing event id, object concern and time stamp <Eid, OBJ, TS>. Then, it passes the message to the appraisal module. It is represented as Per(Aid, Evid, t) in eq(1) which means creation and representation of agents own view of the happened event.

According to the appraisal theories, the event is appraised while considering the importance of the event towards achieving the goal and agents own beliefs and available resources and then, accordingly, emotions are elicited. So, the appraisal process can be formalized as \(\text{A}(Evid, t, \varphi(\psi, \beta, \varsigma))\) in eq(1) which means appraisal of the perceived event Evid while considering its importance towards the goal (\(\psi\)) and agents self-appraisal (\(\beta\)). Suddenness is represented by \(\varsigma\) which measures how suddenly an event has occurred.

The symbol \(\psi\) represents the goal importance and expected outcome of the event that is whether the happened event leading us towards the goal or not. If the event contributes in achieving the goal then the event is desirable and it will generate pleasant outcome. So, the two appraisal variables: Desirability and OutcomeProbability (used in EMIA) can be mapped over \(\psi\). Desirability is associated with each event as a measure of how desirable the event is in pursuit of the goal. OutcomeProbability is the measure of consequences (pleasant/unpleasant) of the event with respect to the goal. If the outcome of the event is not leading us towards the goal then a value \(N\) will be assigned to it.

Agent’s self-appraisal parameter (\(\beta\)) checks the agent’s own capabilities in terms of available resources and the past experience (which is now stored in belief set as agent’s belief) associated with the object/agent involved, if any. So, the two appraisal variables: Expectedness and CauseHarm (used in EMIA) can be mapped over \(\beta\). Expectedness is the likelihood of that event to occur according to the agent’s world view or past experience. CauseHarm is whether the current event is threatening to agent presently or in future or not. For example, if some event occurs that can cause harm but we have sufficient resources to handle the event, then the event will not cause any harm to the agent.

Since the human emotion process is very complex, it is not possible to assign a crisp value to these variables. To capture the imprecise, ambiguous and subjective information, the concept of linguistic variables is used.

The appraisal variables are defined as fuzzy set of linguistic variables in EMIA. Similarly, the fuzzy sets of linguistic variables for event perception are defined as follows:

\[
\text{goalImp} = \{\text{High, Medium, Low, No, Neutral}\}
\]
\[
\text{expectedEventResult} = \{\text{Good, Bad, Neutral}\}
\]
\[
\text{resource} = \{\text{Yes, No, Neutral}\}
\]
A set of if-else rules are designed to generate the linguistic values of the appraisal variable using the data fetched from event-set and belief-set. The generalized form of the rules is defined as follow:

\[
\text{if } \text{goalImp}(Aid, Eid, t) \text{ is } X1 \\
\text{and} \\
\text{expectedEventResult}(Aid, Eid, t) \text{ is } X2 \\
\text{and} \\
\text{belief}(Aid, Eid, t) \text{ is } X3 \\
\text{and} \\
\text{resource}(Aid, Eid, t) \text{ is } X4 \\
\text{and} \\
\text{sudden}(Aid, Eid, t) \text{ is } X5 \\
\text{then} \\
D \text{ is } Y1 \text{ and } E \text{ is } Y2 \text{ and } OP \text{ is } Y4 \text{ and } CH \text{ is } Y5 \text{ and } S \text{ is } Y
\]

Here X1...X5 are the linguistic values as perceived by the agent from the environment and Y1...Y5 are the linguistic values of the appraisal variables from the set.

Example: Upon seeing a snake, if an agent has a past experience (belief) that snakes are dangerous and on assessing the resources it is found that he has a stick which can be used to hit snake. Then, at the time of perception, he will assign goalImp = no, expectedEventResult = bad, belief = Snake “BAD”, resource = yes, sudden = medium. Now, a suitable if-else rule will be fired to determine the linguistic values of the appraisal variables. After applying the rule, the value of the appraisal variables is: \(D = UD, E = LowE, OP = UP, CH = willcauseHarmL, S = MediumS\).

After completing the appraisal process, this module generates a message including event id, time stamp and values of appraisal variable as \(<Eid, TS, OBJ, D, E, S, OP, CH >\) and passed it on to emotion elicitation module as described in EMIA [20].

V. ILLUSTRATION

This system needs to work in a variety of applications to prove its advanced features; here, we have designed a prototype model for maze game. The different scenes are designed to test the proposed model. Out of those, following scene is illustrated here.

**Scenario:** It’s a maze game. There are many obstacles in the maze and those obstacles can block the path. In the maze, suddenly some monster can appear that can kill the agent. Moreover, the agent has two powers. Each can be used only once. Power 1 can be used to remove obstacles from the path and power 2 can be used to kill the monster. Goal of the agent is to start from the source and reach the end point of the maze. The agent moving in the maze is having the beliefs as described below.

**Belief-Set:** {obstacle “BAD”; destroy_obstacle “GOOD”; Monster “BAD”; Kill_monster “GOOD”; Power1; }

**Event-Set:** it is a set of sequence of sub-events as below:

1. Keep on moving without obstacle
   \[GI = High, Ex = GOOD, RA = yes, S = Neutral\]
2. Obstacle appears
   \[GI = No, Ex = BAD, RA = yes, S = medium\]
3. Destroy obstacle and move ahead
   \[GI = High, Ex = GOOD, RA = yes, S = Neutral\]
4. Monster appears
   \[GI = No, Ex = BAD, RA = yes, S = High\]
5. Kill monster and move ahead
   \[GI = High, Ex = GOOD, RA = yes, S = Low\]
6. Another monster appears
   \[GI = No, Ex = BAD, RA = no, S = High\]
7. Seek alternate path
   \[GI = Yes, Ex = GOOD, RA = yes, S = Neutral\]
8. Reach destination.
   \[GI = Neutral, Ex = GOOD, RA = yes, S = Neutral\]

**Goal-Set:** {Reach destination safely}

Now the event appraisal if-else rules are fired one after the other to appraise the event and emotions are elicited as shown in table 1.

The model is simulated in many such scenes taken from real scenario. It is observed that the model simulates with high believability. Since we have designed exhaustive set of rules, the model is performing well in any type of given situation generated in a close loop environment.

VI. CONCLUSION

Perception of the event is an important process which directly influences the decision making and action selection. Moreover, perception is influenced the past experience, importance of event towards achieving goal, agent’s own capabilities and resources. The proposed models, till date, are either too complex to adapt or are using a very few parameters to describe the event. So, we propose an extension of perception process in an existing emotion model, EMIA and suggest the formalization of event perception and appraisal processes to make it adaptable. The model is based upon appraisal theories of emotions and OCC elicitation conditions.

It is a simple yet more effective perception process as it uses the concept of fuzzy logic to maintain the ambiguous and flexible nature of the human processes. Furthermore, five parameters: goalImp, expectedEventResult, resource, sudden and belief are used to describe an event and to make all subsequent processes domain independent. Finally, the model is simulated for a scenario designed for a maze game.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sno</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Event-Perception</th>
<th>Belief Base</th>
<th>Appraisal Variables (&lt;D, E, OP, CH, Sud&gt;)</th>
<th>Emotion (&lt;H, S, F, A, St&gt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Keep on moving without obstacle</td>
<td>[GI = High, Ex = GOOD, RA = yes, S = Neutral]</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>(&lt;High, Medium, VP, noHarm, Low&gt;)</td>
<td>(&lt;High, N, N, N, N&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Obstacle appears</td>
<td>[GI = No, Ex = BAD, RA = no, S = High]</td>
<td>bad</td>
<td>(&lt;UD, UP, willCauseHarm, Medium)</td>
<td>(&lt;N, LowS, LowF, N, Medium&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Destroy obstacle and move ahead</td>
<td>[GI = High, Ex = GOOD, RA = yes, S = Neutral]</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>(&lt;High, High, VP, noHarm, Low&gt;)</td>
<td>(&lt;MediumH, N, N, N, N&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Monster appears</td>
<td>[GI = No, Ex = BAD, RA = no, S = High]</td>
<td>bad</td>
<td>(&lt;UD, UP, willCauseHarm, High&gt;)</td>
<td>(&lt;N, LowS, HighF, N, HighS&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Kill monster and move ahead</td>
<td>[GI = High, Ex = GOOD, RA = yes, S = Low]</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>(&lt;High, LowE, VP, noHarm, Low&gt;)</td>
<td>(&lt;High, N, N, N, N&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Another monster appears</td>
<td>[GI = No, Ex = BAD, RA = no, S = High]</td>
<td>bad</td>
<td>(&lt;UD, ME, ED, willCauseHarm, Medium&gt;</td>
<td>(&lt;N, MediumS, HighF, HighA, MediumSt&gt;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Seek alternate path</td>
<td>[GI = High, Ex = GOOD, RA = yes, S = Neutral]</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>(&lt;High, HighE, VP, noHarm, Low&gt;)</td>
<td>(&lt;MediumH, N, N, N, N&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Reached destination</td>
<td>[GI = Neutral, Ex = GOOD, RA = yes, S = Neutral]</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>(&lt;Medium, MedE, VP, noHarm, Low&gt;)</td>
<td>(&lt;MediumH, N, N, N, N&gt;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract — The appearance of a new programming language gives the necessity to contrast its contribution with the existing programming languages to evaluate the novelties and improvements that the new programming language offers for developers. These kind of studies can show us the efficiency, improvements and useful or uselessness of the new programming languages. Also these studies can show us the good or bad properties of the existing programming languages. For these reasons, these studies allow us to know if the new programming language is offering improvements or relapses.

In this article, we compare the new programming language of Apple, Swift, with the main programming language of Apple before Swift, Objective-C. We are going to show the differences, characteristics and novelties to verify the words of Apple about Swift. With that we want to answer the next question: Is Swift a new programming language easier, more secure and quicker to develop than Objective-C?

Keywords — Object oriented programming, Programming, Functional programming, Programming profession, Software

I. INTRODUCTION

Swift is the new programming language created by Apple and it was presented to the public on September 9, 2014 but developers could use it since June 6, 2014. It allows for developing applications for the new version of operating systems of Apple: iOS and OS X [1]. The Apple’s intention is to offer a new programming language easier, simpler, more flexible, quicker, funnier and friendly to program than Objective-C [2] to facilitate the applications development for platforms of Apple [1].

Swift was launched to offer an alternative to Objective-C because this has a syntax which barely evolved from it was created and has a great difference with other programming languages that have appeared in the latest years, because these have based on the C++ syntax. For this, Swift is inspired in new programming languages like C++11, C#, F#, Go, Haskell, Java, JavaScript, Python, Ruby, or Scala. Then his syntax is totally different than its predecessor. The Swift’s syntax is more simplified because it does not use pointers and includes improvements in its data structures and in its syntax. As we will see, Swift has an easier syntax which helps to developers to have less mistakes and incorporates new functionalities and a new programming paradigm [1].

Mainly, Swift is an object-oriented and imperative programming language as Objective-C but Swift incorporates the functional programming. Some examples of this are the closures, maps and filters. Due to this facts, it is necessary a study about Swift to check if Swift could be a programming language adapted to the new times and if it could facilitate the application development for platforms of Apple [1].

The remainder of this paper is structured as following: in section III we present the differences among versions. In section IV we discuss the different changes introduced in Swift in front of Objective-C. Section V explains the new language characteristics. Section VII talks about the novelties that Swift incorporates. In section VI we present the methodology, results and the discussion. Finally, section VII contains the conclusions.

II. VERSIONS

Swift have had different versions with changes in it syntax and functionality since that the first version to developers appeared on June 6, 2014 [1]. At present, Swift is in its third version, Swift 1.2.

The first public version, Swift 1.0 GM, was presented on June 06 2014. It was a Golden Master (GM) version because Apple announced that it will continue adding changes and improvements in the programming language. Swift 1.0 GM presented a lot of changes in its syntax, native libraries and the value type of some function, variable to use the new type “optional” and the syntax of some reserved words like arrays, dictionaries and open range operators.

Swift 1.1, the second version, appeared on October 22, 2014. This update added the “failures initializers”, changed some “protocols” and some internal functionalities of Swift. Swift 1.2 appeared on April 8, 2015. It was a major update. It arrived with the new version of Xcode 6.3. It introduced different improvements in the compiler: the compiler started to create incremental builds; better compilation velocity; improved the error and warnings messages; better stability to avoid the “SourceKit warning”. The new language features were: a new reserved word “as!” to clear to readers and developers; the nullability in Objective-C headers; the possibility to export “enumerations” from Swift to Objective-
C with the attribute “@objc”; changes in constants (let); a new native collection: Set.

### III. CHANGES RESPECT TO OBJECTIVE-C

Swift and Objective-C use the same compiler, the Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM). LLVM was created for a student at the University of Illinois in 2000 and it is programmed in C++ [3], [4]. LLVM transforms the Swift source code in optimise native source code for the elected hardware (Mac, iPhone, or iPad) [2].

Swift provides full compatibility with Objective-C and old projects because it allows to use the same libraries, primitive types, control flow and other functions that has Objective-C. However, Swift has various libraries translated to Swift’s native code [5].

Furthermore Swift introduces new changes to search to abstract this programming language to the same level that modern programming languages, and in some cases, it obtained more abstraction than them [2], because this is one of the current ways in computer science to help developers when they programme applications and they need to improve their programming [6]–[9]. Also, it has renovated the old syntax of Objective-C. Some examples of this are the classes, protocols, control flows and variables. We are going to explain these similarities and differences in this section.

#### A. Pre-processor

Swift does not have pre-processor as occurs in C and Objective-C. To achieve the same functionality in Swift, users must use constants instead of the simple macros, namely, define a constant variable and in the case of complex macros, functions [2].

#### B. Syntax

As in other programming languages (JavaScript, Ruby), Swift allows the optional use of the semicolon character (“;”) at the end of the line. Besides, Swift uses as access operator the point character (“.”) like many programming languages instead the square brackets (“[”, “]”) as Objective-C. This allows more legible code because it has a syntax more similar to the most used programming languages [10], [11].

Furthermore it contains changes in the flow structures’ syntax. Now, these must use braces (“{” and “}”) to enclose the scope to avoid programming problems. For example, in conditional flow structure (“if”), in some programming languages, in the case that we do not use braces, the first sentence is the sentence that the flow structure will do when the condition will be true and the other sentences will execute in the other cases (“else”). With these changes, Apple wants to do a more legible and easier syntax to developers.

#### C. Collections

Objective-C has three collections: NSArray, NSSet, and NSDictionary. Initially, Swift only had two collections: Array and Dictionary but in Swift 1.2 Swift added the Set collection. The Swift collections are implemented using structures which differ from the implementation of Objective-C which uses classes.

This difference implicates that in Swift, when these collections are assigned to a constant, variable or they are sent as a function’s parameter, Swift creates a copy of them to work with this copy instead the original collection. Meanwhile, Objective-C collections work with the original collection because Objective-C passes references to the original collections instead a copy.

#### D. Variables

1) Labeled statements

One of the changes in Swift with respect to Objective-C is the functionality of the reserved word “goto”. Objective-C allows to use this reserved word to go to any part of the current scope. On the other hand, Swift removed this reserved word and created the “Labeled Statements” [2]. The “Labeled Statements” have a similar functionality as the “goto” but these operate in a smaller scope than the “goto” in Objective-C. Exactly, they have the same scope as other programming languages like C#, Java, and PHP: allow to go to a tag inside a "nested loop" or "switch".

2) Boolean type

Swift, Boolean types have been simplified. Now there only exist the variables “true” and “false”. In Objective-C it exists “true”/“false”, 0/1, and “TRUE”/“FALSE”.

3) Property observers

With Swift has simplified the process to add observers to the variables. To do this, Swift provides two new reserved words: “willset” and “didset” [2]. “willset” is called before the value was assigned to the variable and “didset” is called after the value was assigned to the variable. However, these observers are never called in the first assignation of the instance.

#### E. Classes and Structures

In Swift, the syntax to create a class or structure is very similar as C++, C#, and Java. Besides, Swift only uses one file (“.swift”) to define a class, contrary to Objective-C that uses two files (“.h” and “.m”). For that, in Swift, you have to define all the class or structure in the same file.

The Fig. 10 contains an example about a definition of a class in Swift. In the first part, it uses a default method, “init”, to define the constructor. It keeps the same way and reserved word as Objective-C.

So, to access to the object, Swift still uses the reserved word “self” instead the operator “->”. Furthermore, Swift facilitates the access to the properties of the object because it uses the dot operator (“.”) like C#, Java, JavaScript and Python instead the bracket operators (“[“ and “]”) as Objective-C. It was possible because Swift removed pointers and it allowed to facilitate the syntax and operators to work with the different properties of the object. For this reason, now, we do not have to allocate a memory block as in Objective-C. Moreover, in Swift we do not have to use the reserved word “new” as in other programming languages when we create an object.

About the inheritance in Swift, it keeps the same way as Objective-C despite now we have to specify when we override the father’s method with the reserved word “override” before the child’s method and with the reserved word “super” and the dot operator before the father's method when we have to call it.
Apart from this, Swift still allows to avoid the overwriting of a variable, method or class if you include, in the father’s part, the reserved word “final”. This system uses the same way as C++ and C#.

F. Enumerations

“Enumerations” still have the same functionality. The only changes that they have had are in their syntax. Now, they have a clearer syntax and more similar to a class. Nevertheless, Swift allows to define barcodes, QR codes and raw data with a easier form than Objective-C [2].

G. Extensions

Extensions are used to add new functionalities to an existing class, structure or enumeration to which you cannot access it code. The restriction is that you cannot overwrite the existing functionalities. Extensions are similar to Objective-C categories but without a name [2]. Owing to, for instance, developers can extend the functionality of the String class or others to add new variables or methods.

IV. LANGUAGE CHARACTERISTICS

Swift introduced various changes in how to program and it have added new characteristics: it have added changes in variables, it have modified functions and methods to incorporate multiple return and diverse functional programming characteristics. All this will be explained with more details in this section.

A. Variables

Swift is more restrictive than Objective-C because Swift has a strong typing to avoid insecure code [2]. Swift obliges to initialise the variables before their first use. Moreover, you must too specify if the variable is a variable (“var”) or a constant (“let”) using these reserved word before the name. Besides, Swift checks possible arrays and integer overflow and auto-manages the memory stack using the Automatic Reference Counting (ARC) [2].

Swift allows to the developer to specify explicitly the value type or let the compiler infers the type (Fig. 11), although Swift is strongly typed, for that, when you set a variable in the first time, the compiler assigns it the type and you cannot assign a new value with different type later but you could do an explicit type conversion for changing the type of the value that you want to assign to the type of the variable.

```swift
// Class with inheritance
class Child: Person {
    override init(name: String) {
        super.init(name: name)
    }

    override func description() -> String {
        return "I'm a child. My name is \(name)."
    }
}

var child = Child(name:"Crís Jr.");
child.name = "Cristian González García Jr."
var descriptionJr = child.description():
```

Fig. 10. Class example

B. Functions

Swift allows to send functions as parameter of other functions. Known as Lambda function, Anonymous function, Function literal or Lambda abstraction in Functional Programming. This is one of the characteristics of the Functional programming that Swift has. We show an example in Fig. 12: A – this function receives a function; B it has multiple return; C - one of these return values is a function.

```swift
func add(array: [Int]) -> Int{
    var aux = 0;
    for i in array{
        aux += i
    }
    return aux
}

func addWithFunction(array: [Int], f: ([Int]) -> Int) {
    return {i, b in f(array, array.count)}
}

var array = [Int](0...4)
var result = addWithFunction(array, add)
print("result: \(result)"")
```

Fig. 12. A function that receives a function and returns multiple parameters

C. Classes

Classes incorporate two changes: a new type of constructor, the “Convenience Initializer” and changes in destructors now known as “Deinitialization”. Next, we are going to explain both concepts.

1) Convenience Initializer

The “Convenience Initializer” is an optional constructor that, in case of it exists, it is always called before of the main constructor. Thus, Apple pretends to do the creation of constructors clearly and easier because developers would use different “Convenience Initializers” as alternative constructors [2]. So, normal constructors would have the generic code to the all possible cases. To create a “Convenience Initializers” it is necessary to use using the reserved word “convenience” before the constructor (Fig. 13).

2) Deinitialization

Due that Swift incorporates ARC, for that, destructors are not needed to release memory as occur in C, C++ and Objective-C but Swift incorporates the “Deinitialization” [2].

A “Deinitialization” is a method which is called immediately after an instance is released and it cannot be called explicitly. Using “Deinitialization”, developers have a mechanism to do a special clean of different resources or to do actions when the object dies. For example when the object have to work with files. In this case, when the object dies, the program releases the memory that the object had used but the
program cannot close the file because ARC cannot infer this [2]. Then, you can implement a “Deinitialization” to close the file when the object dies. To create a “Deinitialization” you only need to add and implement the method “deinit” as we show in Fig. 13.

```
class Fruit {
    var name: String
    var weight: Int

    init() {
        name = "Unknown"
        weight = 0
    }

    convenience init(name: String) {
        self.init()
        self.name = name
    }

    deinit {
        println("\(name) has disappeared")
    }
}
```

Fig. 13. Class example with Convenience Initializers and a Deinit

V. NOVELTIES

In this section we are going to explain the novelties that Swift introduced in relation to Objective-C. The most notable is the "Playground", a sandbox to programming. Also, we are going to explain the novelties in the operators, the new type of variables and some characteristics of the functional programming that Swift introduced as the “Closures”. Finally, we are going to talk about the generic which Apple have introduced in Swift, the novelties in the “Switch” flow structure and how to work in Objective-C with Swift and vice versa.

A. Playground

Swift incorporates a new technology in the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) Xcode 6 [12], the “Playground” [1], [2]. The “Playground” is a “compiler-in-real-time” which executes the code immediately while the user develops. It provides the value of the execution in different parts of the program (assignments, operations, returns), because the compiler auto-executes itself when it detects a change in the code. Therefore, the “Playground” is a terminal which can execute Swift as other programming languages have like Bash, PHP, Python, and Ruby but with an IDE and some utilities.

This allows to be able to test algorithms in a quick, easy, efficient and isolated way because it gives the possibility to encapsulate the algorithm in a clean sandbox without any relationship to the final application to avoid collateral damages [2].

B. Operators

Swift has all the unary operators (++,-, !), binary operators (+, -, *, /), ternary operators (a?b?c), logical operators (!, &&, ||, true, false), and the assignment of C. Even so, Apple added Range Operators, Overflow Operators and Custom operators. We are going to explain these three operators in the next lines.

1) Range operators

The “Close Range Operator” uses the ellipsis (a...b) as we show in Fig. 14. It defines a range from “a” to “b” and includes both. It is used to iterate on a range where both limits are included.

```
// Closed Range Operator
var closedExample = [0...5]
for index in 1...5 {
    println("\(closedExample)")
}
```

Fig. 14. Closed Range Operator example

On the other hand, the “Half-Open Range Operator” symbol is composed of two dots and the less-than symbol (a..<b) as we can see in Fig. 15. The difference with the “Close Range Operator” is that the “Half-Open Range Operator” does not include the “b” into the range. It defines a range from “a” to “b-1.

```
// Half-Closed Range Operator
var halfClosedExample = [0..<5]
for index in 1..<5 {
    println("\(halfClosedExample)")
}
```

Fig. 15. Half-Closed Range Operator

Using this two operators, we can define in a quick way the creation of a list, array or their iteration.

2) Overflow Operators

In Swift the arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /) do not have “overflow” by default [2]. In case that we want it, we have to add the ampersand sign (&) before the arithmetic operator as we can see in Fig. 16. For example, to apply overflow to the addition, we must use the combination “&+”. If we want to have underflow in the subtraction, we have to use “&-”. Swift also allows to control the division by zero with the combination “&/” and “&%”. For the multiplication we have to use the “&*”.

```
var max = Int64.max
// var maxPlus = max + 1 // Error
var maxPlus = max &+ 1

var min = Int64.min
// var minPlus = min - 1 // Error
var minPlus = min &- 1

// var div = 1 / 0 // Error
var div = 1 &/ 0
var div2 = 1 &% 0
```

Fig. 16. Overflow Operators examples

3) Custom operators

Swift allows to define new operators using the existing arithmetic signs [2]. This is impossible in Objective-C while C++ affords this functionality.

To create a new “Custom Operator”, we must to declare its header and do his implementation. There are three ways to do a “Custom Operator”: prefix, infix, and postfix (Fig. 17).
Fi

Fig. 17. Custom Operator

C. Variables

Swift has new data variable types: tuples, “optionals” and “Lazy Stored Property”. Some programming languages already incorporated some of these variable types. Then, with this new variable types, Swift offers new ways to work with more flexible and facilities for developers.

1) Tuples

Tuples allow group together multiple values in a unique component. Therefore, one of its uses is to allow the return of multiple values in a function. The Fig. 18 contains an example with tuples.

```swift
let contact = (13, "Cristian")
var office = contact.0
var name = contact.1
```

Fig. 18. Tuples in Swift

2) Optionals

The “Optional” is a new value type in Swift which neither exist in C nor Objective-C. It is used to assign a type when the value could be of different type or nil [2]. In this way, if a conversion cannot be done, the variable would take a “nil” value. To declare an “optional” variable you must write a question mark (?) after the type. In the example of the Fig. 19, the variable “convertedNumberImplicit” can never be “nil” and in the case that the assignment value would be “nil”, the program will break. In the next variable, “convertedNumberExplicit”, the type is an Optional Integer. In this case, the value could be “nil”.

```swift
// Optional
let possibleNumber: String = "123"
let convertedNumberImplicit = possibleNumber.toInt() // error: cannot convert String to Int
let convertedNumberExplicit: Int? = possibleNumber.toInt()

let possibleNotNumber = "Hello Swift"
let convertedNotNumberImplicit = possibleNotNumber.toInt() // error: cannot convert String to Int
let convertedNotNumberExplicit: Int? = possibleNotNumber.toInt()
```

Fig. 19. Example that assign value to Optional Variables

This allows to use an optional value in a conditional flow because the “nil” value is the same as a “false” value. However, you can force to read the “optional” value if you write an exclamation mark (!) after the “optional” variable (Fig. 20).

```swift
if convertedNumberImplicit != nil {
    println("integer value: \(convertedNumberImplicit!)")
} else {
    println("Could not be converted to an integer")
}
```

Fig. 20. Example about how to print Optional Variables

3) Lazy Stored Property

The “Lazy Stored Property” is a class or structure property which value is not calculated until its first use. Until then, it has not value [2]. It uses is similar than other programming languages like C# and Python. In Fig. 21 we create a “Lazy Stored Property” using the declaration “lazy” before the variable.

```swift
class Student{
    var name: String = "Cristian"
    var surname: String = "González García"
    lazy var contacts = getContacts()
}
```

Fig. 21. Lazy Properties

D. Closures

Swift incorporates the “Closures” as a part of the functional paradigm. The “Closures” allows to evaluate a function in a context which contains one or more variables depending of another context. In Fig. 22, the internal function is executed by the “map function” and it depends on the parameters of the array.

```swift
var numbers = [23, 19, 7, 12]

let result: Int
numbers.map({
    (number: Int) -> Int in
    let result = 3 * number
    return result
})
println(numbers)
```

Fig. 22. Applying a Closure using a Map function

Swift allows to create the “Closures” with other simpler ways: implicit return which implicates to not so specify the return; the possibility to use the “Shorthand Argument Names”, default arguments created automatically by Swift to work with the parameters sent to the “Closure” without a previous declaration; including just the operator (<, >, +, -,...) in the case that the function only has two parameters and only need to return the result.

E. Generics

Swift adds as a novelty the “Generics”, known as “Templates” in other programming languages like C++, and Java. In Objective-C, to have this functionality, you must implement this part of the code in C++.

The incorporation of “Generics” allows to do easier, more flexible, more reusable and more functional with any other data type, avoiding the redundancy of code. This is one of the most powerful functionalities of Swift [2]. As occurs in C++ and Java, the data type used to do the method is generic “<T>”.

```swift
func genericFunction<T: Comparable>(a: T, b: T) -> T {
    if(a > b){
        return a
    } else {
        return b
    }
}
genericFunction(5, 3)
genericFunction(3.5, 3.7)
genericFunction("a", "b")
```

Fig. 23. Generic Function
F. Switch

The “Switch” in Swift has improvements in relation with Objective-C [2]. Now, the “break” sentence is optional because the compiler automatically breaks the “switch” when finishes the “case”. With this way, Apple pretends to do an easier use and with less programming mistakes. Due to this, it is impossible to have empty “cases” except if you use the reserved word “fallthrough”. The reserved word “fallthrough” does that the execution continue to the next “case”. The same functionality is in the “Switch” of C#.

As well allows for introducing several verifications in the same “case”: you can separate them with commas (,), you can use “Range Operators” or tuples. Also, the “Switch” allows the combination between “Range Operators” and tuples to allow to developers the evaluation of mathematical functions in an easier and quicker way.

Another improvement is the optional clause “where”. It allows to add a new additional check in a “case”.

G. Objective-C in Swift

Swift allows to incorporate and use Objective-C code in the same Swift program [13]. To insert the Objective-C code, you must insert the Objective-C files (“.h” and “.m”) in the project and import the Objective-C header in the “Bridging-Header” file which you need to create in the Swift project. This file contains the import all the Objective-C headers (.h) which we will use. After this step, we must connect this file with the configuration through the “Build Settings” configuration. When it is configured, you can work with the Objective-C code using Swift syntax and rules. To import C++ code, you have to create an Objective-C or C wrapper around the C++ code.

H. Swift in Objective-C

To use Swift code in an Objective-C project, the Xcode auto-generates a file when you import the Swift code. This importation allows the layer to access to all the functionalities of the Objective-C code [13]. These files keep the original name but with the additional postfix “-Swift” and the extension “.h”. When the importation is done, it just needs to import the Objective-C header files. In this way, you can use the Swift code in an Objective-C project.

VI. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

In this section we are going to explain in detail the different process of evaluation and then we show the results. Firstly, we will describe the used methodology. After that, we will show the results and discuss them.

A. Methodology

We have evaluated the implementation of the same code in each different programming language: Objective-C and Swift. We have chosen an example of an XML parser, exactly, using the Foundation XMLParser. In our case, we implemented a main method and override two methods: “didStartElement” and “foundCharacters”. The first one, “didStartElement”, is called when the parser needs to process a new XML node. The second one, “foundCharacters”, is called when the parser finds text into a node.

After that, we evaluate the code using two ways. Firstly, we analysed and compared the syntax. Secondly, we did a quantitative analysis based on source code: we counted the lines with code; the words, reserved words and the numbers of “Switch cases”; the characters that developers need to write that code.

B. Results

In this section, we are going to explain the two ways that we used to compare Objective-C with Swift. Firstly, we are going to talk about the syntax analysis where we have implement three methods in both programming languages. Later, we are going to present the quantitative analysis where we compare both in base on their lines, words, and characters using the same three methods of the syntax analysis.

1) Syntax Analysis

Firstly, we analysed the “beginParsing” method in both programming languages (Fig. 24 and Fig. 25). As we can see, the Objective-C implementation uses a pointer. Furthermore, when it initialise the parser, it needs to allocate memory.

```swift
-(void)beginParsing:(NSURL *)xmlURL {
    parser = [[NSXMLParser alloc] initWithContentsOfURL:xmlURL];
    [parser setDelegate:self];
    [parser setShouldProcessNamespaces:NO];
    [parser setShouldReportNamespacePrefixes:NO];
    [parser setShouldResolveExternalEntities:NO];
    [parser parse]
}
```

Fig. 24. “BeginParsing” method in Objective-C

```swift
func beginParsing(xmlUrl :NSURL) {
    parser = NSXMLParser(contentsOfURL: xmlUrl)
    parser.delegate = self
    parser.shouldProcessNamespaces = false
    parser.shouldReportNamespacePrefixes = false
    parser.shouldResolveExternalEntities = false
    parser.parse()
}
```

Fig. 25. “BeginParsing” method in Swift

Secondly, in the “didStartElement” method (Figure 17 and Figure 18) we can observe similarities with the previous method. Objective-C uses pointers and need to allocate memory. Besides, you have to create a copy to avoid the use of the original. Another difference between Objective-C and Swift is the obligatory use of the “at sign” character (@) before a “string”.
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Fig. 26. “didStartElement” method in Objective-C

```objective-c
- (void)parser:(NSXMLParser *)parser didStartElement:(NSString *)elementName namespaceURI:(NSString *)namespaceURI qualifiedName:(NSString *)qualifiedName attributes:(NSDictionary *)attributeDict
{
    element = [[elementName copy] stringByTrimmingCharactersInSet:[NSCharacterSet whitespaceAndNewlineCharacterSet]];
    if ([element isEqualToString:@"views"]){
        elements = [[NSMutableDictionary alloc] init];
        views = [[Views alloc] init];
    }
}
```

Fig. 27. “didStartElement” method in Swift

```swift
func parser(parser: NSXMLParser!, didStartElement elementName: String!, namespaceURI: String!, qualifiedName : String!, attributes attributeDict: NSDictionary!)
{
    element = elementName.stringByTrimmingCharactersInSet(NSCharacterSet.whitespaceAndNewlineCharacterSet())
    if (element as NSString).isEqualToString("views") {
        elements = NSMutableDictionary.alloc()
        views = Views()
    }
}
```

Finally, we show the implementation in Objective-C (Fig. 28) and Swift (Fig. 29) of the method “foundCharacters”. In this case, we can see the same differences again. In addition, Swift needs less characters because it omitted the use of the reserved word “break”.

```objective-c
- (void)parser:(NSXMLParser *)parser foundCharacters:(NSString *)string {
    int number = [string intValue];
    switch(number){
        case 0: button1.setText(cad); break;
        case 1: input1.setText(cad); break;
        default: NSLog(@"default case"); break;
    }
}
```

Fig. 28. Implementation of the “foundCharacters” method in Objective-C

```swift
func parser(parser: NSXMLParser!, foundCharacters string: String!) {
    var number: Int = string.toInt()
    switch(number){
        case 0: button1.setText(cad)
        case 1: input1.setText(cad)
        default: print("Default case")
    }
}
```

Fig. 29. Implementation of the “foundCharacters” method in Swift

1) Quantitative Analysis

Now, we show the quantitative analysis about the three methods which were implemented. First of all, we show the comparison between Objective-C (OC) and Swift (S) about the lines with code in the Table 1. As we can see, the difference depends on the method but it is irrelevant. For this reason, we cannot say that with Swift you could write much less code lines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>OC</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>beginParsing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>didStartElement</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>14.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foundCharacters</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Comparison: Lines with Code

Secondly, in the Table 2 we show the comparison about the numbers of words that we had needed to implement the methods. In this case, we used less words in the case of Swift but the difference is insignificant. Swift is a few less verbose than Objective-C as we explained in the previous sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>OC</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>beginParsing</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-4.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>didStartElement</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-9.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foundCharacters</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-7.14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Comparison: Words

Finally, we measured the number of characters of each method in both programming languages. In this case, we did not count the whitespaces. In the Table 3 we can see that Swift needs around 11% less characters than Objective-C. This is because Swift has changed the access operators, does not use pointers and removed the obligation of the use the semicolon and some reserved words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>OC</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>beginParsing</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-13.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>didStartElement</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>-11.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foundCharacters</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-12.83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Comparison: Characters without spaces

VII. Conclusion

Apple has achieved to create a modern programming language with same of the best functionalities of other programming languages like C#, Java, JavaScript, PHP,
Python, Ruby, and Scala, among others. Furthermore, Swift incorporates the functional programming as other programming languages have adopted to provide more possibilities to developers. In addition, Swift adds new possibilities for doing easier and more effective the applications development owing to the fact that: they have done change in the syntax, classes, variables, functions, operators, and data structures; they have improved the “Switch”; they have removed of the pointers.

Furthermore, we can see that using Swift, developers need less characters to program the same code because Swift has simplified the syntax but they need the same numbers of lines and words to program.

Because of these reasons, it seems a wise decision of Apple the creation of a new programming language with more abstraction level than Objective-C to facilitate the application development but with all power of other current programming languages and the elimination of the obsolete Objective-C syntax. Moreover, this abstraction allows to make less mistakes and be more comfortable to developers without a flexibility loss and maintenance the retro-compatibility with previous code.

In conclusion, Apple has created a programming language with the necessary abstraction and functionalities of this age and, in certain cases, they have improved the current functionalities as they have done with the “Switch”. Besides, they have created a programming language to improve their ecosystem due to the fact that Swift is not a competitor of Objective-C nor its evolution, Swift is a programming language ready to coexist with Objective-C and to give another possibility to develop to developers.
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Abstract — The most usual solution to improve the performance of a Web server is based on building a distributed architecture, where the Web server is offered from a set of nodes. The most widely distributed architecture is based on Web clusters including a Web switch. The Web switch is responsible for deciding which site’s node must attend which request. When deciding where elements are stored the classical solution was to fully replicate all contents in every server node. However, partial replication may require a fraction of storage while offering the same level of reliability. In this paper we report a solution based on dynamic partial replication where the number of replicas for each file and its management is handled by an agent architecture. We compare our solution with full replication and with static partial replication both in terms of storage capacity consumption and service time. Our results show that our proposed solution provides equivalent performance with a better use of disk storage capacity.

Keywords — Distributed computing, Computer network performance, Network servers, Cooperative systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Web site typically consists of a set of elements or resources, where each of them can be of a certain type (HTML page, image, video, file download, music, etc.). A page consists of a primary element that refers to a series of secondary elements (included in the page).

The Web site receives requests from clients, where each request for a web page typically consists of multiple requests to the server, one for each object included in that page. The client establishes a connection to the server for each of these requests, and receives the response for this connection [1], although some optimizations are possible to reduce the number of connections.

The most usual solution to improve the performance of a Web server is based on building a distributed architecture, where the Web service is offered from a set of nodes [2], acting as a logical single server and consequently giving a single server image.

There are a variety of solutions allowing the construction of distributed Web servers [3]. Those solutions are based either on total replication of contents (all contents are replicated in every server node) or on the distribution of contents (contents are distributed so that each element is in a single server node).

Between these two alternatives (total replication and total distribution), a third alternative can be found, namely partial replication, where a certain number of copies is performed for each element. This third alternative [4] [5] needs to determine a priori the number of copies required, which does not always respond to the real needs of the system or to the needs evolution over time.

An evolution of this third alternative dynamically adapts the number of stored replicas according to actual needs and modifies this number when change is needed [6].

This paper presents a quantitative evaluation performed on a prototype that follows this model in which the access time and required storage space is quantified.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the architecture used in the distributed web server, Section III explains algorithms developed to allow dynamic replication, a prototype is presented in Section IV, results from evaluation are shown in Section V, finally conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. A DYNAMIC PARTIAL REPPLICATION ARCHITECTURE IMPLEMENTATION BY AGENTS

The most widely distributed Web system architecture is based on clusters [1]. In this architecture (Fig. 1) a distribution node between clients and servers is used: the Web switch. The Web switch is receiving all requests to the visible IP address through a request distribution algorithm, and decides which server node should process which request [3].

The use of an additional service network (Fig. 2) is a modification from the base architecture of a Web-based system cluster that can improve performance of adaptive allocation of contents, for the redistribution of those contents without affecting the main network of the cluster [7].
Development through intelligent agents simplifies decision making for each component, as each agent behaves in an autonomous way and interacts with the rest of agents [8].

The needed implementation to develop a Web site with partial replication needs to perform activities in the Web switch as well as in server nodes.

- The Web switch must contain all the necessary logic to allocate requests to servers (Request Distributor Agent), and to account them in order to modify the popularity and to determine whether the popularity change implies a change in replication (Replica Control Agent). This machine must also contain the module allowing the administrator to add or remove items (External Control Agent). The Web switch scheme is presented in Fig. 3.

- The server node must include the required logic to obtain an item when the Web switch decides that there should be an additional replica on that node making a request to other server node (Content Control Agent), and the component performing requests resolution by accessing disk (Disk Access Agent). The server node scheme is presented in Fig. 4.

To build the previous model, it is necessary to specify the algorithm used by each of the components, on the understanding that the receiver and transmitter modules only transfer requests reaching each system

### III. Dynamic Replication Algorithms

Having established the architecture to be used, it is also necessary to explain the proposed dynamic replication algorithm, which will be placed in the above mentioned replica module. This algorithm tries to dynamically optimize the number of copies depending on the number of requests it receives to each file. Consequently, it will increase the number of replicas of those files which are in high demand to meet actual requests while it will reduce the number of copies of those files which are in low demand in order to free up storage space in nodes [9].

The dynamic replication faces three issues: number of copies for each file, choosing the nodes where the copies are stored, and when the algorithm is executed.

- **Number of copies**: The algorithm assigns all files once, causing the free storage of nodes to decrease by a certain percentage. This percentage decreases the probability of files to be requested and, while this value is greater than 0, the system includes a copy of that file. This will give the total number of copies of file, so we compare this number with the number of copies already in the system and add or remove copies depending on whether the new number is higher or lower [10]. The algorithm for obtaining the number of copies is shown in Algorithm 1.
When assigning copies of files to different nodes, it is important to note that nodes in the proposed system have a finite storage space and this aspect must be taken into account [11]. In addition, cloned nodes should be avoided as much as possible, and an appropriate algorithm should be used. A widely used solution addressing the same problem [7] is the backpack greedy algorithm with prior sorting of replicas by size.

- **Storage node**: When assigning copies of files to different nodes, it is important to note that nodes in the proposed system have a finite storage space and this aspect must be taken into account [11]. In addition, cloned nodes should be avoided as much as possible, and an appropriate algorithm should be used. A widely used solution addressing the same problem [7] is the backpack greedy algorithm with prior sorting of replicas by size.

- **Activation time**: The system should consider to increase the number of replicas of a file when quality of service is compromised [6]. That is, when the response time of a file exceeds a preset time, the situation is called timing failure. The maximum response time for each file and the probability that the response time is met will be established by the administrator. The latter value is considered because it is admissible that a small percentage of timing failures does not compromise the quality of service and therefore while failures are below the threshold the number of copies will not be increased. When the request ratio that meets the established response time is below the established probability, the algorithm is activated to optimize the number of copies of the files. Moreover, every time a new file is added, the number of copies must be recomputed for all the files, using the probability given by the Pareto distribution for the new file.

### Algorithm 1: Obtaining the number of copies.

```
assign TRUE to insert
while insert is equal to TRUE
    assign FALSE to insert
    for all i = 0 to FileNumber
        if FileProbability i > 0
            decrease size i of FreeSpace
            increase CopyNumber
            assign TRUE to insert
    for all i = 0 to FileNumber
        decrease (1-FreeSpace)/TotalSpace
        of FileProbability i
```

To quickly create a model to perform the evaluation, we decided to build a simulation of the real situation.

To build model we used the OMNeT ++ with the INET framework. This tool has already been used to create a large number of projects, such as developing a full suite of TCP/IP at the Karlsruhe University [12], a framework for computer architectures simulation [13], a file storage model for distributed systems [14], a simulation model for IEEE 802.15.4 [15], or make a performance analysis of a handover level 2 in IPv6 mobile networks [16] among many others.

Three VLANs are required for this model, the first routes the client requests to the Web Switch, the second links the Web Switch with the server nodes, and the third one is used as internal service network. A simplified diagram is shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5. Model Architecture simplified to 8 clients](image)

Behavioral patterns of a web server based on experimental data were presented in several papers [17] [18]. In this paper, an adaptation of this model has been made to the case of a Web cluster.

A Web site consists of a set of elements or resources, where each may be of a certain type (HTML page, image, video, file download, music, etc.). Set E (see Equation 1) can be defined as the set of all elements that make up the Web site.

$$E = \{e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_N\}$$ (1)

Each element of set E can be a primary element or a secondary element. Thus, the E set can be expressed as the union of set $E_p$, primary elements, and set $E_s$, secondary elements (see Equation 2).

$$E = E_p \cup E_s$$

$$E_p = \{e_1^p, e_2^p, \ldots, e_m^p\}$$ (2)

$$E_s = \{e_1^s, e_2^s, \ldots, e_n^s\}$$

The number of secondary elements included per each primary element can be modeled by a Pareto distribution [19] (see Equation 3).

$$f(x) = \frac{\alpha k^a}{x^{a+1}} x \geq k$$ (3)

A web page can be defined as a pair consisting of a primary element and a set of secondary elements, and this allows define the W set as all the site’s web pages (see Equation 4).

$$w_i = \{e_i^p, e_i^s, \ldots, e_m^s\}$$

$$W = \{w_1, w_2, \ldots, W_m\}$$ (4)
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The size of the elements is modeled [19] by a lognormal distribution (see Equation 5).

\[
f(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma x} e^{-\frac{(\ln x - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Experimental studies have established values of \(\alpha = 2.43\) and \(k = 1\) to the number of secondary elements [19], as well as values \(\mu = 9.537\) and \(\sigma = 1.318\) for size of primary elements and \(\mu = 8.215\) and \(\sigma = 1.46\) for the size of secondary elements [20] [21].

Activity of a client is determined by a sequence of sessions and downtime between sessions (Downtime) as shown in Fig. 6.

Downtime can be modeled by a Pareto distribution [19]. Experimental studies [22] use values \(\alpha = 1.4\) and \(k = 20\).

During a session, a client visits a set of Web pages (Requests per session), starting with the entry page to the website. Before moving to the next page, it evaluates the contents of the current page for a given time (Inactivity time) as shown in Fig. 7.

The Requests per session can be modeled quite accurately by an inverse Gaussian distribution [23] (see Equation 6) with experimental values of \(\mu = 3.86\) and \(\lambda = 9.46\) [20] [21].

\[
f(x) = \frac{\lambda}{2\pi \sigma^3 x^2} e^{-\frac{\lambda (x-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2 x}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Several studies have modeled the downtime by a Pareto distribution with experimental values \(k = 1\) and \(\alpha = 1.4\) [20] [21].

After receiving the response to the primary element, the client scans the content (Scan time) before generating multiple request and multiple connections, up to the maximum indicated by the Degree of concurrency, one for each secondary file.

The Scan time is modeled by a lognormal distribution with experimental results of \(\mu = 360.4\) and \(\sigma = 106.5\) [18].

The Degree of concurrency has been modeled as a constant which sets the number of connections.

In the server the different elements involved in an file access [23] are included to compute the access time to each of the stored files. The file requests arrive to the File Manager that passes it to the I/O Manager.

The File Manager receives file requests to be read/write and queries the File Table. In this article was used a UNIX-like file system structure [24], with some simplifications that do not affect the access time. First the Index Node Table is looked up to obtain the disk blocks that must be accessed and if the file uses indexing blocks, Fig. 8, the system keeps the access order to know the addresses of blocks.

A call to the I/O Manager is made for each block, which computes the physical address, scheduling disk accesses according to these addresses and computes access time based on the current position of the head and the physical parameters of each of the disks [24]. It is possible to set both the rotational speed, the speed of movement of the heads and the transfer rate.

Most of the time used in the resolution of an HTTP request corresponds to the operation of disk access for the file associated with the request, which depends largely on the size of the file.

V. EVALUATION RESULTS

We compared different options for content distribution, in order to evaluate whether replica allocation policy affects performance.

In all alternatives it has been simulated the behavior of 200 clients making requests on a web cluster system for 7 days of simulated time.

The alternatives evaluated were:

- TREP Total Replication
- SPREP Static Partial Replication
- DPREP Dynamic Partial Replication

Iteration over the servers for each of the files is used as requests allocation policy. First server that contains the file requested is selected both SPREP and DPREP.

The first performance metric used is the HTTP Request Service Time, which corresponds to the time between the time
when the client sends a request for a file and the time when it receives the response. Table 1 shows the average results of the three alternatives when the number of servers is increased.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of servers</th>
<th>TREP</th>
<th>SPREP</th>
<th>DPREP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 servers</td>
<td>1,8260</td>
<td>1,3396</td>
<td>1,3402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 servers</td>
<td>1,5735</td>
<td>1,5960</td>
<td>1,5878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 servers</td>
<td>1,6263</td>
<td>1,7688</td>
<td>1,7592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 servers</td>
<td>1,4593</td>
<td>1,5347</td>
<td>1,5039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 servers</td>
<td>2,0148</td>
<td>1,9962</td>
<td>1,9894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 servers</td>
<td>1,2801</td>
<td>1,2492</td>
<td>1,2195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 servers</td>
<td>1,4591</td>
<td>1,4673</td>
<td>1,4619</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine whether the difference in Average Service Time of a Web Site is significant, an analysis of variance test has been performed, with the results shown in Table 2. The test was performed for a value of $\alpha = 0.05$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F</th>
<th>0.0110429</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F Critical Value</td>
<td>3.55455714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>0.98902453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9 shows graphically the above average values. It can be easily seen that the Average Service Times are similar.

Fig. 9. Average Service Time of a Web Site

Another metric to evaluate the evolution of the storage space is the number of files stored in each server. The average results were shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of servers</th>
<th>TREP</th>
<th>SPREP</th>
<th>DPREP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 servers</td>
<td>10400</td>
<td>8361.00</td>
<td>8157.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 servers</td>
<td>10400</td>
<td>7953.20</td>
<td>7684.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 servers</td>
<td>10400</td>
<td>7681.33</td>
<td>6427.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 servers</td>
<td>10400</td>
<td>7683.43</td>
<td>5818.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 servers</td>
<td>10400</td>
<td>7683.52</td>
<td>5853.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 servers</td>
<td>10400</td>
<td>7683.52</td>
<td>5859.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 servers</td>
<td>10400</td>
<td>7614.88</td>
<td>5876.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we consider the distribution of files is the same for primary and secondary files, and according to several studies [20] [21] it is possible to calculate the number of secondary files associated to a primary as it follows a Pareto distribution with $\alpha = 2$, $43 k = 1$, (see Equation 7).

\[
E(X) = \frac{ak}{a-1} = 1,6993
\]

We can deduce that the function that determines the number of primary and secondary files based on the total number of files stored on a server is given by the expressions in Equation 8.

\[
\text{primaries}(n) = \frac{n}{2.69} \quad \text{secondaries}(n) = \frac{1.69 n}{2.69}
\]

And since the distribution following the primary and secondary files [17] is known [18], we can compute the average of these values (see Equation 9).

\[
E_{prim}(X) = e^{7.63+\frac{1.012}{2}} = 3398,1977
\]

\[
E_{sec}(X) = e^{8.215+\frac{1.46^2}{2}} = 10730,0125
\]

Using the number of files expressed in Table 3 we can compute the average storage required in each server, as shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of servers</th>
<th>TREP</th>
<th>SPREP</th>
<th>DPREP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 servers</td>
<td>79,39 GB</td>
<td>63,82 GB</td>
<td>62,27 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 servers</td>
<td>79,39 GB</td>
<td>60,71 GB</td>
<td>58,66 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 servers</td>
<td>79,39 GB</td>
<td>58,63 GB</td>
<td>49,06 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 servers</td>
<td>79,39 GB</td>
<td>58,65 GB</td>
<td>44,42 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 servers</td>
<td>79,39 GB</td>
<td>58,65 GB</td>
<td>44,68 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 servers</td>
<td>79,39 GB</td>
<td>58,65 GB</td>
<td>44,73 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 servers</td>
<td>79,39 GB</td>
<td>58,13 GB</td>
<td>44,85 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10 shows graphically the average storage needed in each server in the different evaluations performed.

Fig. 10. Average Storage needed in each server

If we also consider the number of servers in each of the simulations, it is possible to compute the average total number of files stored in the Web site, as shown in Table 5.
Allowing us to establish the percentage of space needed in the different solutions versus TREP, as shown in Table 6.

These rates are graphically shown in Figure 11.

![Usage Rate versus TREP](image)

**VI. CONCLUSIONS**

This paper presented a web cluster architecture allowing partial replication of website contents with dynamic adaptation of the number of replicas.

A prototype was developed to test the architecture. The proposed structure is intended to provide fault tolerance, simplicity and distribution taking advantage of the use of an agent architecture.

The results of this prototype are presented in this article, evaluating both performance and storage capacity.

We have no evidence to reject the hypothesis that the Request Service Time does not depend on content allocation policy. Even if we admit that there are differences, they never exceed 0.03%.

It has been shown that the necessary storage volume is much greater in the case of full replication that in the other cases. Dynamic partial replication is placed at the other extreme, and storage capacity required is the least of all strategies studied.
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Semi-Automated Correction Tools for Mathematics-Based Exercises in MOOC Environments
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Abstract — Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) allow the participation of hundreds of students who are interested in a wide range of areas. Given the huge attainable enrollment rate, it is almost impossible to suggest complex homework to students and have it carefully corrected and reviewed by a tutor or assistant professor. In this paper, we present a software framework that aims at assisting teachers in MOOCs during correction tasks related to exercises in mathematics and topics with some degree of mathematical content. In this spirit, our proposal might suit not only maths, but also physics and technical subjects. As a test experience, we apply it to 300+ physics homework bulletins from 80+ students. Results show our solution can prove very useful in guiding assistant teachers during correction shifts and is able to mitigate the time devoted to this type of activities.

Key words — assignment, semiautomated correction, maths, physics, framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOOCs and online campuses nowadays represent an observable reality when it comes to self-education [5]. Together with OpenCourseWare platforms, they are definitively impacting our current TEL scene. Even in MOOC environments, students are usually required to carry out some homework. Nevertheless, these homework bulletins are hardly ever supervised by a tutor or a teacher. Quite the opposite, the students themselves are required to self-correct and self-assess their exercises based on correction grids, templates and answer keys. Peer reviewing also takes place, as we will discuss in section II. Fully automated quizzes are also commonly displayed and correction is normally done by the MOOC and/or e-learning platform.

Technical documents from the STEM fields (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) increase document richness with many sorts of structured objects: mathematical and chemical formulae, diagrams, tables and relations, etc. These additions usually carry essential information that complements the texts the student has to read. At first sight, homework assignments related to these disciplines are good candidates for automated correction processes. However, many teachers are interested not only in the accuracy of the result but also in the correctness of the resolution process, which might turn out to be as important as—or sometimes even more important than— the final outcome itself. Corrections performed by a human (a teacher/assistant) can also add value to the teacher’s view on how his/her students learn and progress. The teacher’s feedback on a correction sheet always entails a unique opportunity to improve the learner’s knowledge and build a more robust awareness on the matter they are currently working on.

Exercises in physics deepen this reviewing philosophy and student-teacher interaction. Keeping an organized and coherent resolution flow is as relevant to the understanding of the underlying physical phenomena as the final output itself.

Besides, in physics, results can belong to a broad spectrum of mathematical natures and entities, ranging from simple and isolated numbers or scalars (e = 2.7182), vectors (\( \vec{v} = 3 \hat{i} + 2 \hat{j} \)), signed quantities (-k) and physical units (3.3 kΩ), to name a few that might appear on a basic physics course. In addition, slightly different numbers, notations and/or symbols can represent exactly the same correct result and account for the same reality. For instance, \( |B| = \frac{N}{A} \) and \( |B| = 4.99 \ I \) can both be labeled as correct and the student should receive a positive score/comment. If such minor discrepancies could be detected, an automated system might be able to send back an explicit recommendation as [26], for example, does. In the same sense, and as a last example, all of the following expressions have the exact same meaning: partial differentiation of function \( f \) with respect to an independent variable \( x \): 

\[ f_x, f'_x, d_x f, \partial_x f, \nabla_x f, \partial f/\partial x, D_x f \]

Finally, students attending physics courses in online institutions and/or MOOCs come from very different backgrounds and behavior is easily altered over time, as described by [1]. The human touch in the reviewing process has always proven to be the key to success, independently of the academic environment: online, formal, higher education, etc.

All this being said, in MOOC environments, the amount of homework bulletins to be reviewed, and the substantial tutoring effort that takes place if every exercise from every
student is manually revised, can reach disproportionate levels. One of the goals of our project is concerned with assisting teachers during the correction phase. This target is achieved by pre-classifying student bulletins as ready to be teacher-reviewed or not. In the latter case, an automated message can be issued to the student, who can re-edit his/her own document before reissuing it to the teacher, for a second time. Of course, this assistant tool would heavily depend on the type of subject and content to be analyzed. In this paper, we focus on assisting teachers in online campuses and MOOCs when reviewing homework related to mathematical content.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF MOOCs, ONLINE EDUCATION AND STUDENT ASSIGNMENT MANAGEMENT

MOOCs face nowadays a number of challenges: accreditation management, credit recognition, monetization implementation and content and methodology quality assurance. Among them, methodology quality becomes the foundation from which the other four are built. MOOCs are taking over the long-tradition role of Open Educational Resources. Some MOOCs also combine face-to-face strategies with online learning and even merge formal and informal settings. In addition, MOOCs highlight the current need for basic and specific competence acquisition, as a complement to the current courses, very much focused on personal interests and continuing education. They are also turning out the ultimate tool to fight against the lack of access to teaching resources (disadvantaged individuals, regions and countries).

MOOC platforms require support for teachers and tutors, based on their needs, skills, and teaching context. One of these has to do with grading essays and activities. Since MOOCs seek the enrollment of hundreds or thousands of students, the evaluation becomes a real challenge. At present, some MOOCs rely on peer-assessment and counseling. Peer-to-peer seems significant and useful, so there is, at first sight, no need for a replacement. However, a complementary evaluation resource would be welcome by the educational community.

There are some approaches for automatic or semi-automatic assessment, like ontology networks [23], where the conceptualization of the domain model becomes the cornerstone to categorize and shapes the results properly. Another strategy involves the temporal hiring of additional teachers as graders, so they can act as complement to those professors officially assigned to the course. In addition, a detailed comment and assessment on the submitted final activity might not be compulsory, as long as the learner does not require a formal accreditation. This strategy scales down the number of assessments to those learners who actually send a formal/official request. At Universidad Internacional de La Rioja (UNIR), there is a prototype implemented, and under testing phase: A4Learning [30]. This tool is integrated into the Sakai LMS, and retrieves behavioral and academic information from users, so that they can be compared with previous records. Out of this comparison, the tool makes an estimate on every student on how his/her progress will be, based on similar profiles. In doing so, the professor gets a detailed analysis of every learner, 1 by 1, and clustered by similarity. With A4Learning, the teacher can analyze the student current status, anticipate potential academic future, and react in consequence.

There is another early prototype, AppMOOC, which will retrieve basic requirements to grade activities, so that, when the professor gets an essay, a previous checking mechanism guarantees that the work fulfills these minimum information and/or structure. These two prototypes, A4Learning and AppMOOC, will be implemented along the next academic year at a larger scale, with the clear objective of supporting teachers on their functions as evaluators and feedback providers, big mid-size and large-size groups of learners, worldwide. The research work described in this paper is in intimate relation with the aforementioned projects.

III. TOWARDS AN AUTOMATED HELPER SYSTEM FOR MATHS AND TECHNICAL STUDENT HOMEWORK PRELIMINARY SCREENING

We have designed a special workflow and protocol that automatically analyses student assignments and checks whether they contain coherent mathematical information related to specific fields. This set of tools also takes into account equivalent expressions, exemplified in section I.

In order to check for this coherence, simple—but also highly configurable and easily editable—content-checking rules designed by the teacher are submitted to the correction engine. Then, for every exercise in the student digital notebook, mathematical expressions are semantically compared with the correction template submitted by the teacher. A more detailed review of the practical implementation is tackled below.

Of course, designing such a protocol is no easy task and has required working with state-of-the-art mathematical language-processing techniques and mathematics representation standards, also reviewed below.

A. State-of-the-Art Language Processing in Mathematics

Despite the fact that linguistic analysis of scientific documents is currently seen as an interesting line of research, the current work in the field is still limited. Mathematical literature represents a rather isolated linguistic niche embodying its own challenges. We can identify a significant contrast between this linguistic niche and, for instance, the domain of medical/healthcare research publications that have been studied by many scientific groups in recent years. Two of the current main issues that make mathematical texts challenging to work with are:

- Natural language —expressing complex symbolism— and mathematical representation are usually mixed and hosted in the same document.
- Almost a complete absence of accurately labeled linguistic compilations.

Indeed, state-of-the-art analyses largely try to bypass these problems by restricting their scope to well-formed sections of mathematical text and reports, as in the controlled approach reviewed below.

The first challenge of the recognition process is the recovery of the so-called layout tree [9] of the mathematical
expression. The next step involves creating operator trees. These trees are data structures that hold the logical relationships within an equation, as opposed to its horizontal and vertical links. The structure of the mathematical expression can then be made computationally transparent, which is necessary for any practical application involving a mathematics recognition process, like the one we are introducing in this paper. The layout tree also carries a burden of uncertainty in its correctness, which adds to the difficulty of establishing the expression’s logical structure.

A holistic and detailed analysis of the processes of extracting and retrieving mathematical expressions and mathematics recognition has already been carried out by [28].

We will now review some lines of enquiry that have recently attracted interest in the research community around math semantics and language processing.

1) Controlled Natural Language

In this approach, a restrained natural language for mathematics is incrementally built [12]. With it, we are then capable of supporting a sufficient subset of natural language elements that would allow an author to write math expressions in a simple way but also be limited enough to allow unambiguous interpretation. Its primary goal is building formalized libraries of mathematical content, focusing on establishing pipelines over a narrow subset of language. Next, a systematic and careful widening takes place. Current projects implementing this view are:

- FMATHL [21] described in mat.univie.ac.at/~neum/FMathL.html
- MathLang [13]
- MathNat [12]
- Naproche [3], [6], available at naproche.net

2) Natural Mathematical Discourse

The opposite 2of the controlled approach is to try to model the original language of real scientific documents [6, 29]. Consistent work in the area has been developed by [27] and [11], as well as by [4]. The corpus used for this work is based on the arXMLiv archiving project of scientific documents [24], arXMLiv is hosted at the Cornell ArXiv (arxiv.org) which contains one of the largest collections of scientific literature on the planet. Unfortunately, its texts are in the TeX/LaTeX format, which makes it rather useless for knowledge analysis engines, even though LaTeX can be considered a de facto global standard of typesetting. The goal of the project described in [10] is to translate all these documents to a common and agreed XML scheme, which can then serve as a basis for revealing math-related semantics.

B. Computer Representation of Mathematical Content with LaTeXXML

LaTeXXML [7] uses a context-free grammar to establish the logical structure of a document with mathematical content. It can then be exported to Content MathML and OpenMath [2]. Content MathML (also referred as MathML v3 from the W3C consortium and described in w3c.org/TR/MathML3) uses just a few attributes and focuses on the meaning of the expression rather than its graphical layout. The \(<\text{apply}\) element, for instance, represents the application of a function. Its first child element is the function itself and its operands and/or parameters are the remaining child elements.

Thanks to Content MathML and Open Math, digital libraries can be transformed into a more useful XML representation and be made more compliant with a mathematical knowledge-management approach. Two large-scale examples are arXMLiv and EuDML [22]. Only the first of those examples uses LaTeXML. The main challenges in this conversion step, in the case of arXMLiv, come from the fact that it is poorly knowledge-based, with minor exceptions in the form of clues provided via some infrequent and almost random in-line LaTeX annotations. It is then mandatory to infer additional semantics on all document levels. Fortunately, LaTeXML has proven to be extremely efficient at this task.

Consider the example in Fig. 1. There we have the standard mathematical notation -- a simple equation of the form \(f(x) = y\), its Content MathML representation and, finally, the terms we extracted for indexing. Any mathematical construct can be represented in a similar way.

\[
f(x) = y
\]

Fig. 1. From plain mathematical expressions to Content MathML.

LaTeXXML also defines a conversion process and a set of tools that allow any plain LaTeX document to be translated [7]. LaTeXXML can even work in daemon mode, which allows the deployment of server-centric conversion platforms [8] like the well-known \(\text{ItxMojo}\), available at latexml.mathweb.org.

Once a mathematical text has been retyped as LaTeXXML, search queries can take place. This topic is discussed in the following section.

C. The MathWebSearch Project

MathWebSearch [17], developed at the KWARC group (kwarc.info), processes XML-based content mathematics. Currently, the system supports MathML, OpenMath and LaTeXXML (and any other document type that has been appropriately converted). It operates by computing an index term for each of the mathematical elements of a given XML document. Queries on this index are also expressed in a XML schema, reviewed below.

The MathWebSearch engine is used in our framework to analyse student-submitted mathematics assignments. On one hand, each student document is converted to Content MathML and indexed. On the other hand, a teacher’s set of well-organized binary tests is coded as a variant of Content MathML –MathMLQ--. If all tests deliver a positive result, the assignment is flagged as to be reviewed by the teacher.

Finally, as MathWebSearch operates with terms, heuristics and semantics, it can understand a wider range of similar mathematical expressions. This ensures that the issues described in the introduction will hardly ever take place. Our engine is very tolerant to small variations of the same
mathematical expression. In other words, we are able to understand that $\sqrt{x}$ and $x^{1/2}$ have the same mathematical meaning and discern that 4.5 kJ is different from 4.5 Kj (the Joule energy unit in physics must always be capitalized, while the kilo- multiple should remain in lowercase). In this manner, the student is free to express him/herself with mathematical and syntactical independence. At the same time, the teacher is also able to demand exquisite precision, if so desired.

**Algorithm 1** Example of a MATHMLQ query.

```
<query xmlns:mws="http://www.mathweb.org/mws/ns"
  xmlns:m="http://www.w3.org/1998/Math/MathML"
  limitmin="0" answsize="30" totalreq="yes"
  output="json">
  <exp>
    \sqrt{c} = \frac{\text{sqrt}(c)}{2}\end{exp}
</query>
```

### D. The MathWebSearch Query Language

MathWebSearch makes use of a content-oriented query language called MathMLQ. It is XML-based rather than being a genuine query language by itself. More detailed information on the syntax can be found in [18]. An example of application can be read in algorithm 1. The query described there is able to identify both the square of a function or a variable ($x^2$ or $[f(x)]^2$).

Apart from describing queries using the MathMLQ syntax just introduced, more simple instances can be expressed using the plain LaTeX math toolbox and syntax. This code can be then converted to MathMLQ. This conversion takes place with the tool latexmlc, presented in [16], which can also establish relations between LaTeX and a variety of office documents (WML from MS Word, ODT from Open Office, etc.) In this simplified LaTeX syntax, variables are labeled with the question mark symbol (?). For instance, the following expression:

```
latexmlc --address = latexml.mathweb.org/
convert --preload=mws.sty --whatsin=math --whatsout = math --cmml 'literal:\sqrt{?c})^2'
```

Would produce the same XML output as the one displayed in algorithm 1.

### E. Summary of Implementation

We now summarize the skeleton of our software implementation, which is graphically represented in Fig. 2. Students submit their homework in a variety of formats (Microsoft Office Word, OpenOffice, OpenDocument, Portable Document Format, LaTeX and LyX, etc.). Disciplines related to theoretical fields, such as mathematics, physics and computer science, almost exclusively use LaTeX. On the other hand, more applied fields of research, like life sciences, chemistry and engineering, usually typeset on the so-called *office suites*. Moreover, depending on the discipline, each institution has its own focus and teachers expect homework to be edited using a specific software instance.

For this reason, our system tries to, in the first phase, convert each document type to a unified LaTeX representation. This is not always possible due to technical reasons (converter segmentation fault, faulty output, etc.). Several third party tools (both open source and commercial) exist and operate with greater or lesser degrees of success. Writer to LaTeX (writer2latex.sf.net) and Word to LaTeX (wordtolatex.com) are some examples. LyX has the advantage of being able to perform a clean LaTeX export [14].

A better tool to translate between LaTeX and traditional office formats is the latexmlc introduced above, which has been developed in recent years by the KWARC group. Finally, the tool that has recently been attracting significant focus in the computer language research community is Pandoc, described in [20] and [19]. Pandoc can convert documents in markdown, HTML, LaTeX, MediaWiki markup, TWiki markup, Microsoft Word docx and EPUB (among others) to other formats, such as DocBook, Adobe InDesign, LaTeX, PDF and many others, through the application of external drivers written in the Lua computer language.

Anecdotally, recent efforts are even trying to directly translate mathematical handwritten expressions to LaTeX. A nice summary can be found in [25] and an example of such an application can be tested online thanks to Detexify [15], available at detexify.kirelabs.org.

As a next step, the LaTeX source is parsed and transformed to LaTeXXML, which already contains the necessary knowledge companion information to be harvested by MathWebSearch. On the other side, the teacher pulls a list with $N$ wildcard expressions to the classification platform. Finally, an instance of MathWebSearch performs these $N$ searches on each homework document and screens which of them provides some degree of equivalence. Our platform is responsible for filtering teachers’ templates and student homework in a coordinated fashion.
IV. PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH PHYSICS STUDENTS’ HOMEWORK BULLETINS

As a proof of concept, we have carried out a practical experience with 300+ homework assignments from 50+ students enrolled in a basic Physics course in the degree of Computer Science at the School of Engineering at Universidad Internacional de La Rioja (UNIR, ingenieria.unir.net).

We have configured our classification engine based on MathWebSearch together with teachers’ templates in order to pre-distribute assignments, before they are finally delivered to the teacher/assistant for an in-depth (and manual) conventional correction phase.

A. Experimental Setup

The online campus platform deployed at UNIR is an instance of the Aperoe Sakai CLE. Students submit their homework to this platform digitally, using the assignments tool. Usually, documents are formatted using Microsoft Word®, WML or OpenOffice ODT, though some students have used LaTeX or LyX for their submissions. A very small percentage of students submitted bulletins in other office suite formats, such as Apple Pages® or Microsoft PowerPoint®, which were easily translatable to WML or ODT.

![Fig. 3. Percentage of document types used by students.](image)

The rate of conversion success to LaTeX and LaTeXML from this range of commonly available office suites is summarized in Table I. After running each of the conversion tools, further refinement can take place if the source office documents are pre- or post-manually processed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source office format</th>
<th>% of success</th>
<th>after manual edition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WML (recent MS Word ver.)</td>
<td>75 %</td>
<td>90 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.doc (legacy MS Word ver.)</td>
<td>70 %</td>
<td>95 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODT (OpenOffice)</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>70 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other office suites</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>70 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LyX</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conversion tool most used in our setup, given its success ratio, was Pandoc, as described above. Fig. 4 shows a real example of the result of the conversion of a MS Word-submitted homework file to its LaTeX twin. PDF output (from LaTeX) is also shown as a proof of the fidelity of the file-translation process.

![Fig. 4. Example of the conversion process performed with Pandoc.](image)

Fig. 5 shows the ratio of success in the process of translating to LaTeX, of some of the file-conversion tools that are mentioned above and were used in this project.

![Fig. 5. Rates of success for some of the converter tools (to LaTeX).](image)

B. Methodology

The physics course mentioned above, as it is part of the Computer Engineering degree’s curriculum, is mainly based on areas related to electromagnetism. Most required homework exercises should include at least some of the mathematical expressions appearing in table II –depending on the specific topic being studied– in order to be considered suitable for further analysis by the teacher and manually assigned a score. This mathematical content has been agreed with the academic staff. The corresponding set of simplified queries (introduced above) has also been defined and has been made available to the system.

In Table III, there is another example of how our implementation can also handle more complex formulae, for instance those related to quantum theory and thermodynamics, which could prove useful in a Physics MSc.

Our solution has been tested offline (no real feedback has been sent to students or teachers) with pre-existing homework bulletins from an already concluded semester. A batch process, similar to that described in Fig. 2, has been implemented and executed.

Besides taking into account specific mathematical content related to the topic electromagnetism, we have also established a special and separate realm devoted only to pure mathematical transversal correctness. This means that our solution can separately test for the exactitude of common mathematical statements, like the ones listed in Table IV.
TABLE II.
SOME MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS RELATED TO THE TOPIC
ELECTROMAGNETISM TO BE TESTED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric field by an infinite plane (perpendicular)</td>
<td>( E_x = 2\pi k\sigma )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic force (vector form)</td>
<td>( F = k \left( \frac{q_1 q_2}{r^2} \right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge linear density</td>
<td>( dq = \lambda dx )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor equation</td>
<td>( C = \frac{\epsilon}{d} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric field by a charged ring</td>
<td>( E_x = \frac{kQ}{(x^2 + R^2)^{3/2}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric field by a charged circle</td>
<td>( E_x = 2\pi k\sigma \left( 1 - \frac{x}{\sqrt{x^2 + R^2}} \right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric field by a charged thread</td>
<td>( E_y = k\lambda \left[ \frac{1}{L} \right] \cdot \sqrt{L^2 + y^2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric potential by a set of isolated charges</td>
<td>( V = \sum \frac{kq_i}{r_{ij}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation between potential and electric field</td>
<td>( dV(r) = -\mathbf{E}(r) \cdot dr )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric field outside a charged spherical cavity (radial component)</td>
<td>( E_r = \frac{1}{4\pi\epsilon_0} \frac{Q}{r^2} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III.
EXTENDED PHYSICS-RELATED EXAMPLES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat diffusion law</td>
<td>( \frac{\partial q}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{q} = \kappa \nabla^2 T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>( S = \sum h_i n_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunnel effect</td>
<td>( T = \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \alpha^2 (x + y)}} \right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum by a photon</td>
<td>( p_y = \frac{h\nu}{c} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyro dynamics</td>
<td>( \omega_y = \frac{MgD}{1\omega_0} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charged particle in accelerator</td>
<td>( \mathbf{F} = q(\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{B}) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After running a batch process with the 300+ homework bulletins and specific rule sets, results show that around 63% of the documents that could be safely converted to LaTeX satisfied the formulae template requirements (both for the topic electromagnetism and for the transversal one related to mathematics). Of these homework assignments, 78% were classified as incorrect, though encapsulating the required mathematical expressions, contained inaccuracies and/or were poorly developed by the student.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our simplified and relatively quick set-up proves that semi-automated correction processes may represent an acceptable compromise between the pure self-assessment approach—typically present in MOOCs and courses with a large enrolment rate—and the more conventional scenario in which the teacher manually reviews assignments for each student.
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Variation of the Heartbeat and Activity as an Indicator of Drowsiness at the Wheel Using a Smartwatch
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Abstract — Sleepiness is one of the first causal factors of accidents. An estimated 10-30% of road deaths are related to fatigue driving. A large number of research studies have been conducted to reduce the risk of accidents while driving. Many of these studies are based on the detection of biological signals by drowsiness/sleepiness. The activity of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) presented alterations during different physical states such as stress or sleepiness. This activity is measured by ECG (electroencephalogram) and, in different studies, it can be measured with the variation of the heart beat (HRV-Heart Rate Variability) in order to analyze it and then detect drowsiness/sleepiness in drivers. The main advantage is that HRV can be performed using non invasive and uncomfortable means compared to EEG sensors. New Wearables technologies are capable of measuring the heart beat and, further, using other sensors like Accelerometer and Gyroscope, embedded on a simple clock allow us to monitor the physical activity of the user. Our main goal is to use the pulsations measurements in conjunction with the physical activity for the detection of driver drowsiness/sleepiness in advance in order to prevent accidents derived from fatigue.

Keywords — Drowsiness, sleepiness, smartwatch, sensors, heart rate, wearables

I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, the role of sleepiness and sleep disorders have been underestimated in comparison with other classic causes of accidents, such as alcohol or drugs, which may also be associated with drowsiness/sleepiness.

Previous studies estimate that between 10-30% of traffic accidents are directly related to sleepiness and fatigue while driving [1][2][3][4][5]. The fatigue related accidents are directly dependent on the time of day (circadian factor) and the type of road, particularly on motorways and monotonous roads. Mortality associated with such accidents is very high, probably because of the high speed at impact both the type of road and the lack of reaction by the driver.

Drivers usually are unable to assess their symptoms to detect or predict events drowsiness within minutes. This indicates that drivers may need technological interventions for detecting drowsiness/sleepiness while driving. Given these facts, we decided to find a method for alerting the driver about drowsiness/sleepiness. We had to find a way to evaluate driver fatigue states compatible with driving.

Studies related to ANS activity, detection of different physical states and physical activity detection were reviewed and we found that the current technology allowed to reconcile driving with a detection and warning of drowsiness/sleepiness mechanism.

This paper is structured as follows. After discussing related works in section 2, we describe in section 3 the methodology for this case study, technical details about extraction for classifying human activities. Finally section 4 presents the final conclusions

II. RELATED WORK

Several studies have been conducted to identify effective ways to monitor sleepiness driving [6]. The eye-blinking indicator has been the favorite in many studies. Almost in all the cases, the most commonly used test is the EEG. However, some uncomfortable EEG electrodes were used on the head, which are inappropriate for detecting drowsiness/sleepiness while driving, which is our goal.

Another biological measure that has been significantly related to drowsiness/sleepiness is Heart Rate Variability. HRV is regulated by both the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems, and it can be used to estimate the autonomous nervous system (ANS) activity [1][7]. The activity of the autonomous nervous system also can be measured in a non-invasive manner from the HRV, whose signal can be obtained from an ECG (electrocardiogram) [1].
HRV has been studied in transitions from wakefulness to states of extreme relaxation, and there has been a decrease in Heart rate in the beginning of the dream [1][19].

Once it is known that the number of pulses decreases during sleep [8], the degree in which the number of pulses decrease during the non-REM stages of sleep has been explained as a depression in the activity of the sympathetic central system. Spectral analysis techniques have been used to link the pulse changes with the activity of the central nervous system [8].

Furthermore, there have also been studies in which are shown, it can be detected different patterns of physical activity [9-15][17][18] using the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors, one being the state of drowsiness/sleepiness. These studies were worth to know that it is possible to identify activities through sensors like the accelerometer and the gyroscope. Among them are various studies attempting to interpret body activity using the latest current technology (wearables) [9]. More specifically used smart watches, for example the Samsung Gear S, using accelerometer and gyroscope sensors [10], and others also include pedometer [11][20][21][23].

All these studies clarify the possibility of detecting sleep or detect patterns of physical activity. Our study goes a step further and has combined both formulae.

III. METHODOLOGY

Assuming you could use data obtained from Heart Rate Monitor (HRM) to detect changes in the nervous system and on the other hand, the data obtained from accelerometer, gyroscope and pedometer to identify physical activities, we decided to unify all the data in order to detect the possible state of drowsiness/sleepiness of a driver, and then alert the user advising him to stop driving.

For this experiment, we needed to find a device that contains all the necessary sensors and did not pose a threat to the user when driving. Technology currently offers, in a single device, a smartwatch: information provided by the heart rate and also accelerometer, gyroscope and pedometer sensors to detect as accurately as possible states of drowsiness/sleepiness during driving. In a smartwatch, the heart rate sensor is PPG type (photoplethysmography). These sensors use a light-based technology to sense the rate of blood flow as controlled by the heart’s pumping action. The other sensors are similar to other devices like tablets or smart phones.

For our choice, the essential features that should be fulfilled by the smart watch include those aforementioned sensors and large battery capacity, since the continued use of all the sensors causes a non insignificant power consumption. Other features, such as screen size, were not significant for the election. Several Smart watches, like Sony Smart Watch 3 SWR50, LG G Watch or Motorola Moto 360, were discarded because they do not have HRM or other sensors.

The smart watch chosen was the Samsung Gear S, containing all the above mentioned sensors, battery life of 4 days with occasional use, and 1-2 days with increased use, and allows us to program the required application to use all the information.

It should be noted that the study of drowsiness/sleepiness at the wheel requires a deep and thorough knowledge of the behavior of people. It is therefore necessary for the study to collect data from both sexes and different ages, ranging from 18 to 70 years, since the behavior with respect to sleep and, especially bodily activity, is different in each of them and reaches the state of drowsiness slightly differently. Another fact to note are the types of roads; the motorways require a monotonous driving as indicated in studies [2] y [5] it induces sleep and causes more accidents, and this is considered in this study.

![Fig 1. Smart watch sensors.](image)

On the other hand, the fact of using a smart watch (Fig 1)[11] that is worn on the wrist and contains sensors Herat rate, accelerometer, gyroscope and pedometer, has many advantages as all sensors are integrated in one device, it is easy to carry, and also allows to detect the lack of physical activity while driving. But, it makes it so challenging the classification of physical activity since the smart watch worn on the wrist should control very well the movements made by hand to predict the driver’s state [13][16].

A. Data Acquisition/collection.

In this first phase, we gathered all the information that sensors reported to us from the largest possible number of people, with different ages and in different scenes in order to see the behavior and so we can analyze data and classify the states of people.

We invited 30 volunteers to collected data, with equal numbers of men and women, ages commented above. The Gear S smart watches were prepared to store the user data for the following case studies:

- Driving his/her usual vehicle under normal conditions of their day to day. Samples of city driving.
- Driving his/her vehicle at motorway, minimum distances of 30 minutes. Samples of short trips on the highway.
- Driving his/her usual car on long trips, doing break every two hours. Samples of long trips on the highway.
- Being tired, driving in a driving simulator (City Car Driving + Steering Wheel Logitech G27) for two hours, simulated driving situation on a highway.
- Watching TV before sleeping.
- Going to bed and sleeping the whole night.

The first three scenarios are real driving. The other scenarios may not be exactly like a real driving situation, but the use of simulation is pretty close to reality and, they serve to not risk the integrity of individuals and to gather some subjective outcomes.

After completing driving, the driver filled out a form with the actions that had performed, the route taken and, if there was anything significant related to their physical state (either, tired, fatigued, some drowsiness, stressed, etc). Thus, we obtained daily data about the behavior of different people, as well as, samples that we knew what behavior was followed by the driver and under what conditions as well. To detect cases of sleep, the person took note of the time that he slept and the time he started to watch the television.

The objective of this first phase is the collection of samples that allow us to analyze the data for the unambiguous detection of the different states.

The data collected are comprised:
- Values of the 3-axis accelerometer (20 values/ sec).
- Values of the 3-axis gyroscope (20 values/ sec).
- Values of the pedometer every second.
- Values of HRM every second (Beats and peak to peak).

B. Feature Extraction.

For each of the samples obtained, we analyzed on the one hand the results collected by the accelerometer, gyroscope and pedometer sensors; on the other hand, the results collected by the heart rate sensor [22,23].

After analyzing the results of each driver, they analyzed as a whole, and common patterns were found in the results captured for the different states of the driver. There were small differences between each of them, but it could be possible to clearly identify the different actions.

C. Classification.

Using FFT tools, various types of filters and scatter plots points, we found out common patterns for each of the states of the driver and state of drowsiness/sleepiness. While driving behavior of each person is not the same, after analyzing the data, with very small differences, they all converge at the same point for each of the states identified [10] [12]. We can find more nervous drivers when parking -since they made faster movements-, yet, other drivers made movements with greater confidence, but in the end, both drivers make the same set of movements (82%) and this is what serves our interests. In the case of the detection of sleep, the same approach is followed. Although there are people who find it hard to get more sleep and other costs them less, ultimately all of their heart rate converge to decrease rates in order to stabilize at a threshold associated with the dream state. For those cases, where the person fell asleep, such as going to bed or get to watch TV after dinner, it observed as pulsations are reduced as well as, samples that we knew what behavior was followed by the driver and state of drowsiness/sleepiness, and providing additional capabilities, we concluded that these data did not provide further information to identify actions, which were ruled to implement the system.

The data were separated and classified according to the following states:
- Walking.
- Steady state.
- Excitation.
- Driving.
- Parking maneuver.
- Sleepiness.
- Slumber.
- Deep sleep.

D. Process.

After analysis of the data with the various tools, such as Kalman filter, pass band filter, high pass filter..., we concluded that these data did not provide further information to identify actions, which were ruled to implement the system.

The software system developed for detecting driver drowsiness/sleepiness, and providing additional capabilities, it’s based on the following processing:

To identify actions using data collected by the sensors accelerometer, gyroscope y pedometer:

Fourier series:

Using the appropriate tools (pic 2, FFT-Fast Fourier Transform) and details of actions such as traveling and fitness reported by the driver, we analyzed the data to identify the driver’s actions, that are:
- Walking to the car.
\[ f(x) = a_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left( a_n \cos \frac{n\pi x}{L} + b_n \sin \frac{n\pi x}{L} \right) \]

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT):
\[ f_i = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} x_k e^{-\frac{2\pi ijk}{n}} \quad j = 0, ... , n - 1 \]

Vector direction:
\[ |\overrightarrow{PQ}| = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2 + z^2} \]

For identification of drowsiness with heart rate sensor data:
Average:
\[ \overline{X} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i = \frac{\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 + \alpha_3 + ... + \alpha_n}{n} \]

The algorithm processes the data stored once it has completed the minimum time window for collecting the data set needed to predict the status of the driver. The window time is 30 seconds. At the beginning of the application, within 30 seconds, the algorithm is not run as the data set needed to decide the status of the driver is still not available. After the first 30 seconds, the algorithm, every second, runs checking the new data that have been registered (20 new records per second).

The final decision for detection of sleep is made based on the result (pic 4) by the algorithm which uses the heartrate sensor (50%) and the algorithm that uses accelerometer and gyroscope sensors (50%). Both must have had the same result, that is to say, having detected that the driver is entering a state of drowsiness/sleepiness, to alert the driver. Thus, false positives are avoided.

In addition, data collected from the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors are also used to detect other driver actions: park, leaving the car, etc. In the tests carried out, it should be noted, that in travel four hours, the battery has an average consumption of 50%, running throughout the trip application in background mode.

E. Experimentation.
Several methods are designed to experience algorithms to detect sleep:
1. Online method: once the algorithm was coded, the resulting application is installed on the smart watch and re-run on the same users on which data were captured. The application runs in debug mode so that we could record all the events produced and re-analyze the data recorded to refine, if necessary, the algorithm.
2. Offline method: Having already recorded data from previous lines, what we did was to define a test environment using the same algorithm we have designed for the application, so you can run the same data stream on the algorithm in real time and then you can also validate the algorithm designed. Thus, also we can detect errors of the algorithm in a fully controlled environment that simulates the real environment.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new application designed for Samsung Gear S smart watch recognizing and alerting drowsy state of a driver at the wheel of a vehicle. Using this application is to avoid car accidents caused by the driver falling asleep at the wheel.

Other application functionalities are (1) warning to the driver that he must rest every two hours, and (2) firing an alarm in states of nervousness that could mean danger while driving.

In this application, specific algorithm was designed using known mathematical tools such as FFT, filters, scatter of points and statistic power in order to detect that the driver is entering a state of drowsiness/sleepiness. It has a very acceptable power consumption rate and at no time blocks another applications or the system itself, thus providing optimum performance.

Finally, using this application on Samsung Gear S smartwatch is a very simple and easy way, from user point of view, to be protected against a circumstance of drowsiness/sleepiness while driving.
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Challenges In Cloud Computing

Automation
- How long to deploy an application?
- What version do I use?
- How do I upgrade applications?

Portability
- How do I change providers?
- What is being used?
- How much does it cost?

Auto-Scaling
- Can my application auto-scale?
- How do I configure auto-scaling?

Disaster Recovery Planning
- Can my application tolerate faults?
- How do I recover my system?

ElasticBox Solution

Automation
- Automatic Deployments
- Automatic Configuration
- Disaster Recovery

Runtime Environment
- Application Scaling
- Fault Tolerance
- Resource Clean-up
- Replication

Framework Design
- Architecture Policies
- Versioning
- Platform Management

Infrastructure Control
- Cost Analysis
- Policy Management
- Traceability